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ABSTRACT

Molière’s *The Misanthrope* explores themes of hypocrisy, love, and the elusive nature of the truth. The play centers on the effects of unapologetic honesty in a society overflowing with pretense.

Célimène serves as the supreme example of this society but is more complicated than the shallow follies she represents. She walks the tightrope between truth and survival and must keep the balance without leaning too heavily one way or the other – lest she fall.

This thesis endeavors to articulate the creation of a multi-dimensional character that connects with today’s audience and facilitates an understanding of the intentions and motivations behind her actions as well as the influence of this particular society on its members.

This endeavor includes biographical information on Molière, a breakdown of the author’s process, inspirations for this process, a character analysis of Célimène, rehearsal manuscripts, and an analytical reflection of the resulting attempt to walk the line.

Keywords: Célimène, Misanthrope, Performance, Acting, Character, Play
INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 2015, the University of New Orleans produced *The Misanthrope*, a comedy written by the French playwright, Molière. The production was staged in the Robert E. Nims Thrust Theatre and ran for two weekends beginning on Thursday, September 17, 2015 (a total of eight performances). The performances included a student matinee on Friday, September 25 and closed with a Sunday matinee on September 27.

The University of New Orleans’s production of *The Misanthrope* was directed by David W. Hoover, Chair of the University of New Orleans Department of Film and Theatre and Director of the Master of Fine Arts Performance Program. A full list of the cast and crew can be found in Appendix I: Production Resources.

Sarah Elizabeth James’s performance as Célimène in this production of *The Misanthrope* will serve to meet the partial requirements necessary to acquire a Master of Fine Arts in Film and Theatre Performance from the University of New Orleans.

This thesis is a compilation of research, documentation, and analysis detailing the course of preparation, creation, performance, and reflection for this production. The following aims to articulate the journey of developing a full character in Célimène and the process of building a clear and complete experience for each audience night after night.
CHAPTER 1

Who the Deuce is Jean Baptiste de Poquelin?

The only people who can be excused for unleashing a bad book on the world are the poor devils who have to write for a living.

_The Misanthrope_, Act I scene ii
BIOGRAPHY: JEAN BAPTISTE DE POQUELIN

As the stories of the theatre often go, Molière’s is one of challenge, disappointment, and untimely death. Surrounded in time by the lives and careers of Pierre Corneille and Jean Racine, much of his life is clouded in obscurity. He endured poverty, loss, betrayal, unhappiness, and shame, although one might not know it from his works alone.

Early Life

Little detail is known about the early years of Jean Baptiste de Poquelin, who would later become known as Molière. Poquelin was born on January 15, 1622 in Paris, France. His father, Jean Poquelin, built and sold furniture and served as an upholsterer for King Louis XIII.1 At the time, his father was known as a tapissier, known today as an interior designer – he supplied tapestries, furnishings, upholsteries, and “magnificent matrimonial beds” to the wealthy. His mother was Marie Cressé, and both of his parents were members of the middle class at the time of his birth.2

Education

Poquelin spent the first part of his education at Collège de Clermont, a Jesuit school in Paris, where he became highly skilled in languages, including Greek and Latin.1 It is thought that Poquelin encountered a number of Latin, Spanish, and Italian comedies while in school.3

After studying at Collège de Clermont, he went on to obtain his civil law degree in 1642 from the University of Orléans.2 Despite his educational background and an aptitude for his

father’s trade, however, Poquelin would neither practice law nor join the family business, much to his parents’ disappointment.

**Career**

In 1643, Poquelin founded The Illustre Theatre (L’Illustre Théâtre) – his first acting troupe. He worked in conjunction with the Bejart family, and it is believed that his motivation for this collaboration was his love for Madeleine Bejart, the oldest daughter of the family. Madeleine and her brothers were members of the company, and Poquelin served as actor and manager. Madeleine would eventually become Poquelin’s mistress during this time – “an independent, redheaded woman several years older than him.”

It is also believed that it was during this time, at the age of 21, that Poquelin would lose his family name to take on his stage name, Molière, by which he would become famous. Pseudonyms were quite common in France at this time. Some believe that Poquelin adopted his new name to avoid tainting his family’s name.

The Illustre Theatre survived for about 18 months and then collapsed in debt. The company was also being attacked by The Compagnie du Saint-Sacrement, a religious organization that discouraged its members from supporting The Illustre Theatre and attending performances. As the president of the company, Molière served a short time in debtors’ prison when the project failed.

This initial demise did not dishearten Molière from continuing to pursue a life in the theatre. Out of prison, he fled Paris with Madeleine and joined a touring troupe of actors in 1645. Molière and Madeleine toured the French provinces until 1658 and eventually became managers of the company. During this time, Molière was able to hone his skills as an actor and

---


playwright. He was largely influenced by the varying troupes and works he encountered through his travels, particularly the Italian commedia dell’arte. It was through these adventures that Molière sharpened his talent for comedy and farce, both as an actor and writer, although he ached for triumphs in tragedy. Only a few of his comedies written during this time remain: *La Jalousie de Barbouill*, *Le Médecin Volant*, *L’Étourdi*, and *Le Dépit Amoureux*.

The company, under the management of Molière, was invited to return to Paris to perform for King Louis XIV. Louis XIV’s brother was a patron of the company, and Madeleine had been acquiring funding for a sublease with the Théâtre du Marais so the two were returned to Paris in much better condition than they had left nearly 13 years earlier. The company quickly earned the king’s approval with Molière’s *Docteur Amoureux*. This favor won them usage of the Petit Bourbon, a theatre of the court, and later the Palais-Royal for court entertainment. Molière and his troupe had become official entertainers for King Louis XIV and his court.

Molière’s career as a playwright began to rise with *Les Précieuses Ridicules* (*The Pretentious Young Ladies* or *The Affected Ladies*), which was produced in 1659 and was inspired by the ladies he encountered upon his return “whose chief aim in life was to promote culture.” This piece is said to be the turning point in Molière’s writing, because he was beginning to find his niche as a contemporary writer observing the follies of the present day.

Madame de Rambouillet was dead, but the literary cult which she had established was still very much the fashion. Molière seized upon the affected speech, the elegant gallantries and the learned sentimentality of the précieuses and caricatured them with infinite skill. Even the blue-stockings and the gallants were obliged to laugh at themselves.

Molière was essentially declaring war on the society in which he lived, and the war would last for the rest of his life. Naturally, his observations made him a few enemies, from clergymen to
rivaling playwrights – many of whom he characterized in his work. Molière would develop a habit of upsetting important people over the next 14 years.

**Family**

Molière did not wed his traveling mistress and fellow actress, Madeleine Bejart. Instead, he married Armande Bejart in 1662. Armande is believed to be Madeleine’s younger sister, although some of those rivaling playwrights say she was actually Madeleine’s daughter – only 19 years old when she married Molière, who was 40. Armande would become a leading actress in Molière’s company.

In 1665, Armande gave birth to their only child to survive infancy, Esprit-Madeleine. Molière and Armande separated and reunited several times over the course of their marriage. Several of Molière’s works such as *The Versailles Impromptu* indicate that their marriage was not a pleasant relationship.

**Works**

After the success of *The Affected Ladies*, Molière would go on to write a number of highly acclaimed comedies, most of which reflected the farcical behavior he witnessed in society or the troubles of his life at home. From clergymen, to courtiers, to his wife, no one was immune.

In a society of artifice, Molière used the theatre to mock the affectations of his audience of socialites. While occasionally getting him into trouble, his satires earned him the reputation of one of the greatest comedians of all time.

With a growing list of adversaries, Molière chose a theme of jealousy to inspire works including *The School for Husbands* in 1661, which became an enormous success. Other themes such as hypocrisy and infidelity inspired successes including *The School for Wives* (1662), *Tartuffe* (1664), and *The Misanthrope* (1666). *The School for Wives* provided Armande’s first starring role in the company.
From 1664 to 1669, *Tartuffe*, which also held an unpleasant mirror up to society, was banned from public performance after its first production, despite protection from King Louis XIV. Many believed the play was an attack on religion. Molière was obliged to modify the play before it would be officially accepted again.

During the years of the ban, Molière composed *Don Juan* (1665), believed to be an attack in response to the censoring of *Tartuffe*. *Don Juan* was also repressed immediately after its first public performance. In spite of his controversial works, Molière and his troupe earned the title of La Troupe du Roi and received regular pensions from the king.5

Other works written during this time include *The Doctor in Spite of Himself* (1666), *The Miser* (1668), *Amphitryon* (1668), *The Bourgeois Gentleman* (1670), *Scapin* (1671), and *The Learned Ladies* (1672).

**Later Years**

Throughout the last decade of his life, Molière was riddled with health issues and domestic struggles. He was diagnosed with tuberculosis and suffered frequent coughing fits. Despite his illness, he continued to write, act, and manage his troupe for several years.1

Molière collapsed on stage during a performance of *The Imaginary Invalid* on February 17, 1673. Ironically, the production featured Molière as a severe hypochondriac. Although theatrical myth holds that Molière died on stage, he actually passed away in his home several hours later.2 The archbishop of Paris received petitions from Armande for his burial and reluctantly permitted her to have a private nighttime burial in the parish cemetery without ceremony or rites.5
Legacy

Molière is considered one of the greatest writers to represent the country of France. He carved out a unique style of comedy in which the truth served as the central theme. His characters are universally recognizable representatives of this truth – of humanity in its truest forms. During a time when plot twists and dramatic events dominated the theatrical scene, Molière created characters who could carry the weight of the audience’s investment. Molière, above all, was a highly skilled and observant caricaturist of humankind.

According to most critics, his style and structure are not perfect. This is forgiven, however, because of his ability to combine verse with a colloquial, comedic language, similar to improvisation – which he was often forced to do on a short deadline. His language and style are enhanced by his aptitude with reason and logic.

Nearly all of Molière’s work was done with too much haste. He has been accused of not having a consistent, organic style, of using faulty grammar, of mixing his metaphors, and of using unnecessary words for the purpose of filling out his lines. All these things are occasionally true, but they are trifles in comparison to the wealth of character[s] he portrayed, to his brilliancy of wit, and to the resourcefulness of his technique.
COMPLETE WORKS

- The Jealous Husband (1645)
- The Flying Doctor (1648)
- The Scatterbrain (1653)
- A Lovers’ Quarrel (1656)
- The Affected Ladies (1659)
- The Imaginary Cuckold (1660)
- The Jealous Prince (1661)
- The School for Husbands (1661)
- The Nuisances (1661)
- The School for Wives (1662)
- The School for Wives Criticized (1663)
- A Versailles Improvisation (1663)
- The Forced Wedding (1664)
- The Princess of Elida (1664)
- Tartuffe (1664, 1667, 1669)
- Don Juan (1665)
- Love's Cure-All (1665)
- The Misanthrope (1666)
- The Doctor in Spite of Himself (1666)
- Mélicerte (1666)
- A Comic Pastoral (1667)
- The Sicilian (1667)
- Amphitryon (1668)
- The Confounded Husband (1668)
- The Miser (1668)
- Monsieur de Pourceaugnac (1669)
- The Magnificent Suitors (1670)
- The Bourgeois Gentleman (1670)
- Psyche (1671)
- Scapin's Schemings (1671)
- A Pretentious Countess (1671)
- The Learned Ladies (1672)
- The Imaginary Invalid (1673)
CHAPTER 2

Le Misanthrope

Dear me! Do you think I worry about the number of admirers you so pride yourself on?

The Misanthrope, Act III scene iv
PRODUCTION HISTORY

Originally produced in Paris on June 4, 1666, *The Misanthrope* has earned its place as a staple piece in the history of comedy. In the original production, its author played the part of Alceste, the misanthrope, whose character was unprecedented on the stage at that time. *The Misanthrope*, touching on themes including hypocrisy, dishonesty, disloyalty, and societal pretenses for personal gain, is a fitting demonstration of Molière’s ability to expose the absurdities of his world through poetry and satire. Molière’s close companion, Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux, considered this comedy of manners to be his friend’s ultimate masterpiece.6

*The Misanthrope* has undergone a wide variety of translations and adaptations over the centuries. The comedy has been performed in countless professional and academic theatres, as well as on radio and television.7

The play made its Broadway debut on April 10, 1905 at New Amsterdam Theatre, where it enjoyed a total of eight performances. Other notable appearances include five performances at the Winter Garden Theatre in 1957, 86 performances at Lyceum Theatre in 1968, and 69 performances at the Circle in the Square Theatre on Broadway in 1983.8

The role of Célimène has been played by numerous actresses including Madeleine Renaud (1957), Christina Pickles (1968), and Mary Beth Hurt (1983).8 More recently, the role was played by Uma Thurman in an adaptation at the Classic Stage Company in 1999.9

Here, cast against the finely seasoned English actor Roger Rees in the title role and forced to speak in intricate, rhymed couplets, she [Uma Thurman] brings to mind a beautiful, sheltered girl at her first grown-up dance, putting on airs and hoping against hope she'll get away with it.9

---

RECEPTION

The original production of *The Misanthrope* was well-received, and since then the piece has enjoyed positive feedback. While Molière is sometimes criticized for his structure and for neglecting the technical aspects of his style, he is more often praised for his ability to point the finger at human nature without arrogance or apology. *The Misanthrope*, through Alceste and his interactions with other heightened characters, manages to do just this.

Reviews

“A wonderful blend of deceptively clever word play and brazenly awful punnery...tremendously enjoyable.”

– What’s On Stage

“Full of the legendary McGough wit and excellently handled by cast and crew, *The Misanthrope* is an absolute display of theatre excellence and is laugh out loud funny from start to finish.”

– Liverpool Sound and Vision

“Consider the play. Molière’s ‘Misanthrope,’ one of the most celebrated comedies ever written, is about a man named Alceste who becomes frustrated at the prevailing tendency to flatter people to their face, especially people in power, and then trash them in private. The play has remained popular these last 347 years because people still flatter others to their faces, especially those in power, and then trash them in private. It’s as simple as that. Think about Friday at your office. The fantasy of being able to say exactly what you think at all times, without regard for ongoing employment or one’s play in some stultifying professional or personal network, remains potent. And Molière had that desire down, deliciously.”

– Chicago Tribune

“When Molière’s satiric play, *The Misanthrope*, first came to the stage in 1666 at the Théâtre du Palais-Royal in Paris, its mockery of society as duplicitous, self-agrandizing, and narcissistic must have had audiences teary-eyed with laughter. Just so is Court Theatre’s deliciously decadent new production laugh out loud stuff.”

– Chicago on the Aisle

---

Another thing – I should mention that I didn’t spend more than a quarter of an hour on it.

_The Misanthrope_, Act I scene ii
THE PROCESS

Over time, countless Célimène’s have graced a myriad of stages around the world. Each brings a unique technique and a specific process to the role. The manner of developing and discovering a character is exclusive to the actor, and there is neither a solitary path nor a distinct destination.

The stages of developing a character, mapping the character’s journey within the arc of the story, crafting character relationships, building trust and chemistry among cast and crew members, shaping technical choices such as blocking and pacing, and solidifying choices based on analysis are constantly evolving. This process is influenced by certain variables that surround any performance, such as the specific demands of the role and the production as a whole.

For me, the process of taking a role from page to practice to production is fluid and flexible; however, there are some foundational elements that lay the groundwork for a strong, stable performance.

Lines

The first step in the process for me is memorizing my lines. Line memorization takes place throughout the process with rehearsals, blocking, cues, etc. and is reaffirmed with each added step. However, I try to memorize my lines as early as possible because, as an actor, I am almost completely useless without them. This is in large part due to having to hold a script. With a script in my hand for reference, I am constantly having to disconnect with my scene partner and exit the moment in order to grab my next line. If my lines are not thoroughly memorized, I cannot be free to explore anything else.

I do a number of things to memorize my lines. I am deeply grateful to Devin Hodo, for countless nights spent on the porch repeating lines over and over again. I honestly do not know
how I would memorize my lines without the help of another. It allows me to get away from the script while still remaining accurate and precise.

I also like to do something physical while memorizing my lines in order to get them into my body and not just into my head. Regardless of whether I’m cleaning, dancing, pacing, running, or playing with my dog, I’m reciting lines.

I make a point to recite my lines at certain points throughout the day, particularly in the car and in the shower. Any time I am doing a relatively mindless activity, I am likely reciting my lines. I recite my lines every time I am in the car, so much so that even after the close of a show, I have a hard time breaking the habit.

Finally, I try to sing or rap my lines to different rhythms, to help me avoid falling into line readings and to make sure that I know them through muscle memory and not through any kind of cerebral activity. My mind should be able to venture anywhere it wants while I am reciting my lines. I tell my students if they can sing their lines to the tune of Happy Birthday (because those song lyrics are so engrained), then they are well on their way to really knowing their lines.

I take my line memorization this far so that I do not ever have to worry about it. Naturally, I still do, but if I can trust in the work I have done, I know my lines will be there when I need them to be, no matter where my mind goes or how loud my internal judges are. Knowing and trusting that my lines are there liberates me to put my focus elsewhere.

**Script Analysis**

The script analysis process involves a number of elements including objectives, actions and tactics, beats and beat changes, motivations, realizations, stimuli from other characters, decisions, ideas, and given circumstances. This also involves scoring – essentially, marking out
each of the aforementioned elements on the script (see Appendices III and IV). The script is the launch pad for the journey as well as the place of return when one loses the way.

I like to have a thorough understanding and analysis of the script before I begin any kind of character or scene analysis. Of course, all of these steps overlap and stretch throughout the entire rehearsal process.

After I have memorized my lines, I look at the story as a whole and consider the purpose in telling the story. Why are we doing this show at this time? What do we have to say? For me, the answers to these questions could be found in Célimène’s journey. There is so much deception, hypocrisy, and judgment in the world today. This is, perhaps, due to a fear of letting down one’s defenses, a resistance to vulnerability and honesty. I do not necessarily believe this piece is constructed to teach a lesson, but simply to point out an issue, to expose the frailties and faults of human nature in a heightened reality.

What we need in the theatre is a space for actors to act in, a space reserved for them where they may practice their immemorial art of holding the mirror up to nature.¹⁴

**Character Analysis**

Like script analysis, character analysis takes place over the entire course of rehearsals and is constantly building on itself. Character analysis involves the character’s objective, motivations, actions and tactics, decisions, realizations, memories, and ideas throughout the text. This kind of analysis also requires one to leave the launch pad and venture outside of the script. While the script is an excellent basis to get a general idea of the character, it cannot provide all of the information and stimuli necessary to create a multi-dimensional character. Characteristics

---

such as voice, physicality, appearance, habits, gestures, and even personality are often not completed in the script.

I like to fill in these gaps by making decisions about the character based off of the information I have been given. Knowing the character’s fears, dreams, pet peeves, aspirations, interests, reservations, background, etc. gives depth and dimension to the character and aids in motivating a character’s choices.

**Blocking and Technicalities**

All of this analysis and exploration is taking place while the actual performance is being constructed. Costumes are being sewn, the world of the play is being built, and the mechanics of the story are being worked out night after night.

I work to make as many choices about the script and the character as I can before each scene is rehearsed for the first time. Knowing that all of my choices are subject to change, it (at the very least) gives me somewhere to start.

I particularly enjoy working blocking with Director Hoover, because he comes into rehearsal with a clean and clear vision of the scene, but he remains open and receptive as we work. He allows the scene to work itself out, rather than trying to force the ideas he has on paper onto the stage. He creates an environment for play and discovery, and I believe it contributes immensely to the overall performance.

There are all kinds of technicalities that are introduced during rehearsals. Ideally, these elements would be introduced as early as possible. In addition to working on script and character analysis, as well as finding the mechanical workings of each moment in the play, we are also working to solve technical problems such as: Which way does the door swing? How long is my cigarette holder? What kind of lighter should we use? How long does the cigarette last? How low
is the couch? How high are my heels? At which points can I drink my champagne during dialogue? How many steps will there be? How does the record player open? Etcetera.

Blocking and technical problem-solving is not simply about answering these questions, but about finding the right answers. It is not simply about going from point A to point B, but about finding the right motivation that gets me from point A to point B. It is a choreographed dance moved by impulse.

**Inspirational Stimuli**

Throughout the rehearsal process, I look for stimuli to inspire both my character and the world in which she lives. Stimuli including images, music, movies, dances, colors, textures, clothing, quotes, literature, and food all contribute to my process.

**Play**

Analysis inhabits a large part of my process – at least as far as can be plainly demonstrated and articulated. Within this process, however, there is an ever-present element of play. In this context, play refers to the freedom of trial without the consequences of error; it is the liberty to explore, to surprise, and to fail. With the component of play, one discovers the “right” choice by testing out all of the wrong ones first. Play is essential in keeping each moment alive by keeping all of the possibilities on the table.

The line memorization, analysis, and decision-making are all executed in order to reach a place of well-informed freedom. These steps fuel and inform the playfulness in order to make it productive. All of these steps are taken under the constant notions of discovery, exploration, and play.
I venture to go through the intellectual processes of developing a role first, so that I can open my mind for that which is beyond the cerebral, that which Viola Spolin refers to as intuition.

The intuitive way of knowing is neglected in our education in favor of reason (intellect). And yet what we prize – love, faith, art, and insightful knowledge – all reach beyond the intellect and depend on intuitive knowing and its great attribute, certainty. Viola says we must be thrown off balance and must blank out the intellect (the known): ‘break through the walls that keep us from the unknown, ourselves, and each other.’

The element of play constantly reminds me to leave my intellect, to trust in the cerebral work that has been done, and to do anything and everything I can to shock myself into the present – the now.

---

INFLUENCES

A casserole of acting teachers, theories, and practices influence my journey with any role. Depending on the specific demands of the piece, some will carry more weight than others. I am constantly adding to my arsenal with each experience, but there are a few fundamentals that serve as the basis for my approach.

Constantine Stanislavsky

Stanislavsky perseveres as one of the primary, if not the primary, acting teachers in history. His ideas and practices continue to have a large influence on today’s players, including myself. Stanislavsky’s approach is known as The System, and it consists of a wide variety of techniques and tools of the trade. These include but are not limited to: relaxation, concentration, public solitude, sensory recall, imagination, the “magic if,” given circumstances, action, objective, super objective, adaptation, tempo, the circle of attention, and emotion memory.

Of these, relaxation, concentration, action, objective, and the circle of attention serve as fundamental building blocks for my approach to any role, although I inevitably find myself playing with all of these ideas during the building process.

The promise of his system is this: if you use your imagination to enter, with belief, the imaginary circumstances of the play, and if you follow the correct objectives and actions through the play’s length, then the proper emotions will follow you and inspiration will more likely come.16

Stella Adler

While I would like to familiarize myself more with Adler’s teachings, I am aware of her concentration on the physical in order to access the emotional. This was largely influenced by her meeting with Stanislavsky. Stella’s primary focus was on imagination, circumstances, and

---

actions. As a highly physical actor, I appreciate the idea of accessing the emotional through a physical (rather than cerebral) exercise or through emotion recall.

The actor doing this does not focus on the emotion itself, but on the physical embodiment of it, the gestures, the voice, the animation – these will all lead him to the feeling. In this way, the actor can use memory, but avoid indulgence.  

**Sanford Meisner**

Meisner’s approach, like Stanislavsky’s, covers a vast assortment of solutions. His primary focus is centered around being present in the moment and concentrating fully and openly on one’s scene partner. It is clear through my rehearsal journals that this is my primary focus as well. While there are a number of ways to access this presence, Meisner suggests an emphasis on listening.

Meisner’s goal in his teaching is to get the actor out of the head and into the heart – into the body and soul of the moment. To be fully present in the moment is a beautiful and challenging place to be. Meisner defined acting as “living truthfully under imaginary circumstances,” and it is this truthfulness that he endeavors to access.  

Meisner contributes to my approach in a number of ways, but perhaps most importantly, by reminding me to always return my focus to my scene partner. Objectives, motivations, and actions have their place, of course, and I use them as a basis for return when I am feeling false, unclear, or unmotivated. It is my scene partner in the end, however, who will keep my character and the story alive and breathing.
I am also grateful for Meisner’s constant reminder to remain open, honest, and receptive in a moment. So much of the approach to acting deals with preparations and planning – Meisner refuses to forget the importance of stimulus, while still insisting one comes on stage ready and full.

Don’t do anything until something happens to make you do it.¹⁶

Tadashi Suzuki

Some of the work I have most enjoyed thus far in my explorations comes from Suzuki. There is something undeniable in his approach to acting, and I am intrigued by the fact that his journey is one towards perfection and therefore, consistent failure.

Suzuki focuses highly on the physical, but uses this focus to access an inner fire and to maintain a sense of internal urgency and desire. There were a number of times throughout the role of Célimène that I applied Suzuki techniques (both consciously and, likely, subconsciously) to keep this fire burning. For example, in Act IV scene iv, Célimène is sitting on the couch listening intently to the conversation between Alceste and Du Bois. Célimène has no text to hang on to but cannot check out of the scene or relax. She must stay focused under heightened stakes throughout the conversation.

The same applies in Act V scene iv, during the scene which I refer to as “The Roast of Célimène.” Célimène, standing center stage, is being attacked from all sides, and yet she doesn’t utter a single word and hardly makes a movement for nearly three pages. It was quite a challenge to maintain a level of urgency under rising stakes for this amount of time.

In these and other scenes, Suzuki’s work helped me to keep the inner fire going even when the outer smoke appeared to clear. I hope to improve in this kind of training with time.

The actor must push himself forward, because his reward can only be in the attempt.¹⁶
Viola Spolin

Spolin, the mother of improvisation, reminds the actor to always maintain a sense of play in the work. While she is most known for her work with improvisation in the classroom, her philosophies can be applied to scripted work for performance as well. Spolin’s work emphasizes play and focus.

Focus is not the content of focus; it is the effort to stay on focus.\(^{15}\)

Anne Bogart

Bogart’s work with Viewpoints has expanded my awareness on stage and has broadened my exploration with tempo, duration, kinesthetic response, repetition, shape, gesture, architecture, spatial relationship, and topography. With this production, architecture, tempo, spatial relationship, and gesture were very useful. Bogart encourages the actor to explore all the facets of the character’s physicality and the world of the play.

This work was particularly useful in Act II scene iv in which Célimène is entertaining several different guests. Though my work with Viewpoints could be much improved, these elements allowed me to navigate that and other scenes with a more relaxed awareness.

The Herculean effort to pin down a particular emotion removes the actor from the simple task of performing an action, and thereby distances actors from one another and from the audience. Instead of forcing and fixing an emotion, Viewpoints training allows untamed feeling to arise from the actual physical, verbal and imaginative situation in which actors find themselves together.\(^{17}\)

THE WARM UP

**Vocal: Breathing and Stretching**
- Roll Down and Up
- Centering/Balancing
- Connecting with Breath
- Humming with Breath
- Humming Series with Roll Down and Shake
- Soft Palate Stretch
- Tongue Stretches
- Kuh Kuh Kuh (3-10 repetitions on breath)
- Ngah Ngah Ngah with Pitches
- Flay La La with Pitches
- Jaw Stretch
- Jaw Loosening

**Vocal: Resonances**
- Chest – Hah with Shake
- Hard Palate – Huh Huh
- Teeth – Chee
- Chee Ya Yay with Shake
- Facial Isolations
- Sinuses – Nasal Work
- Forehead – Mi Me Shoo
- Head – Key
Elevator – Ranges Up and Down

Vacuums – Back, Left, Right, and Front

Lower Diaphragm – Loser

Hips – Ho

Upper Diaphragm – Haw

Chest – Hi

Throat – Aw

Nasal – Murder

Head – Key

Blow Out Lips

Face and Jaw Loosening

Shake

Physical

Stretch Quads, Hamstrings, Calves, Hips, Biceps, Triceps, Shoulders, Back, Chest

Work Out Ankles and Wrists

Neck Rotations

Arm Rotations – Small, Medium, and Large

Side Stretch
**Diction**

Alphabet Repetitions – B Bah B Bay B Bee B Bi B Boh B Boo with All Consonants

Tongue Twisters

Repeat All Lines in Script with Exaggerated Annunciation

**Show Preparation**

Walk the Stage

Check Props and Costume

Run Through Lines

Work Impressions and Accents

Focus In
CHAPTER 4

Character Analysis: Célimène

Stop pretending that you are guilty!

The Misanthrope, Act IV scene iii
CHARACTER RELATIONSHIPS

Célimène is a very interesting and multi-layered character. On the surface, the text portrays Célimène as a flat, one-dimensional character with little redeeming value; however, deeper analysis proves otherwise. Célimène’s character is most prominently demonstrated via her interactions with other characters.

Célimène has a strong relationship with Alceste, although it is not immediately obvious the two of them are perfect for one another. While they are two very different personalities, they are a great match for one another when it comes to intellect and argument. It is important the audience understands why Alceste and Célimène are attracted to one another, beyond the physical, so they have something to root for throughout the course of the story. If the audience does not discover a deeper level of connection between Alceste and Célimène, there is very little payoff in the end, regardless of whether or not the two end up together.

Dear Alceste

You are a complicated fellow and require a great deal of energy and perception, which I have. Poor Philinte tries his hardest to guide you in the right direction, but to no avail. It seems I am the only one who has your ear, and although you drive me mad at times, I do love you.

Célimène loves the art of letter writing, so much so that she chooses it as the instrument for her eventual demise. In building her character, this pastime served as an avenue for navigating and articulating Célimène’s relationships with the other members of her world – and yes, it is her world.

You intrigue me. You challenge me. Your honesty is refreshing, though terribly annoying. I love that I am not always certain I am going to win the argument – although inevitably I always do. I love the risk you pose. I love your unwavering certainty, even when you are wrong. I love
the banter, the battle, the wit, and the clever quickness with which you counter my arguments. Of course, you irritate me to no end, and your distrust is insulting to say the least, but I am willing to forgive these misgivings in favor of curiosity.

We have been going on like this for some time now – 19 months and 3 days actually. I do not know what is keeping me from committing to you entirely, but you should know it has nothing to do with you. The relationships I maintain are strategic and purposeful, not fleeting and flirting as you suppose. There is a certain vulnerability required in giving oneself fully to another, and I simply cannot bring myself to embrace that vulnerability – not yet.

That being said, I have done all I can to let you know how much I care for you. Your constant suspicions and doubts are exhausting and insulting. They have no basis of proof, but stem from your own foolish insecurities. Frankly, I am tired of reassuring you, and I find it unfair that you are so insistent on these matters. You should know and trust that I am doing all that I can at the moment to make myself open and available to you. Your appreciation and trust could go a long way in your favor.

I do love you. Of course I love you. I only ask you be patient and still. Our time will come.

Dear Philinte

I appreciate how hard you try to keep Alceste on the right path – to keep him out of trouble in society. I empathize with you, as I know it is not an easy task.

You are a strange fellow. I see how much you long and languish over my cousin, Éliante, and yet you do nothing towards her hand. Instead, you encourage Alceste to seek it out, which we both know is a terrible idea.
I have spoken several times with Éliante on the matter. I encourage you to make your move before someone else does – I highly doubt she will resist in the least, and you are a much better match for her than her other suitors.

Keep an eye on Alceste, and I will do all I can on my end to steer your love in the right direction as well.

Dear Éliante

Our relationship has always been one of close, personal confidences full of encouragement and trust. I love having you as a cousin and know I can always come to you for support.

That being said, I am going to kill you. You know perfectly well I despise unfriendly confrontation, and you completely left me when I was being cornered by Oronte and Alceste to choose between them. I know you think it is amusing, but I need Oronte to stay in my favor, and we both know he would not have been my choice. You are fortunate I was saved by those insatiable marquis.

Speaking of making a choice, I hear Philinte has offered you his hand. You would be well advised to take it. He is the perfect gentleman for you, and he is much more interesting and intelligent than any of the others. I am curious to know: do you love him?

Dear Oronte

For the love of God, please stop following me around. As much as I need your favor for my own societal success, I simply cannot listen to another one of your dreadful verses. Do not be mistaken, you are attractive, charming, and full of character. You are adept in conversation and full of admirable qualities, but there is no way we could ever suit one another.
I know perfectly well why you want my hand – your offers of love and marriage are motivated by personal gain and blind acceptance. We do not actually know one another at all. Enough with the pretense.

Dear Acaste

You are simply delightful! I so much enjoy your company and find you bring a wonderful energy with you on all occasions. Of course, I find your extravagances a little overwhelming and I will never understand why you insist on changing bowties when the sun sets, but I do look forward to your company.

Unfortunately, that is the extent of our relationship. We are merely a social pair – imagine the two of us together without an audience. It could never work between us. I am entirely too intelligent for your humor, and you are entirely too arrogant for mine. Plus, I am very much disturbed by the idea of you making deals with Clitandre to battle it out for my hand.

I am afraid no one can win in that situation. As much as I would like for us to remain friends, perhaps it is best we go our separate ways, as I can see we can only entertain one another so much before the curtain falls.

Dear Clitandre

You have a lovely, patient presence about you, and you are an excellent complement to Acaste. While you are a very entertaining man in company, I must say I often find you tedious and trite. Your constant analyzing and pestering combined with your shallow inclinations will eventually drive me insane.

I hope one day you will understand why our relationship must come to an end. I am disappointed but not surprised you would stoop to making arrangements with Acaste – that you
would expose something so intimate and vulnerable from me were you to receive it. It is fortunate for me you will not, at least not in truthfulness.

In spite of this, I am going to miss our friendship and your company. I will not, however, miss those deplorable glasses you hide behind – as if you were immune to the magnifying lens yourself.

Dear Arsinoé

You have to be one of the silliest, most tiresome ladies I have ever encountered. I cannot begin to understand why you continue to go on as you do – painting your face and parading yourself for everyone to admire (especially under that atrocious hat). No one is falling for it. You are as hypocritical as everyone else, if not more so. Your prudish fronts and modest airs are fooling no one but yourself.

I know you have no investment in my success or good name. Your only interest is in Alceste’s attentions, and you cannot stand the idea that they are directed towards me. I would love to see you try to redirect them.

I have done nothing to you and do not deserve your constant attacks. As much as you would like to witness my demise, it will do you no good. Your misfortunes are your own doing, and there is no justification for you taking them out on me. We can continue to play this little game, but we both know who will win in the end. You are a worthy adversary, I will give you that.

Dear Basque

I adore you. Thank you for your steady, quiet presence and your unfailing loyalty. If there is anything I can do to contribute to your success, do not hesitate to ask. You are a sweet, soft-spoken soul, and I encourage you to find your voice and to make your presence known. Do not
be afraid to interrupt the silly musings that go on in the parlor – often times, I welcome the chance to escape.

**Dear Du Bois**

We do not know each other very well, but I do not appreciate your coming into my house, interrupting my conversation with Alceste, and then dismissing me entirely. If Alceste is in some kind of danger, I should like to know about it. You are a foolish little man, and I honestly do not understand why Alceste keeps you around.

**Tables Turned**

An actor should always view the character they are playing as the “protagonist” of any scene or story. In *The Misanthrope*, Alceste is the protagonist of the story; however, Célimène is the protagonist of her life. The “crazy neighbors” do not view themselves as the crazy neighbors. That being said, it is helpful for the purposes of analysis to flip the perspective and consider how one’s character is perceived by others.

Others’ opinions or treatment of one’s character is often indicated through dialogue about one’s character, especially when the character being discussed is not present. This turn in perspective applies to both character analysis and script analysis and is marked by the pink highlighting in the Color Coded Scored Script found in Appendix III.

Of course, Alceste’s opinion is the one that matters most to Célimène. To Alceste, Célimène presents a conundrum. She displays every quality he despises in humankind, and yet, he loves her regardless of reason or reservation. In spite of his misanthropic convictions, Alceste loves Célimène because they are perfect for one another.

Célimène serves as the counter to Alceste. She represents all that he deplores in society and forces Alceste to face these realities when he insists on denying them entirely by fleeing all
mankind. Much like a mirror, Célimène exposes Alceste’s true colors by demonstrating his opposite. Both characters are forced to face the mirror, so to speak, and each exposes the other’s truth. Unfortunately, these opposites can never cross plains – can never reach one another. In the end, the two are left with nothing more than the shattering truth of their own reflections.
CHARACTER BONE STRUCTURE
CÉLIMÈNE

Physiology
Sex: Female
Age: 24 (20 to the public)
Height: 5’4”
Weight: 115 (108 to the public)
Hair Color: Blonde
Eye Color: Hazel
Posture: Straight, shoulders pulled back, hands down, chin up, feet in first position
Appearance: Neat, beautiful, clean, manicured, fashionable, colorful, bright

Sociology
Socioeconomic Class: Upper
Occupation: Socialite, enjoyable company, highly skilled conversationalist, host
Education: Primary and secondary private school, private university tutoring
Home Life: Parents unhappily married, comfortable, versatile, full of opportunities
Marital Status: Single with suitors
Religion: Christian
Race, Nationality: Caucasian, French
Place in Community: Upper class socialite, highly respected, some influence
Political Affiliations: The winning party
Amusements, Hobbies: Drinking, smoking, writing, reading, music, hosting parties, painting

Psychology
Sex Life: Discreet
Moral Standards: Survival of the fittest, truth, love, and good favor
Personal Premise, Ambition: To secure a powerful place in society, to keep in with others
Frustrations, Disappointments: Distrust, tiresome relationships, accusations
Temperament: Energetic, outgoing, outspoken, confident, social, charming
Attitude towards Life: Determined, challenging, optimistic, confident, competitive
Complexes: Fear of vulnerability
Extrovert
Abilities: Piano, painting, writing, argumentation
Qualities: Creative, opinionated, uninhibited, intelligent, witty, funny, quick, persuasive
I.Q.: Very high

---

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY

A large part of character analysis involves finding answers to the questions left open in the script. *The Misanthrope* provides ample room for interpretation. I would like to make it clear I have not made these analytical choices in order to redeem Célimène or to make her character morally flawless – she is far from perfect. It is important that an actor never judge the character they are developing, and I have kept this in mind during Célimène’s creation. These choices give Célimène an objective and an arc throughout the story as well as add dimension to her shallow nature.

At the end of the play, Célimène is left with basically nothing. She gives Alceste the last word as a parting gift and flees the scene. What I want most at the end of each journey is to run back onto the stage after the house lights come up and tell everyone my side of the story.

Célimène is a highly intelligent character who manipulates and uses the social structures around her to her advantage. She has built a defense for herself out of her social position and feeds that defense through the parties she hosts and the guests she is constantly entertaining. Alceste is the only one who even begins to access Célimène’s vulnerable, true self.

She does truly enjoy playing the host and the entertainer. She delights in the attention and the amusement of it all. Elements of this lifestyle exhaust her, but she feels she needs these attentions in order to maintain and promote her status in society.

It often appears that Célimène is flirting and perhaps is in love with everyone she encounters. Upon closer examination, she *is* flirting, but it is clear her cordiality is merely a method of survival. She says plainly in Act II scene i she is only keeping in with Clitandre because of his influence regarding her lawsuit.
It’s most unfair of you to take umbrage on [Clitandre’s] account. You know perfectly well why I keep in with him. Don’t you see that he can interest all his friends in my lawsuit – as he has in fact promised to do?

(Act II scene i)

Throughout the entire story, Célimène is constantly trying to reassure Alceste of what she feels for him by making herself vulnerable to him. She comes very close a few times, but never actually manages to open herself to him fully until the very end when she offers her hand to him – in her mind this is the ultimate display of willingness and self-sacrifice – and he says no.

In Act III scene ii, Célimène overhears the two marquis, Clitandre and Acaste, discussing a deal. They have agreed to exchange proof with one another of Célimène’s love, should they receive such evidence. Célimène chooses to pocket this information in case she needs it later.

Well now Marquis, couldn’t we both come to an understanding as to how we conduct our courtship in future? If one of us can show some proof of the preference Célimène has for him, let the other give way to him as the successful suitor and so rid him of a troublesome rival.

(Act III scene ii)

Later, in Act IV scene iii, Alceste and Célimène get into their most intense argument. The game is becoming more serious than either of them would like, and their relationship is reaching a boiling point. Alceste, towards the end of the scene, tells Célimène that he would wish misfortune upon her so that he might be the only one who could rescue her with his love.

Ah! My love is extreme and beyond all comparison! Such is my desire to make it manifest to all the world that I could even wish that misfortune might befall you – yes, I would wish that no man should find you attractive, I would have you reduced to misery or born with nothing, without rank or birth or fortune so that I might in one resounding act of loving sacrifice repair the injustice of your fate and experience the joy and satisfaction of knowing that today you owed everything to my love.

(Act IV scene iii)

Célimène finds this profession of love very strange, but pockets it as well, just in case.
One of the qualities Alceste is most attracted to is (likely) Célimène’s intelligence. The idea that she would write these damning letters to both of the marquis without some good reasoning does not fit with her character in the least.

Célimène writes the letters to Acaste and Clitandre knowing they will inevitably exchange the information. She cannot very well just tell everyone to leave her company, but she can bring about her own demise, giving Alceste the opportunity he wished for in Act IV scene iii. By constructing her own fate, she is committing the ultimate display of self-sacrifice and will see if Alceste truly loves her as much as he claims.

If Alceste really loves her, he will forgive her “betrayal,” and Célimène will finally be free to make herself fully open and available to him. She is, in the end, choosing her love for Alceste over the societal benefits she has worked so hard to maintain. Unfortunately, even this is not enough for Alceste, a man of extremes, so she goes so far as to offer her hand to him, trusting he will recognize how difficult it is for her to allow herself to be so exposed and vulnerable. Alceste, however, remains a contrarian to the very end, and Célimène is left hanging.

Molière may or may not agree with these conclusions about Célimène’s justifications and motivations, but they are all well supported by the text. This reasoning prevented me from judging Célimène’s choices, and provided me with a connection to my character, high stakes in which to play, and a clear journey to my objective. Célimène is more than a product of her environment and circumstance. She is a complicated and multi-faceted human being.
STIMULI FOR INSPIRATION

Colors
Music
Frank Sinatra, *Come Fly with Me*
Frank Sinatra, *I Get a Kick Out of You*
Frank Sinatra, *My Way*
Frank Sinatra, *Didn’t We*
Frank Sinatra, *Luck Be a Lady*
Frank Sinatra and Count Basie, *I Wish You Love*
Frank Sinatra and Count Basie, *The Tender Trap*
Frank Sinatra and Count Basie, *I Can’t Stop Loving You*
Harry Connick, Jr., *The Way You Look Tonight*
Dean Martin, *Sway*
Dean Martin, *On the Street Where You Live*
Dean Martin, *Kiss*
Eileen, *These Boots are Made for Walking*
Bobby Darin, *Mack the Knife*
Sylvie Vartan, *Par Amour, Par Pitié*
Etta James, *A Sunday Kind of Love*
Nat King Cole, *I Love You for Sentimental Reasons*
Nat King Cole, *You Stepped Out of a Dream*
Dario Marianelli, *Pride and Prejudice Film Score*
Rolf Lovland, *Songs from a Secret Garden*
Fryderyk Chopin, *Nocturne Piano No. 8 in D Flat*
Trae Tha Truth and Big Krit, *I’m on 2.0*
Franz Schubert, *Impromptu for Piano in G Flat*
Camille Saint-Saens, *The Swan*
Jingle Punks Hipster Orchestra, *Lisztomania*
The Rat Pack, *Just One of Those Things*
…and many, many more.
Food and Beverage
Fashion
Fabrics
But this is worth the trouble of reading.

_The Misanthrope_, Act V scene iv
**SCENE SYNOPSIS**

**Act I, scene i in which:**
Philinte and Alceste argue about the necessity and usefulness of telling the truth.

**Act I, scene ii in which:**
Oronte presents a sonnet to Philinte and Alceste, who do not think much of his writing.

**Act I, scene iii in which:**
Alceste and Philinte leave arguing about Alceste’s insistence on telling Oronte the truth about his sonnet.

**Act II, scene i in which:**
Alceste scolds Célimène for keeping too many gentleman callers.

**Act II, scene ii in which:**
Basque comes to announce that Acaste, one of Célimène’s callers, has arrived.

**Act II, scene iii in which:**
Basque comes to announce that Clitandre, one of Célimène’s callers, has arrived, and Alceste decides to leave.

**Act II, scene iv in which:**
Alceste stays and listens to the gossip fest amongst Célimène, Éliante, Philinte, Acaste, and Clitandre.

**Act II, scene v in which:**
Basque announces that an officer has arrived for Alceste.

**Act II, scene vi in which:**
The officer tells Alceste that he must appear at the court of the Marshals of France.

**Act III, scene i in which:**
Clitandre and Acaste argue over Célimène’s attentions and agree to tell one another if Célimène gives either one any indication of her preference.

**Act III, scene ii in which:**
Célimène asks Clitandre and Acaste if they know who has just arrived in the carriage downstairs.

**Act III, scene iii in which:**
Basque comes to announce that Arsinoé has arrived, and Célimène goes on a rant about Arsinoé’s hypocrisy.

**Act III, scene iv in which:**
Célimène and Arsinoé exchange mutual information and advice concerning each other’s reputations, until Célimène leaves Alceste to entertain Arsinoé in her absence.

**Act III, scene v in which:**
Arsinoé and Alceste discuss Alceste’s potential success in the Court, and Arsinoé tells Alceste that she does not agree with his love for Célimène, placing doubts in his mind of her loyalty.

---

Act IV, scene i in which:
Philinte rants about Alceste’s stubbornness and confesses his love to Éliante.

Act IV, scene ii in which:
Alceste asks Éliante to avenge him for Célimène’s betrayal (proven by a letter) by giving him her hand, and Éliante refuses even though she fancies Alceste.

Act IV, scene iii in which:
Alceste confronts Célimène about the letter, and she blames him for not trusting her love and loyalty.

Act IV, scene iv in which:
Du Bois comes to tell Alceste that they must leave at once, because Alceste is in danger of being arrested.

Act V, scene i in which:
Alceste tells Philinte that he is determined to leave humanity and live in the wilderness alone (or with Célimène), because he has lost his case.

Act V, scene ii in which:
Oronte and Alceste confront Célimène and ask her to make her choice between the two, forbidding the other to ever see her again.

Act V, scene iii in which:
Célimène looks to Éliante for an escape from Oronte and Alceste’s demands, but Éliante refuses to help her as Oronte and Alceste continue to press her for her preference.

Act V, scene iv in which:
Acaste, Clitandre, and Arsinoé arrive with letters which expose Célimène’s slanderous confessions of her distaste for Acaste, Clitandre, Oronte, and Alceste. All leave except for Alceste who chooses to forgive her if she will leave humankind with him; however, Célimène refuses, offering her hand in marriage instead, which Alceste denies. Alceste asks Éliante to excuse him for not pursuing her hand, and she chooses to give it to Philinte. Philinte and Éliante then follow Alceste to convince him to give up his plan to flee civilization.
SCORED SCRIPT: OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS

To stay focused on my character’s journey and overarching goal in the play, I determine potential actions or tactics for each moment my character experiences. These actions ensure that I am always coming on stage with something to do and aid me in keeping my attention on my scene partner. Célimène has an objective for each scene as well, which gives her something to fight for as she navigates each interaction. The possibility of failure is always present; therefore, I give myself a plethora of actions to choose from, so that when one is not working to achieve my objective I am ready to try something new, keeping me prepared and progressing. These choices become my lifeline of focus and motivation in a world of unpredictable and uncontrollable circumstances.
### THE MISANTHROPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective: To win the battle of wits against Alceste and dodge his requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Act II scene i</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So from what I see, you only insisted on seeing me home so that you could scold me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So you blame me for having admirers? Can I prevent people from finding me attractive? When they are kind enough to go to the trouble of coming to see me, am I supposed to reach for a stick and drive them from my door?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Push  To Tease  To Mock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s most unfair of you to take umbrage on his account. You know perfectly well why I keep in with him. Don’t you see that he can interest all his friends in my lawsuit – as he has in fact promised to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Play  To Ridicule  To Call Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You’re becoming jealous of the whole universe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But shouldn’t the very fact that I distribute my favour so widely afford some reassurance to your unquiet heart? Wouldn’t you have more reason for being offended if you saw me bestowing it on one person?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The satisfaction of knowing that you are loved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think when I have gone so far as to tell you so, such an admission should be quite sufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A pretty compliment from a lover, I must say! And a nice opinion you have of me! Very well! To relieve you of any such concern, I here and now unsay all that I have said in the past. Now no one can deceive you but yourself. Perhaps you’re happy now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love such as yours is unprecedented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
And you certainly have a novel way of showing it! You love people so that you can quarrel with them. The only words you can find to express your passion are offensive and ungracious. I’ve never heard of a lover who grumbled and scolded the way you do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Run</td>
<td>To Scold</td>
<td>To Belittle</td>
<td>To Ridicule</td>
<td>To Single Out</td>
<td>To Humiliate</td>
<td>To Hint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Act II scene ii

**Objective:** To teach Alceste about the importance of keeping good favor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is it?</th>
<th>To Announce</th>
<th>To Redirect</th>
<th>To Acknowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very well. Show him up.</td>
<td>To Allow</td>
<td>To Give the Go Ahead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you have me offend him?</td>
<td>To Invite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He’s the sort of man who would never forgive me if he knew that his presence was unwelcome.</td>
<td>To Test</td>
<td>To Placate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavens! The goodwill of people like him is important. He’s one of those men who have acquired, goodness knows how, the privilege of making their opinions heard in Court circles. You find them butting in to every conversation. Though they can do you no good, they may do you harm. Whatever support you may have elsewhere, you should never get embroiled with that braying crowd.</td>
<td>To Wake Up</td>
<td>To Validate</td>
<td>To Convince</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Act II scene iii

**Objective:** To get Alceste to stay with me

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where are you running off to?</th>
<th>To Stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stay.</td>
<td>To Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do stay.</td>
<td>To Beg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want you to.</td>
<td>To Instigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But I want you to, I want you to!</td>
<td>To Fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very well then. Go! Be off. Do as you please!</td>
<td>To Toss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Act II scene iv**

**Objective:** To delight my company and to put Alceste in his place

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Counteraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes. <em>(To Basque:)</em> More champagne for the company. <em>(To Alceste:)</em> Haven’t you gone?</td>
<td>To Affirm To Request To Challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hush!</td>
<td>To Warn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you lost your senses?</td>
<td>To Put Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh!</td>
<td>To Dampen To Cauten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I suppose this is a joke?</td>
<td>To Bite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He certainly has a habit of making himself look ridiculous in company. His manner is always very conspicuous and when one sees him again after an interval, it seems even odder.</td>
<td>To Warn To Throw To Validate Clitandre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How he does talk! He contrives to say nothing at the most inordinate length and I can never make any sense of what he is talking about. It’s like listening to so much noise.</td>
<td>To Bolster To Sympathize To Share To Cap To Invite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The complete mystery man, from head to foot! He throws you an absent-minded glance as he bustles by, for he’s always so busy though he has nothing to do! Anything he has to tell you is conveyed with signs and grimaces – it’s quite a performance and utterly overwhelming! He’s forever interrupting the conversation because he has some secret or other to confide to you, but there’s never anything in it. He converts the merest trifle into a major scandal and everything, even his ‘good morning’, has to be whispered in your ear.</td>
<td>To Reach To Entertain To Relate To Offer To Mock To Give To Humor To Seal To Perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh! That pretentious gossip! He can never throw off his lordly manner. He only moves in the highest circles and never mentions anybody below the rank of duke, prince or princess. He’s obsessed with the quality and can talk of nothing but horses, carriages and dogs. He speaks most familiarly to people of the highest rank, so much so that he has forgotten how to use plain ‘Monsieur’.</td>
<td>To Delight To Set Up To Captivate To Enlist To Trash To Punchline To Finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That empty-headed creature – she’s dreary company I must say. I suffer agonies when she comes to call on me. It’s one continual struggle to find something to say to her. She’s so utterly unresponsive that she just kills all conversation stone dead. You clutch at all the usual banal topics to try to break down her stupid silence, but it’s not the least use – the fine weather or the rain, how cold it is or how hot it has been – before long you’ve exhausted them all and her visit, unbearable enough anyway, becomes more and more awful as it drags out its hideous length. You may ask the time and yawn as much as you like, but she’ll no more stir than a block of wood.

Too conceited for words! The man’s blown up with his own importance. He’s forever sounding off about the Court because he thinks he’s not appreciated there. There’s never an appointment made or place or preferment offered that isn’t an injustice to his own idea of himself.

That he owes his reputation to his cook. People don’t go to see him, they go to visit his table.

Yes, if only he didn’t serve up his own company with it! His stupidity takes a good deal of stomaching. To my mind, it completely ruins the dinners he gives.

He’s a friend of mine.
Yes, but what annoys me is that he’s always trying to be clever. He’s so high and mighty and always so obviously trying to be witty in everything he says. Since he’s taken it into his head to show how smart he is, there’s just no suiting his taste – he’s so difficult to please. He insists on finding fault with everything anyone writes, and he thinks that to praise is beneath the dignity of a man of taste, that to find something to criticize is the sign of a scholarly mind, that only fools allow themselves to admire things or be amused, and that he demonstrates his superiority to everyone else by disapproving of all contemporary works. Even in ordinary conversation either he’ll find something to cavil at or else the subject will be so far beneath his notice that he’ll just fold his arms and look down in pity from the height of his own wisdom on everything that anyone says.

But surely the gentleman must be allowed to contradict! Would you have him reduced to sharing the common view of things? Is he to be prevented from taking any opportunity of displaying the contrary spirit heaven bestowed on him? He can never go along with other people’s opinions. He must always take the opposite view. He’d think he was cutting a very ordinary figure if he found himself agreeing with anyone else. He’s so fond of contradicting that he often takes up an argument against himself and opposes his own sentiments as soon as he hears other people expressing them.

But –

Then if you had your way as to how lovers behaved, we would have to show our feelings by avoiding all tenderness and define the supreme testimony of perfect love as being rude to whoever it is we’re in love with.
Suppose we drop the subject now and take a turn in the gallery. Are you staying gentlemen?

*(To Alceste:)* You think this amusing, I suppose?

Act II scene v

**Objective:** To prevent Alceste from making a scene at the party

*(To Alceste:)* Go and see what it is, or else have him come up.

Act II scene vi

**Objective:** To keep Alceste from making a fool of himself and ruining the party

*(To Philinte:)* What’s this?

Go quickly and obey the summons.

Act III scene ii

**Objective:** To intrigue Acaste and Clitandre

Still here?

I heard a carriage below. Do you know who it is?

Act III scene iii

**Objective:** To get Acaste and Clitandre on my side

What does that woman want with me?

What can she be thinking of? Who on earth asked her to come here?
Yes, she’s all hypocrisy! She’s completely worldly at heart. Her only interest is in catching a man – so far without any success – and she can’t restrain her envy when she sees anyone else with admirers. Because her own sorry charms are ignored by everybody, she’s forever up in arms against the blindness of the age, trying to conceal the awful emptiness of her existence beneath a pretense of virtue and modesty and consoling herself for her waning attractions by branding as sinful the pleasures she has no chance of enjoying herself. But a lover would be very acceptable to the lady. She even has a fancy for Alceste and regards the attentions he pays me as an insult to her beauty. According to her I am stealing something that’s hers! So her barely concealed spite and jealousy find outlets in underhand attacks on me at every opportunity. It all seems utterly stupid to me. She’s really the silliest, most tiresome…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Objective: To kill Arsinoè with kindness and to win the game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Affirm</td>
<td>Ah! What happy chance brings you here?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Cut Off</td>
<td>Madame, in all honesty, I have been so worried about you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Take Up</td>
<td>Heaven be praised! I’m so pleased to see you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Thank</td>
<td>To Recover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Disgust</td>
<td>To Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Humor</td>
<td>To Slow Arsinoè Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Entertain</td>
<td>To Please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Mock</td>
<td>To Lighten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Encourage</td>
<td>To Convince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Get</td>
<td>To Feel Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Win</td>
<td>To Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Reveal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Confide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Shock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Anger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Bite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Brush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Belittle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Get Pity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Madame, I really am most deeply grateful to you. Your advice places me in your debt and, far from taking it ill, I propose to return the favour immediately by giving you information which equally concerns your own reputation. Just as you have demonstrated your friendship by telling me what people were saying about me, so I in turn will follow your well-meant example and tell you what they are saying about you. At a house where I was paying a call the other day, I met some exceptionally good people who were discussing what constituted a virtuous life, and the conversation turning on you Madame; your severe principles and excessive piety were not accounted good models: the affected gravity with which you behave, your everlasting sermons on morals and propriety, your habit of exclaiming and frowning at the least hint of indecency to which an innocently ambiguous word may give rise, your high opinion of yourself and your pitying condescension for everyone else, your perpetual moralizing and the sourness with which you condemn things which are in reality innocent and pure – all this, if I may speak frankly, was quite unanimously condemned. ‘What is the use’, they said, ‘of her modest bearing and her outward appearance of virtue, if everything else contradicts it? She’s meticulous about saying her prayers, and yet she beats her servants and never pays them. She makes great parade of her piety in devout circles and yet she paints her face and tries to make herself look attractive. She covers up the nudity in paintings but she’s not averse to the real thing!’ Of course I took your part against the whole company and roundly charged them with slandering you. But they were all united against me and their conclusion was that you would be well advised to concern yourself less with other people’s
behave and more with your own, that we should examine ourselves thoroughly before condemning others, that strictures on our neighbours carry more weight if our own lives are exemplary, and that when it comes to the point it’s far better to leave such matters to the men of the cloth whom Heaven has made responsible for them. You are, I believe Madame, much too sensible not to take this useful advice in good part or to believe that I have any motive other than concern for your own best interests.

On the contrary Madame, if people were wiser, these mutual exchanges would become the norm. If we were prepared to be honest, we might put an end to our great blindness about ourselves. It rests entirely with you to say whether we should continue these friendly offices with the same enthusiasm as we have begun and make a point of repeating to each other everything that we hear – you of me and I, Madame, of you.

Madame, I don’t believe there’s anything that can’t be praised or criticized, and everyone is right in what they say, according to their age and tastes. There’s a season for love and another for prudishness, and we may consciously choose the latter when the hey-day of our youth has passed – it may serve to conceal some of life’s disappointments! I don’t say I shan’t follow your example one day – there’s no saying what age will bring us to – but you must agree, Madame, that twenty is not the age for being prim.
Nor do I know why it is that wherever you are, you go out of your way to attack me. Must you forever be taking your resentment out on me? Can I help it if men take no notice of you? If they find me attractive and insist on paying me every day those same attentions you would like to see me deprived? What of, what can I do about it? It’s not my fault. You have a clear field. It’s not me who’s preventing you being attractive enough to bring them running.

Have them then, by all means Madame! Let’s see how you do it. Show us the secret, try to make yourself attractive and –

You may stay as long as you please Madame. There’s no occasion for hurry. I won’t weary you with the customary civilities but shall leave you to better company. (Enter Alceste.) The gentleman who has just arrived most opportunely will take my place and entertain you better than I can. Alceste, I must go and write a note which I can’t very well postpone without being thought remiss. Stay with this lady and she’ll the more easily excuse my rudeness.

Act IV scene iii

Objective: To dampen Alceste’s raging by shutting down his accusations and taking a stand

| You may stay as long as you please Madame. There’s no occasion for hurry. I won’t weary you with the customary civilities but shall leave you to better company. (Enter Alceste.) The gentleman who has just arrived most opportunely will take my place and entertain you better than I can. Alceste, I must go and write a note which I can’t very well postpone without being thought remiss. Stay with this lady and she’ll the more easily excuse my rudeness. | To Guilt To Rebuff To Push To Expose To Humiliate To Invite To Bite To Blame To Shame To Enlighten To Plead Innocence To Put My Hands Up To Encourage To Out-Compliment To Push To Persuade To Ridicule To Belittle To Show the Way To Open the Door To Win To Control To Stop To Overcome To Lead To Kill with Humility To Direct To Put Off To Plead To Demand To Back Out To Guide |

| What’s this? Whatever’s the matter with you? Why the sighs? What do these black looks mean? | To Pick To Perk To Examine To Judge To Study To Humor To Soften To Bolster To Chide |

| These are novel compliments, I must say! | |

<p>| | |
| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why are you raving like this? Tell me, have you taken leave of your senses?</td>
<td>To Embarrass To Humiliate To Undercut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What treachery have you to complain of?</td>
<td>To Call Out To Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So this is what’s troubling you?</td>
<td>To Dampen To Deflate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why should I blush?</td>
<td>To Confuse To Toss Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why should I disown a letter in my own handwriting?</td>
<td>To Humiliate To Mislead To Underscore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are, truly, a strange and foolish man!</td>
<td>To Dismiss To Toss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oronte? Who said the letter was meant for him?</td>
<td>To Befuddle To Deduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But if the letter were addressed to a woman, what harm would it do you?</td>
<td>To Test To Push To Suffocate To Squash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would there be wrong in that?</td>
<td>To Turn To Accuse To Push Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, indeed I won’t. I consider it ridiculous of you to presume to such authority and to dare say such things to my face!</td>
<td>To Brush Off To Stiff Arm To Throw Away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, I’ll do no such thing. You can think what you like about it. It matters little to me.</td>
<td>To Punish To Disgust To Tease To Shoo To Flick To Shove To Mock To Throw in His Face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it was written to Oronte. I’d rather you thought that. I delight in his attentions, enjoy his conversation, admire his qualities – I’ll agree to say anything you want. Go on, carry on with this quarrel, don’t let anything stop you…as long as you don’t pester me with it any more.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No, no! You are mad when you are in these jealous fits and don’t deserve the love I have for you. What, I should like to know, what could make me stoop to the baseness of deceiving you? Why, if my affections were indeed given to another, should I not tell you so frankly? Doesn’t the fact that I choose to reassure you of what I feel for you protect me against your suspicions? How can those suspicions carry any force at all after you have been given such assurances? Is it not an insult to me that you still give credence to them? And when a woman’s heart goes to the extreme of admitting that she’s in love, and when the honour of our sex, ever at war with our passions, is so strongly opposed to such admissions, how can a lover, who sees us clamber over this obstacle for his sake, doubt so solemn an assurance with impunity? Isn’t he to blame if he’s not satisfied with what a woman can only express at all after a great inward struggle? No! Such suspicions warrant my anger! You aren’t worthy of the consideration I have shown you! I’m a fool! I’m cross with myself for being so naïve as to go on being fond of you. I ought to bestow my affections elsewhere and give you proper grounds for complaining.

Oh no, you don’t love me as you should.

A strange way of showing how much you care for me! Heaven grant you may have no such opportunity! But here comes your man, Du Bois – and most oddly dressed.

| To Turn On | To Charge |
| To Reason | To Stump |
| To Guilt | To Blame |
| To Hurt | To Soften |
| To Shame | To Beckon |
| To Scare | To Trap |
| To Crucify | To Hurt |
| To Test | To Take My Stand |
| To Hook | To Smother |
| To Put Out | To Humiliate |
| To Ridicule | To Underplay |
| To Guilt | To Warn |
| To Distract | To Redirect |
| To Rouse | To Escape |

**Act IV scene iv**

**Objective:** To figure out what the hell Du Bois is talking about

What’s behind all this?

| To Calm | To Seek |
Don’t lose your temper. Go and find out what all this means.

To Reason With
To Stop
To Appease
To Control
To Refocus

**Act V scene ii**

**Objective: To get out of the corner that Oronte and Alceste have backed me into**

But what terrible thing is it that has turned you so much against him? I have often heard you speak highly of his qualities.

To Redirect
To Qualm
To Soften

Heavens! Your insistence is quite inappropriate! How unreasonable you both are! I’m quite capable of making up my mind. It’s not my heart that hesitates: I’m in no doubt – there’s nothing simpler than making a choice. But what I do find very awkward, I must admit, is having to state my preference to you personally. I feel that one should not have to say such disagreeable things in the presence of the people concerned. One can give sufficient indication of one’s preference without being forced to throw it in a person’s face. Some gentler form of intimation should be enough to convey to a lover the failure of his attentions.

To Throw Off
To Stop
To Still
To Put Off
To Stall
To Assert
To Slow Down
To Shame
To Guilt
To Correct
To Propose
To Brush Off

How tiresome you are with these unreasonable demands! I ask you, is it fair to put such a question? Haven’t I already explained the reason why I hold back? But here comes Éliante. I’ll ask her to be the judge.

To Shock
To Turn
To Challenge
To Counter
To Escape
### Act V scene iii

**Objective:** To appeal to Éliante and get her to help me escape Oronte and Alceste

Cousin, I’m being persecuted by these two gentlemen who seem to have joined forces against me. They both demand, with equal insistence, that I declare which of them has the prior place in my affections, and that I make an open pronouncement in their presence forbidding one or the other to pay his addresses to me in future. Tell me, did you ever hear of such a thing in all your life?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Get</th>
<th>To Win</th>
<th>To Shock</th>
<th>To Team Up</th>
<th>To Connect</th>
<th>To Humor</th>
<th>To Invite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Act V scene iv

**Objective:** To prove my love by making myself vulnerable and open to Alceste

Yes, you may say anything. You have a right to complain and reproach me with anything you care to name. I’m in the wrong and I admit it. I’m too ashamed to put you off with lame excuses. The anger of the others I despised, but you I agree I have wronged. Your resentment is entirely justified. I know how guilty I must seem in your eyes, how everything points to my having betrayed you. You have indeed good reason to hate me. Well then, hate me. I consent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To Admit</th>
<th>To Invite</th>
<th>To Open</th>
<th>To Give In</th>
<th>To Separate</th>
<th>To Bolster</th>
<th>To Clear the Palate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To Clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Specialize</td>
<td>To Validate</td>
<td>To Assure</td>
<td>To Grab</td>
<td>To Clarify</td>
<td>To Meet</td>
<td>To Offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Expose</td>
<td>To Allow</td>
<td>To Prepare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To Search</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What? Renounce the world before I’m old and bury myself in some rural wilderness!
Solitude is a frightening prospect when you are twenty. I don’t feel I have the necessary fortitude or strength to bring myself to take such a decision. But if the offer of my hand would satisfy you, I could agree to tie the knot, and marriage –

To Cushion
To Prepare
To Protect
To Surprise
To Please
To Invite
To Excite
To Compromise
To Propose
To Give
CHAPTER 6
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The proof of true love is to be unsparing in fault-finding.

_The Misanthrope_, Act II scene iv
REHEARSAL JOURNAL

First Read: Saturday, March 7 (1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.)

This is going to be fun! When I first read this script, I enjoyed it simply for the poetic and heightened language, but there were a lot of holes to be filled in regards to character, setting, and even storyline. After our first table read, I can see that some of these gaps are already beginning to be filled. I am thrilled with this cast and am eagerly looking forward to seeing what everyone brings to their individual characters.

My goal throughout this entire rehearsal process is to serve as a good scene partner to my colleagues by remaining open, playful, and present. I also aim to create a full, multi-dimensional character in Célimène and to make her journey as clear as possible. I aim to tackle the challenges presented in Molière’s text by stretching my vocal abilities and finding opportunities for variety and nuance. I am also going to work to dig deep into the script in order to pinpoint every aspect of Célimène’s character.

Throughout this process, it is important to me to stay out of my head and focused on the individual moments of each scene. It is also important to me to find a clear, motivated objective and to make sure that each of Célimène’s choices move her closer to her objective.

While I want this show to be the best it can be, much of my energy will be focused on the journey rather than the destination, for now. On to the next.
Thursday, March 12 (7:00 p.m. to 8:40 p.m.)

Table read – Act II, scenes i, ii, iii, iv, and v

Tonight’s table read went really well. I found myself stumbling over the words a lot and dropping lines I had thought I had memorized. Adding character elements caused me to lose lines and words that I knew very well before – clearly, I’m not quite there yet. Apart from the stumbling, we did some playing tonight with character interactions and explored a few of the motivations behind Célimène’s words.

I believe her relationship and attraction to Alceste is complicated but very real – she actually does love him whether she realizes it or not. Célimène is attracted to Alceste because of the nature of their relationship and because of the challenge he presents. She loves to play the game. Célimène and Alceste speak with each other in a very unique way. Their conversations are challenging, intellectual, teasing, playful, witty, heightened, poetic, flirtatious, and mildly insulting. They understand each other in this language that no one else seems to grasp. Célimène likes having these conversations with Alceste all to herself – there is a mutualism in it.

At the same time, Célimène wants Alceste to play the game. She is attracted to his resistance to and detestation of humanity so long as it does not interfere with her ability to conduct her social life. She likes playing the game in society as much as she likes playing the game with him. While she finds it amusing, she also admires his unwavering noble conscience – She likes that he will say out loud exactly what she is thinking.

I had fun tonight playing in the table read with each of the cast members. I am feeling very optimistic about the script and the show, if I can just get these stupid lines down. On to the next.
Saturday, March 14 (1:00 p.m. to 2:45 p.m.)

Table read – Act II, scene vi and Act IV scenes i, ii, iii, and iv

Today I am thinking a lot about the vocal quality of Célimène, as well as her love of words. Célimène takes a great deal of pride in her ability to articulate things, and she uses words as her weapons. She is cunning, precise, and purposeful in her choice of words, although she makes it seem second-handed and completely incidental rather than intentional.

Rehearsal today went well. We talked some about Célimène’s relationship with Alceste and some of the irony contained in the game. Célimène, like Alceste, speaks her mind – she says exactly what she thinks. The difference between her and Alceste is that she does not speak these “truths” directly to the people they are regarding; however, she doesn’t do a lot of sucking up to people either.

The question came to my mind today as to whether or not Célimène is purely “reactionary.” Of course, for me, the answer is no. The conversation centered a lot on Alceste’s driving intentions – his goals – and how Célimène reacts to them. Her reactions are based on goals of her own. The question I am working on answering is: What is she driving?

We also talked about repetitions – Célimène has a habit of saying the same thing in twenty different ways. As I am getting the lines down, I am searching for ways to give each repetition its own tactic for driving the point to avoid the monologues sounding like simple, repetitive rants. Each new articulation makes its own point, and I think this is an element that Célimène thoroughly enjoys in her conversations with Alceste.

The words are coming out more clearly today, although it’s likely because I had less to say. There is one fantastically juicy monologue in Act IV scene iii that I am looking forward to playing with more. On to the next.
Monday, March 16 (7:00 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.)

Table read – Act III scenes iv and v and Act V scenes i, ii, iii, and iv

Tonight’s table work was very helpful, because we had a lot of group discussion regarding characters and the motivations for the choices made at the end of the play. I thoroughly enjoy the scene with Meghan (Arsinoé), and I cannot wait to get it on its feet. Although the lines are still tripping me up here and there, I worked many hours this weekend to get off book and feel that I am making progress. David (Alceste), Ashton (Éliante), and I also did a vocal warmup before rehearsal tonight that helped me to get my mouth around the words and prepared me for the lengthy dialogue.

The scene with Meghan (Arsinoé) is very much a “bless your heart” scene. In the beginning we are saying the most pleasant things to one another, but the tone is telling the story. This is a marathon of subtext. Director Hoover mentioned something tonight about using the “madame’s” to drive the point, and I like to think of them as weapons or little daggers to her blessed heart. As we build in tension and pleasantry towards the end of the scene, the words become much more “through the teeth” (at least for myself) as it becomes more and more difficult to conceal my bitterness and anger. I also find it interesting that, although I take a variety of stabs at Arsinoé, she chooses to respond to comments on her age and beauty – you’re not that much younger than me, rather than, I abhor nudity. This is going to be a really fun scene, and I am grateful for the opportunity to work with Meghan (Arsinoé).

A question I need to answer for myself relates to the note I reference at the end of Act III, scene iv. So far, I’ve decided that the note is simply an excuse to get out of the conversation, but I have not settled on that. Like everything, this is subject to change.
Act V presents some interesting challenges, and much of the conversation tonight centered on the letters I have written slandering my various gentleman callers. I am too smart to have written such letters (particularly to the marquis) knowing that they will likely be shared with others, bringing me to ruin.

I am leaning toward the idea that I sent the letters in order to start this quarrel resulting in the loss of all of my gentleman callers, save for Alceste. I wonder if the reference to Alceste’s “green ribbons” is a sort of wink to him – maybe that’s my favorite ascot or one I gave him. It is also interesting to note that in the letter I refer to a quality I know he takes pride in, so it’s not so much an insult as it may seem.

Again, this is all very much subject to change. On to the next.
Tuesday, March 17 (5:00 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.)

Advanced Voice for the Actor, James Yeargain

I had what I think people refer to as a “breakthrough” in class today. I’ve been working on a particular monologue for several weeks now, talking with James about the work and what I want to accomplish after class each day. My goals going into this class were finding a strong, supported voice that could be heard and developing a neutral American accent.

Today I was dreading my monologue. When it was time for me to deliver, I felt self-conscious and insecure. James advised me to take in a breath and just go, so I did. After the first two lines or so, I hardly remember what happened. I remember focusing intently on a spot on the chalkboard that I really couldn’t even see, because I was seeing something or someone else entirely beyond that.

James and I have been working on the concept of the as-if. To be honest, I’ve never liked this concept – likely because it has never worked for me, and I’ve never really understood it, although I thought I did. Now I get it. I came in with a strong as-if, and it worked because it gave me something to focus on outside of my work and my goals. Focusing on the as-if, I was forced to trust in the work I had done before today – I was forced to trust my body to come through and to do what I needed it to do. And it did.

Until today, I can honestly say I had doubts in my body, especially regarding my voice. I don’t doubt my work, but I have doubted my body’s ability to work for me. Today I didn’t focus on any of that, and to my surprise, the wheels did not come off. I think I have had a hard time focusing on the moment, the as-if, my scene partner, etc. in the past because of these doubts – I am constantly reminding myself to remember this and fix that, rather than trusting it to happen.
Of course, this is part of the process, but I am eager to move forward in developing this newly discovered trust.

We do the work beforehand so we can forget it. We do the work so we can trust our bodies, our voices, our work to come through to tell our truth. When we trust the work to follow us and the wheels not to fall off when we stop thinking and stop trying, we can focus on the moment and that’s when our truth gets told.

My only hope is that this can be repeated – story goes, it can. I think the work comes first so the truth can come last, and it is the focus that gets repeated.

Of course, I think this is something I have known, but wasn’t sure I believed, at least not for me. Today, I can at least know it is possible, and that is immensely encouraging. Perhaps it will never happen again, but it can.

I completely lost myself in my monologue today, and stayed focused on the person I was speaking to – the person in my as-if. I do fear I might lose something if the monologue were put on stage with a scene partner whom I would need to focus on instead of my as-if. That requires even more trust, I suppose.

Today my voice got heard, and it felt great. It was exhausting, rattling, and unnerving, but people heard it. Afterward I felt so broken and braindead, as if the work literally beat the shit out of me – it was a fantastic release. I’m having a hard time letting it go, like I want to hold on to it for fear I might lose it and never get it back. It’s like I’ve tapped into a well, and I’m afraid to shut it off.

My monologue in class today was one of the few moments when I have felt, without a doubt, truthful and fully invested in the moment - so much so that I hardly remember it. I hope I can find that again. I want it. I need it, desperately. I have to find that again.
I have this need to articulate it – to write it down and make it permanently accessible, although I know full well that that’s not how it works. That moment, sitting, hanging, fighting in that true moment – that is why I am here. That is why I am putting myself through this. That is what I am seeking. That is what keeps me and why I can’t walk away. And for now, that is where I have to leave it. On to the next.
Second First Read: Saturday, August 15 (1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.)

Well this has been interesting. We are back in action with *The Misanthrope*, and I am genuinely enthusiastic after today’s reading. I fear that I have a lot of questions still to answer, however.

I am about 75% memorized and should be completely off book soon. I can feel myself falling into line readings, so I am working on trying to memorize rote and to shake things up as often as possible both physically and vocally. The memorization for this piece is particularly difficult because of the repetition and foreign sentence structures.

I am having fun with this character. Célimène is a complicated woman – smart, cunning, and lightly mischievous. I feel she knows exactly what she wants from the very beginning. It is tempting to say that she has accidentally fallen into her situation, but I believe there is more to her than that. She is more than a pretty, reactionary face.

That being said, there is a lot of mystery surrounding this character and a lot of unanswered questions. For example, what does my lawsuit entail? Why am I referred to as a widow? Who did I write the final letter to? Was it written with the intention of being found? What is the note I cannot postpone? Perhaps most importantly, why do I leave in the end? These answers, I am sure, will come with time. On to the next.
Thursday, August 20 (7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.)

Rehearsal tonight went well. I thoroughly enjoy working with Mitchel (Acaste) and Muhammad (Clitandre). Unfortunately, I thought I was far more prepared with my lines than I actually was. Turns out, as soon as I get on my feet, the lines leave me. I try to memorize my lines by connecting them with some kind of physicality (running, doing dishes, dancing, etc.); however, it seems I still have a lot of work to do. I was disappointed that for the first time in a long time, I had to pick up my script in rehearsal.

I’m going to attribute this to distraction. In the same day (yesterday), I started teaching, working in the scene shop, attending class, taking on Lakefront Players responsibilities, running and promoting Risky Business, and rehearsing all at once. Needless to say, I am not quite back in the routine. I fear I do not have much time to get back in the swing of things, and I am feeling the pressure. I am immensely distracted.

That’s one of the things I love about rehearsals. When I come into a rehearsal, I feel I am entering a space that is untouched by the outside world. It’s different. It’s refreshing. The theatre, particularly in rehearsal, is a place of focus and attention. If I feel distracted or checked out of a rehearsal, I will get nothing done – nothing will be accomplished. If I can enter the space in a focused and calm mindset, leaving deadlines and duties at the door, then time seems to fly by, and there is no end to my energy. Wouldn’t it be nice if everything in life worked that way?

Beyond the lines, I have a lot of work to do with Célimène. She is complicated. Right now the challenge is in keeping her human. There is plenty in the text to show her confident, manipulative, flirtatious, party-animal side, but I am searching for more subtle moments in which to explore the human side, the sympathetic side, the moral side. Célimène is far from a one dimensional character, and I am working to keep her that way. On to the next.
Friday, August 21 (7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.)

Things were okay tonight, but I am not feeling my best. I thoroughly enjoyed playing with Meghan Shea (Arsinoé) – I always learn a lot any time I get to work with her. Tonight we worked on the “bless your heart” scene between Célimène and Arsinoé. Again, I tripped over my lines much more than I expected to. I have a very long monologue in the scene, and I can recite it word for word without any problem, but for some reason, as soon as I am on my feet in rehearsal the lines leave me. However, the blocking does facilitate in furthering my memorization.

One thing I am working on specifically after this rehearsal is listening. Truly listening on stage is one of the hardest things to do. It is difficult because you want to genuinely listen rather than “appearing” to listen, and yet, you already know what the other person is going to say. I do a lot of listening in this scene and throughout the entire play.

I have found that picking out specific words and repeating them in my head is helpful in keeping myself focused. Also, asking myself questions (while the other person is talking) about what the other person is saying helps me to continue reading my scene partner for subtext clues and figure out what they are really trying to say. I have found myself doing this with Meghan (Arsinoé), and of course, she always gives me plenty to play with. On to the next.
Saturday, August 22 (1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.)

Today’s rehearsal was very productive. I felt much more focused and connected on stage, and was surprised at how much work we were able to get done. With opening night fast approaching, everyone seemed highly invested in making progress.

The role of Clitandre was recast, and the new player, Khali, is wonderful to work with, though I will miss the opportunity to work with Muhammad. Today my main focus was serving as a good scene partner for my fellow players, as well as avoiding falling into a monotonic rhythm in my longer speeches.

We worked Acts II and III today, and I was on my feet the entire time. I am feeling a little anxious about our timeline, but if rehearsals continue to be as productive as they were today, I think it can be a really good show.

At this point, I am beginning to nail down the lines, along with the blocking, and am looking further into Célimène’s actions, intentions, and motivations. Of course, these are elements I have kept in mind throughout the entire process, but I am beginning to feel a license to begin exploring these possibilities in more depth. The technical necessities are starting to make way for the life and humanity of the story.

That being said, I still was not where I wanted to be with lines tonight. Hopefully, they will come. On to the next.
Monday, August 24 (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

Tonight we worked Act IV, scenes i, ii, iii, and iv. My goal in scenes iii and iv is to make my actions clearer and more specific – particularly with Célimène’s monologue to Alceste at the end of scene iv. David (Alceste) and I are still playing with the dynamic of this scene. It begins as playful and harmless but quickly escalates when the accusations become more serious than Célimène would like.

Célimène is offended that Alceste could accuse her of something so base and ungracious. She honestly believes that her having told Alceste she loves him should be enough. He should have complete confidence in her loyalty, despite (not in spite of) her actions. It is the fine line between actions and words.

For Célimène, admitting she loves someone is an enormous step. She is giving a lot in making herself so vulnerable. She expects the person she loves to be satisfied with “such admissions” (Act V scene iv) and is offended when Alceste is so easily swayed by a letter he thinks is written to Oronte. The question is: Who was the letter really addressed to? Was it written to Oronte and Célimène is covering? Was it written to a woman as she says? Was it written to Alceste?

Molière leaves a lot of room for interpretation through unanswered questions. It is both frustrating and empowering to find these answers through Célimène. On to the next.
Tuesday, August 25 (7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.)

Tonight’s rehearsal was quite short. We worked Act V scene ii with Célimène, Alceste, and Oronte. This scene provides an interesting challenge, because Célimène is being “persecuted” (Act V scene iii) by Alceste and Oronte, but does not say much (technically) in her defense. She has a lengthy build to her explosion during which she remains completely quiet.

I have a hard time imagining Célimène being so patient when she is being cornered in this way. She is much more defensive and eager to justify her actions, which she eventually attempts to do. I am working on pacing this build so the explosion is the right size in proportion to the stimuli from Alceste and Oronte.

I am also not entirely clear on Célimène’s relationship with Oronte. He claims she has professed her love for him through her letters, and I wonder how much of this is true. Célimène does feel the need to “keep in” with everyone – to please everyone in order to keep their good favor and opinion. However, professing her love for someone is a high gesture for Célimène – she has a hard enough time telling Alceste (whom she actually does love) that she loves him.

I wonder if she has given Oronte just enough to keep him happy, and he has taken these “honeyed words” further than they were intended. This would help fuel Célimène’s surprise when Oronte asks her to choose between him and Alceste and offers her his hand and heart in Act V scene ii. This is a question I hope to answer in the coming rehearsals. On to the next.
Wednesday, August 26 (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

The scenes we worked tonight are very challenging. Célimène is essentially being grilled from all sides, and although she intentionally constructed her demise, this does not make it any easier to sit through. First she is rejected by her cousin, Éliante, from whom she will get no help. Then she is bombarded by Acaste and Clitandre, who insist on presenting her “betrayal” to everyone. Meanwhile, Arsinoé sits behind her waiting to pounce, and Oronte is placed right in front of her so that his hurt and indignation are plain to see. The worst persecution, however, comes from Alceste.

While everyone else is up in arms against the reveal, Alceste and Célimène are having an underlying conversation. Célimène hopes desperately that Alceste will catch on to her hints to him underscored in the letter. She has no idea how he will react.

This scene presents a tall order technically as well. Célimène, again, stands and waits for everyone to finish their accusations before she responds. She doesn’t even get to defend herself to anyone. The choice that the letters were written to be exposed helps tremendously in this dilemma. Célimène doesn’t bother to defend herself, because she has scripted her own demise – socially, that is. She is patient and knows the importance of letting each person say their piece, even Arsinoé. Of course, she can build up and be continuously interrupted, but her motivation to speak up for herself can’t be too strong, or else she would.

Finally, when she has the chance to speak, she doesn’t defend herself, but gives the floor to Alceste to say anything he wishes. She lays herself open and vulnerable to what she expects will be a heated, aggressive scolding. The turn when she realizes that Alceste is not going to “hate” her and will actually forgive her becomes all the more powerful. This sets up a dying fall in the end.
Célimène actually says: “You have indeed good reason to hate me. Well then, hate me. I consent,” and Alceste responds with: “Ah! But can I, when you have deceived me so? Can I overcome all my feelings for you?” (Act V scene iv).

However, after Célimène makes the ultimate leap of faith in offering her hand to Alceste without him actually asking for it, Alceste says: “No! At this moment I hate you!” – the anger and reproach that Célimène expected all along. The fall becomes that much more powerful, because Célimène’s hopes are first raised before being crushed.

We worked mostly on blocking tonight in rehearsal. Now, I would like to spend time finding this moment in the end. I would also like to work on Célimène’s responses to the execution by sealing down actions for her to play without the text. She is dodging, tolerating, warning, placating, stilling, pushing, defending, etc.

I am listening intently to what my scene partners are saying, but it is a tricky situation, because Célimène already knows what the letters say – she wrote them. This moment requires a different kind of listening. I am simply focusing on remaining receptive and open to what my scene partners bring to the table. On to the next.
Friday, August 28 (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

Tonight we made a lot of progress with Acts IV and V. I am having a hard time with a few moments, but the scenes as a whole are coming together. I am working on punching each action more clearly in the scene with Célimène and Alceste in Act IV.

Acts IV and V continue the witty banter that Célimène and Alceste enjoy in Act II, but the game soon becomes more serious than Célimène would prefer. Eventually, it gets too heavy and is no longer a game.

At this point I still have a lot of unanswered questions, but Célimène’s journey is beginning to take its shape throughout the entire play. I plan to work on solidifying her choices and making sure that each scene contributes to her journey. Motivation works best with direction, and I want to make sure that Célimène’s direction is consistent and clear.

Right now I also have a variety of actions for each moment, and I would like to work on narrowing these down to more specific choices. With that clarification in mind, I always like to give myself options for tactics, so that I can remain flexible and present to react to what my scene partner is giving me. On to the next.
Saturday, August 29 (2:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m.)

I wish I was better with keeping up with my rehearsal journals. I’ve written down points, thoughts, questions, etc. for each rehearsal, but I haven’t journaled as thoroughly as I would like.

Célimène has come a long way. I am working on finding the “human” side of her character. I want the audience to understand why Alceste is in love with her and to see it is more than a physical attraction between them. Célimène and Alceste love each other for their wits. They enjoy battling with one another more so than others, because they are each a good match for the other in terms of intelligence, quickness, and the art of argumentation.

Several discoveries have been made over the past week. I believe I have sealed down Célimène’s part in the letters. We decided in the end there are definitely two letters – one written to Clitandre and one written to Acaste. Molière is not entirely clear on this part, but the motivations and questioning of each character seem to point in that direction. The question for Célimène is: Did she write the letters with the intention of them being discovered? In other words, did she know that Acaste and Clitandre would exchange letters, revealing her deception?

If she did not write them intentionally, she is literally caught red-handed. She has no excuse and no redeeming options other than that she simply wants everyone to like her. She is stringing her admirers along in order to keep their attentions, company, and favors; however, she can still have an arc. The climax (or ah-hah moment) of her arc would be when she confesses her guilt to Alceste and offers her hand to him.

The interesting thing to note here is that she never once apologizes to Alceste. If she did write the letters with the intention they would be discovered, the climax of her arc would come much earlier, before she sits down to compose the letters. She would have learned before then that her love for Alceste is worth losing her social status and the company of her admirers.
She then writes the letters knowing full well what it will mean for her social life. When is this learning moment? When does she make this decision? Also, why does she admit her guilt to Alceste instead of revealing her plan? Will he just think it’s another excuse? Another ploy? Does she want to see if he will forgive her or how he will react? She knows if he cares, he will be upset.

The anger of the others I despised, but you I agree I have wronged.
(Act V scene iv)

I am tempted to think the letters were indeed written with a full and purposeful intention of being caught. On to the next.
Monday, August 31 (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

I’m exhausted and am beginning to feel the pressure of impending deadlines, but rehearsal was productive nonetheless.

Tonight I wanted to work strictly on listening and reading my scene partner. David (Alceste) and I worked on Act II scene i, in which Alceste is scolding Célimène for allowing so many callers to hang around her.

This scene is vital, because it sets up the relationship between Alceste and Célimène for the rest of the play. In this scene, the audience will essentially decide whether or not they are going to root for the couple to succeed. If they don’t see a deeper connection between Alceste and Célimène – if they think the attraction is merely physical – then the audience will not root for them. If that’s the case, what’s the point?

The audience must understand why Alceste loves Célimène. It’s more than a superficial relationship. They are the only two who can hold their own with one another. They delight in the battle of the wits, in clever debates, and in one-upping the other with each challenging opposition. They love that they don’t let each other off the hook and that they push one another to be better, smarter, quicker, etc.

While I felt a little low on energy in rehearsal tonight, this scene was better than it has been in the past. I can see that David (Alceste) and I are making discoveries together with our characters and the relationship between Alceste and Célimène. Director Hoover gave some excellent notes tonight that really helped to clarify this scene for me. I am looking forward to seeing where it goes from here.

As far as what I need to work on, I would like to be more receptive to my scene partners. I catch my mind wandering (often searching for my next line), and I am having a hard time
staying focused and present in the moment. I think a more thorough warm-up will certainly help with this – I seem to be carrying my day into the theatre each night, and that is never a good idea.

On to the next.
Wednesday, September 2 (7:30 p.m. to 9:20 p.m.) – Off Book Date

Tonight I got to play with Meghan (Arsinoë) which is always an exciting challenge. I know she is going to steal the show with her character, and I envy how deeply she is able to immerse herself into each moment. Honestly, it’s a privilege to be able to work beside her.

We worked what I like to call the “bless your heart” scene in which Arsinoë comes to give Célimène some unsolicited advice. We tried it two different ways, and I found several new moments each time. First, we tried it with Célimène as rather cold, calculated, and unfeeling – her actions were to belittle, to chide, to stiffen, etc. Then we tried it with Célimène as apologetic, hesitant, and innocent – her actions were to console, to reach, to encourage, etc.

I think the second version is the stronger choice. It is the art of killing with kindness, which Célimène of course has mastered. This gives me a great turn at the end of the scene when Arsinoë stops the conversation outright, and Célimène sees that she has won. If she plays the win throughout the entire scene, this turn is lost.

This scene is very challenging, because it requires a great deal of listening. This is where my physical crutch tends to want to come out. When I am listening to monologues as long as Arsinoë’s, it’s difficult for me to literally sit still. I want to show her that I am listening and paying attention to her, causing my reactions to ring false. I want to let Meghan (Arsinoë) know I am with her. I need to trust my instincts and know that if I am truly listening, it will come through. On to the next.
Thursday, September 3 (7:45 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.)

I am reaching a new place with Célimène. I feel she is discovering new dimensions every night, and she is really beginning to take shape within the world of the play.

Tonight I was mostly focused on my motivations and stimuli, particularly with my monologue to Alceste in which I accuse him of having unwarranted suspicions and allow myself an unprecedented amount of vulnerability and exposure. For once, I am almost not keeping my cool.

I found some new colors in this monologue, and I am exploring different ways to change actions and tactics throughout without each turn being sharp and deliberate. I tend to waiver in extremes: either the monologue is all coming across as one note (as I have been told by Director Hoover) or else I feel false in navigating exaggerated actions and taking sudden turns with every sentence. Tonight, I feel I found the middle ground.

My answer, as always, lies in my scene partner. David (Alceste) is giving me a lot to play with, and in my opinion, we are working very well together. Our shared experiences allow us the freedom to play and trust one another on stage. I know that no matter what I throw at him, he can handle it – much like the relationship between Célimène and Alceste, it is a battle of wits.

At this point, I have scored my actions, established my blocking, memorized my lines, analyzed my character, tracked my arc throughout the play, and made choices regarding Célimène’s physical and vocal qualities. I would like to focus more energy now on Célimène’s situation and current circumstance. I have kept a keen awareness of the setting and given circumstances in the back of my mind, but I want to dig deeper into each scene.

I want to dig into what Célimène is thinking, feeling, wanting, fearing, etc. at each given moment. Of course, I think to put too much emphasis on emotional states (or any kind for that
matter) is dangerous, and one should always rely on the objective, actions, and motivations of the character; however, I’d like to get Célimène’s hands dirty, so to speak, and take a closer look into who she is at this point. On to the next.
Friday, September 4 (7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.)

Tonight, the playfulness of the rehearsal process was emphasized in full force, which led to some interesting moments. It is important that the element of play is always present throughout the rehearsal process (as well as the run of the show). Productive, focused play is how magic moments are discovered.

Because of the scenes we worked tonight (Act V), I did not have much to explore in terms of lines, but my scene partners provided plenty to play with nonverbally. Tonight, our ensemble became stronger and more trusting as a result.

At this point, I would like to focus on Célimène’s journey throughout the entire play. I have tracked her arc, and I want to make sure that it is clear and well-motivated. In addition, I want to make sure I am avoiding playing the ending of the scene, act, or play, so that Célimène truly goes on a journey from lights up to black out. Also, my hair is blonde! On to the next.
Saturday, September 5 (1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.)

I am finding that navigating this story through Célimène is requiring more and more energy each night. Today’s rehearsal was very low energy, and most of the focus seemed to be on line memorization. I have memorized my lines, but can never be too confident. Lines should be cold and thorough – to the extent that muscle memory develops, and the mind can wander while still delivering the lines.

I run my lines every time I get in the car, and any time I’m doing physical activity, such as working in the scene shop, doing dishes, or working out. I also memorize my lines by singing or rapping them to break up the rhythm and avoid falling into line readings.

My lines came fairly smoothly today save for a couple of monologues in Act V that I am going to revisit. I found myself becoming impatient with my scene partners who were consistently having to stop and call for line. Perhaps it was because I was working on four hours of sleep – not my best decision.

I do not feel I was the best scene partner I could have been today. While I tried to keep my frustrations to myself, I was beginning to feel the pressures and anxieties of opening in less than two weeks. I need to trust my scene partners and know they will be ready to go on opening night, and instead of losing patience, I should look for ways that I can help to fuel the scene if a line is dropped. I hope my scene partners today did not pick up on my frustrations or take them personally – they are more so directed at myself than anyone else.

That being said, our first run-through was encouraging. I believe we are right where we need to be. With opening night fast approaching, we will be doing full runs from now on. I look forward to seeing how this continues to shape the story as a whole as well as Célimène’s part in it. On to the next.
Notes for Saturday, September 5

Personal
- Find the way in which Célimène holds and handles props (cigarettes, champagne)

Directorial
- Lead Acaste downstage (Act II scene iv)
- Mihsyoohr (Act II scene iv)
- Sit further stage left on couch to allow room for Arsinoé (Act III scene iv)
- Clean up letter passing and snatching (Act IV scene iii)
- Find the balance between reality and the heightened world of the play (Act IV scene iii)
- Find moment and stimulus for hug with Éliante (Act V scene iv)

General
- Flying, popping, energy – the fun of the banter – this is what we live for
- Blast in on entrances – lights up
- Pick up cues
- Always move with purpose
- Set drinks further onto bar
- No handles – replace with sounds
Monday, September 7 (10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.)

Today we worked a scene that hasn’t received much attention but is a very important part in the overall arc of my character: the landing. However, Célimène doesn’t seem to land very well on her feet.

In the end, Célimène makes the difficult decision to lay it all out on the line and finally put down her defenses. She has been making steps towards this decision since the beginning, but it is still very difficult for her to take the leap of faith. She is able to do so after seeing that Alceste is able to forgive her “betrayal.” I am still working out whether or not it was an actual or an intended betrayal.

With Alceste’s forgiveness, Célimène allows herself to believe he really loves her as much as he has been professing, and she feels safe to admit her love in return. She goes so far as to offer her hand in marriage to reward him for his patience, persistence, and understanding. She fully expects, without a doubt, that Alceste will accept her proposal…and he doesn’t.

This blow is too much for Célimène to process. We spent a little time on this moment of realization for Célimène. She wants to rebuff, to defend herself, perhaps even to retract. She wants the final word, if there has to be one, and she wants to win. Alceste’s firmness and insistence show her that there is nothing she can say or do to change her circumstance. Even though she has accomplished what Alceste has been asking her to do all along, she loses the battle in the end. However, the end of the play suggests that perhaps the war is not quite over.

My goals in our run today were to stay open to my impulses and to find some more vocal variety – particularly in Act II scene iv in which Célimène is doing impressions of a number of different acquaintances. While I feel I made some great progress with this today, I still have a lot of work to do.
Overall, energy and patience were up significantly today in comparison with Saturday’s run through. At this point, I would like to continue working to nail down the physical and vocal elements of Célimène.

I would also like to find a few more opportunities in the play to show her human side. If the audience does not connect with Célimène, they will neither appreciate nor understand the relationship between her and Alceste, and therefore, their final moments in the end will be superficial and meaningless. Without making every moment overly precious, this is something I would like to avoid. On to the next.

**Notes for Monday, September 7**

**Personal**
- Vocal variety from the start
- Find moments for Alceste during impressions (Act II, scene iv)

**Directorial**
- Great impressions, imitations (Act II scene iv)
- Philinte kisses Célimène’s hand as greeting (Act II scene iii)
- Make Clitandre come down center to you (Act II scene iv)
- Take cigarette out of holder before putting it out (Act III scene iv)
- Punch “age and tastes” (Act III scene iv)
- Make feigned concern with Arsinoé more clear (Act III scene iv)
  - Célimène is irritated but not actually insulted
  - Make the choice and commit to it
- Defend yourself after Acaste finishes his letter to be interrupted by Clitandre (Act V scene iv)
- Hesitate – take a moment – before going to respond to Alceste before the exit (Act V scene iv)
Tuesday, September 8 (7:00 p.m. to 10:15 p.m.)

Tonight’s was a productive rehearsal, but I can feel the exhaustion creeping in. I am having to push harder and harder to maintain my energy throughout the show. I can feel my stamina for the show is getting better, but my energy is lacking.

I want to dig further into Célimène’s stakes. I believe this will help my energy by creating a higher sense of urgency in achieving my objective. What does Célimène have to lose or gain? What’s at stake? I have considered this in terms of my overall arc and objective – my journey throughout the play – but I plan to take a closer look at her stakes alone. What does this story mean to Célimène?

I still have a lot of unanswered questions. My biggest one at this point is regarding the letters in Act V. I have decided that Célimène wrote the letters to Acaste and Clitandre intentionally, having overheard their conversation earlier about demonstrating proof of her affections to one another if they were to receive it. This gives Célimène an out. She can’t simply shut off her social ties, but she does wish to rid herself of so many callers in order to open herself freely to Alceste. I’m not sure why she chooses to do so in such a finalizing and dramatic fashion – it seems to be her style.

My main question with the letters is about her confession of love to Acaste and Clitandre in each letter. I believe she does this because it is simply necessary in order to prompt them to exchange the letters. They are motivated to show one another the “proof” that she loves them; however, I’m not convinced this is enough. Something in the letters makes me feel she is really talking to Alceste and is hoping he will catch on.
Overall, I felt clearer and more grounded in rehearsal tonight, but my energy could use a good night’s sleep. Since that’s not likely in the cards, perhaps a raise in stakes will do the trick.

On to the next.

**Notes for Tuesday, September 8**

**Personal**
- Low energy
- Seal down impressions (Act II scene iv)
- Find voices
- Avoid squeaking – find places for power (Act IV No’s)
- Play with cigarette holder – wand
- Build to explosive moments – don’t ever sit at zero

**Directorial**
- “*More* champagne for the company” (Act II scene iv)
- Throw more daggers at Alceste (moments) during impressions (Act II scene iv)
- Did Acaste and Clitandre invite Arsinoë? (Act III scene iii)
- Mouth “sorry” to Alceste when closing doors for exit (Act III scene iv)
- Reaction to Alceste’s rant is too casual – more listening (Act IV scene iii)
- Lose laughter with Alceste – begins build to explosive No’s (Act IV scene iii)
- Operative words in monologue – honor, sex, passions (Act IV scene iii)
- Tear up letter as soon as you get it (Act IV scene iii)
- Come downstage right after marquis leave to open center for Oronte (Act V scene iv)
- Cheat out sooner with Alceste – “I’m in the wrong and I admit it.” (Act V scene iv)
Wednesday, September 9 (7:00 p.m. to 10:05 p.m.)

My goals for rehearsal tonight are to never be at zero – to maintain a higher urgency – and to listen honestly and openly to my scene partner(s) for the entire run. Today in class, I was given the note that what I am thinking and feeling is not always apparent in my face (though I’m not sure I always want it to be). I believe the answer to this lies in even closer listening. The predicament I run into, however, is when the character is trying to conceal what she is thinking and feeling – should she then be a bad liar and let it be known through her face that she is attempting to hide whatever it is she is really thinking? Perhaps my other goal is to leave the rest of my day out of rehearsal.

I feel I achieved my goal tonight of avoiding zero. While my energy and urgency were not exactly where they needed to be at all times, I can feel my stamina for the show as a whole becoming stronger. I did not feel I was having to “pick myself up” each time I went on stage as much as I did in our last rehearsal. I find that working out and doing anything I can to keep moving while off stage helps maintain energy, rather than sitting and watching the other scenes.

There are some specific points I would like to work further. I am finding it difficult to fit time in each day to work these moments on my own. Of course, I work them in the car, in the shower, running in between here and there, and any other time I can squeeze in to run lines or explore moments. Working on the go does not allow me to focus and explore as much as I would like to, unfortunately. Amongst teaching, working in the shop, classes, meetings, coordinating the Monday night showcase, Lakefront Players responsibilities, rehearsals and readings outside of class, and of course our rehearsals each night, I have very little opportunity to really sit and dig into a moment or monologue for long periods of time. This is not a complaint but simply the recognition of a challenge.
I do manage to squeeze the work in when and where I can. It is not a question of priorities. I am putting as much time, energy, thought, and effort into this role as I can afford, and I trust the work will come through. I am looking forward to the moment when it all comes together. On to the next.

Notes for Wednesday, September 9

**Directorial**

- Move out to open center for Oronte (Act V scene iv)
- Cut second cigarette before scene with Arsinoé (Act III scene iii)
- Be aware of higher pitches throughout
- Watch accent on “shall we sit down” (Act III scene iv)
- Mouth “sorry” – don’t actually say it (Act III scene iv)
- Tear up letter immediately so snatch letter earlier or tear up sooner (Act IV scene iii)
- Provide records
- Quicker exit in the end (Act V scene iv)
- Start considering/solidifying the shape and journey of the play
- The impressions game is getting good
Thursday, September 10 (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

My goal for tonight is to get out of my head. The past few rehearsals I have felt distracted and unfocused, and while I would like to think I am always focused solely on my scene partner, I am afraid lately that has not always been the case. There are a number of reasons for this, none of which belong in the theatre.

Tonight’s rehearsal was much better. I am still frustrated with some moments I have not been able to dig into as deeply as I would like, and those are being moved to the top of my priorities list, specifically Act II scene iv. I felt that Act IV scene iii, however, was much improved tonight. I spoke with David Brown (Alceste) about it afterwards, and he agreed. The scene felt much more lively, playful, and organic, if you will. I am excited to see where it goes from here.

While I have always struggled to free myself entirely from what I call the “judges” in my head, it seems they have been louder than usual throughout this rehearsal process. I believe the added layer of the thesis is weighing greatly on my mind. Of course I want every show I work on to be its best, and I always try to contribute what I can to a successful outcome; however, there is an additional pressure on this show. I am ever in fear of missed opportunities, missed moments, and missed ideas. Time is a factor, as well as energy – so much so that we are given the night off tomorrow night. I would hate to miss or neglect any opportunity to make this show the best that it can be.

Of course, I am also intellectualizing and analyzing this show thoroughly, as I do with every show, but again, with thesis in mind. I need to find a way out of my head – out of the thesis – and into the present moment.
Tonight I made some great progress in this direction. For the first time in several rehearsals, I felt playful and present. The “rut” that I was in is a normal part of the process, and hopefully, I am on the other side of it. The blocking is starting to feel natural and stimulated, and cues are being picked up with more energy and strategy. I feel my actions and tactics are becoming clearer and hope this is showing through in my work. I want to work with clarity, precision, commitment, focus, and energy. I believe the clearer I become with myself and Célimène, the clearer my choices will come through on stage.

Célimène had a breakthrough discovery tonight that is very exciting. While it did, admittedly, come in the middle of a scene, it was sparked by something that David Brown (Alceste) says in Act V scene iv:

Yes, you betrayed me, yet I am prepared to forget what you did and shall find it in my heart to excuse your behaviour by attributing it to the waywardness into which the wickedness of the age has led you because you’re young – provided you will agree to join me in my plan to flee all humankind and undertake to accompany me forthwith into the rustic solitude in which I have sworn to live.

(Act V scene iv)

Earlier in the play (Act IV scene iii), Alceste tells Célimène he wishes misfortune might befall her so he can rescue her with his love. While this is a strange demonstration, Célimène takes it to heart, and perhaps, chooses to put it to the test. She writes her own misfortune through the letters she sends to Acaste and Clitandre, having overheard their plan to exchange proof of Célimène’s affections should they receive it (Act III scene i). She constructs her own demise to present Alceste with the exact situation he wishes for: a rejected, belittled, humbled, and broken Célimène to be picked up and rescued by his honest love. It sounds dramatic, but then, Alceste is a little dramatic – perhaps that’s what it takes.
However, Célimène fully expects Alceste to propose at that point and is shocked when he asks her to flee all of mankind and retreat into the wilderness to spend their lives together. While she has made a great journey in making herself vulnerable, open, and available to him, she can only tolerate to do so in the comfort of her world. This extreme is too much to ask. Besides, what would they have to banter about in the woods?

Célimène is crushed, of course, when Alceste rejects her proposition – the ultimate display of vulnerability and receptiveness. In the end, she sees there is no world in which the two of them can be together, and while she wants the final word, she gives it to Alceste as a parting gift. She knows nothing she can say will change her circumstance.

I loved finding this motivation for Célimène’s writing the letters. It was invigorating and enlightening. It gives Célimène a depth I knew was there but was having a difficult time finding through Molière’s very opinionated text. He has created a character who may be hard to love for the audience (if played a certain way) but who can come to life through her quest for courage, vulnerability, and a leap of faith if her human side is revealed. On to the next.

Notes for Thursday, September 10

Personal
- Get back to the scene partner – you are at your best when you are serving others
- Find hint to Alceste in each impression – throws

Directorial
- Come further downstage during impressions to make room for Basque to walk behind
- Pink Panther’s Inspector Clouseau – French accent for one of the impressions
- “Go quickly and obey the summons” – go to Alceste downstage left (Act II scene iv)
- Find vocal varieties in antitheses – that but this (maybe accents or more impressions)
- You already have Arsinoé; have more fun playing with her (Act III scene iv)
  - Okay I’ll play along with your little game even though I’ve already won
  - More feigned concern – go for it and enjoy it
  - You know exactly why she’s here – toy with her
  - For your own entertainment
- Go get Alceste and bring him down center steps to Arsinoé – present (Act III scene iv)
- Changing angle with Oronte to more downstage left – hiding Alceste (Act V scene ii)
- Counter sooner with Alceste’s cross to Philinte and Éliante (Act V scene iv)
Saturday, September 12 (10:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.)

Tech rehearsal is one of my favorite parts of the rehearsal process. The long hours are rough, and the pacing of the process is tedious, but tech rehearsal is when all of the elements of the show begin to come together – especially, the lights.

It is amazing what a difference the lighting in a show can make. For the past several weeks we have been rehearsing in a cold, harsh space with bright, examination-table lighting. Today, the scenes were brought to life. There is something invigorating and rejuvenating about this part of the process. Thus far, the setting has been a stage – a place for rehearsal. Today it became Célimène’s parlor in Paris, 1965.

We began the day with a wet cue to cue – a moment-to-moment rehearsal for lights and sound – and finished with a complete run of the show. The cue to cue gave me time to run lines with a few of my colleagues, which is always helpful.

The run went well, though I had hoped for better. I experimented with a few different accents for the impressions scene, which I spent a good deal of time working during our night off last night (Friday, September 11) – particularly with learning a French accent. Thus far, I have worked on this scene but have not had the chance to really sit and play with it. At this point, I would like to polish the accents and clean up the physicality for each impression, but we have made a lot of progress with the scene as a whole.

David Brown (Alceste) and I also had some new and stimulating moments during the impressions scene. The note for Alceste to move around the room instead of remaining seated on the stairs throughout the entire scene was very helpful.

I am grateful that all of my scene partners seem to be maintaining a layer of play throughout each scene. While blocking and actions and costume and lighting and sound and cues
and entrances and exits and lines and motivations and reactions and props are vital to the success of the show, the underlying layer of play gives it life and keeps it alive. I am working to keep all of these aspects in the air while never forgetting to stay open and present in the moment. On to the next.

Notes for Saturday, September 12

Personal
- Comedy is based in reality
- Bring records for props
- Touch, laugh, breathe
- Active listening maintains energy and focus

Directorial
- Célimène is “baiting” Alceste as well as entertaining her guests (Act II scene iv)
- Characters in impressions scene were great – love the French one (Act II scene iv)
- Peanuts for Arsinoé – offer nuts to her and set on the coffee table (Act III scene iv)
- “Paying a call the other day” brings you up to upstage center window (Act III scene iv)
- Arsinoé is calling you a whore – don’t let it pass you – more reactive (Act III scene iv)
- Bring Alceste down to Arsinoé (Act III scene iv)
- Clear bar of glasses between Acts IV and V (after scene with Du Bois)
- Not sure about standing on table (Act II scene iv)

General
- Possible Friday student matinee (September 25 at 9:30 a.m.)
Sunday, September 13 (1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.)

We are officially through tech rehearsals and into dress! I am a little anxious about a few pending elements, but I know they will come together when they will.

Rehearsal today was fun. The story really seems to be taking the shape of the whole play, rather than each individual scene standing alone – this weekend they were strung together. Célimène is still (and hopefully always will be) in development, and she made some new discoveries today as well.

My favorite discovery made today was a happy accident. During the impressions game (Act II scene iv), Célimène finishes her show with an impression of Damis, who bears a suspiciously similar description to Alceste. Célimène likes to stand on the table at the finale of this impression, but today she was given an opportunity that she simply could not resist. She noticed at the beginning of her Damis performance that Alceste was standing behind her on the center steps, folding his arms and observing her show with judgment and disgust. The final line of the impression reads:

…he’ll just fold his arms and look down in pity from the height of his own wisdom on everything anyone says.
(Act II scene iv)

At this moment, she couldn’t help herself from turning the jest on Alceste and mirroring his posture on the steps. It was a beautiful moment and a much stronger catalyst for Alceste’s outburst that follows. It is moments like these that keep the play alive and moving. My goal at this point is to keep Célimène alive, moving, and developing throughout dress rehearsals and the run of the show by continuing to seek and take advantage of these opportunities.

I also found I was a much better listener today than I have been over the past week. Operative words were beginning to stand out to me, and I felt much more focused on the new
information that was being delivered rather than the larger mechanics of the scene. This is likely
the result of a combination of elements coming together: lines, blocking, actions, cues, etc.
Dropping those attentions allows me to focus on the stimuli coming from my scene partner(s)
and to react openly to those stimuli. This is when the magic happens. On to the next.

**Notes for Sunday, September 13**

**Personal**
- Vocal variety
- Work final monologue to Alceste (Act V scene iv)
- Storytelling – clear, operative words
- Arsinoé may drop peanuts down her shirt (Act III scene iv)

**Directorial**
- Maybe laugh cue for Alceste before entrance (Act IV scene iii)
- Come downstage further for Basque (Act II scene iv)
- Great arms folding mimic of Alceste (Act II scene iv)
- Throw letter more downstage so pieces don’t go through the wall (Act IV scene iii)
- Arsinoé’s entrance will be delayed – “you are surprised…” (Act V scene iv)
Monday, September 14 (5:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.)

A lot of elements were added in tonight’s dress rehearsal. The set is coming together, and new pieces are added each night. Costumes, hair, and makeup all came into play tonight as well. The world of the play is really starting to take shape. With all of these new stimuli, my goal tonight was to simply stay focused on the moment and actively listen to my scene partner. Overall, I felt tonight’s dress rehearsal went really well.

I felt especially connected in my scenes with David Brown (Alceste) tonight. The first scene in which Célimène and Alceste are bantering about Célimène’s frequent callers is essential to setting up the tone for the rest of the play. Even though it takes place thirty minutes in, it is the first time the audience gets a peek at Célimène and Alceste together. It is imperative that the audience understands why they work well together and what the attraction is between them. If this relationship is not understood and appreciated in this first scene, the audience will not root for them for the rest of the story.

I have been working to keep this scene as playful and light as possible while still doing justice to the text. Tonight I felt David (Alceste) and I were really working together to establish this dynamic, and I thoroughly enjoyed the freedom we both had in the scene.

Freedom is a tricky thing on stage. Throughout the rehearsal process, choices are made for the character and every individual move is planned out. Then, those choices and plans are worked over and over again until they are smooth, justified, and collaborative. Repetition and predictability are a vital part of the process. In the midst of all that, you must remain open, receptive, and free, if you will, to give and take with your scene partner(s). The playfulness that keeps the story fresh and honest night after night is sometimes buried beneath the layers of planning you have piled on in your preparation to play.
My goal now is to work to maintain that freedom in finding motivations for the choices and plans that have been made. On to the next.

Notes for Monday, September 14

Personal
- Keep the play
- Make sure your voice gets over the music
- Get a lighter shade of tights, eyeliner, and make-up removers

Directorial
- Put spilled nuts in the ashtray
- Don’t shimmy when arguing with Alceste about Oronte (Act IV scene iii)
- Throw water in Alceste’s chest so that it splashes in his face (Act IV scene iii)
- Be more startled when Alceste appears (Act V scene ii)
- “Solitude is a frightening prospect when you are young” (Act V scene iv)

Costume
- Smooth out hair in ponytail
Tuesday, September 15 (5:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

Tonight’s dress rehearsal did not go as well as I would have liked. The entire night I felt exhausted and distracted. My goal tonight was mostly to survive.

I have found this is typical in the rehearsal process, and I actually prefer to have one dress rehearsal that is a little off. It allows the ensemble to get the hiccups out before opening night and helps the show to peak at the right time in the process. If every dress is perfect, I get nervous. It is nice to get a rough one out of the way before the audience comes in to play.

That being said, one rough dress rehearsal is plenty. I am hoping that tomorrow’s rehearsal will go better to give everyone confidence going into Thursday night (September 17).

At this point, I would like to look over Célimène’s final moments with Alceste in Act V as well as her scene with Arsinoé in Act III. I plan to meet with David (Alceste) and Meghan Shea (Arsinoé) to smooth over these scenes before tomorrow’s dress rehearsal. On to the next.

Notes for Tuesday, September 15

Personal
- Clean up impressions – find voices again

Directorial
- Preload the cigarette holder while you are straightening for the guests to arrive (Act II scene ii)
- See if there is a nasal person in the group of impressions (Act II scene iv)
- Leave doors open on exit (Act V scene iv)
Wednesday, September 16 (5:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

Tonight’s run was, in my humble opinion, the best it has been thus far. We have reached that lovely exhausted place where we are ready to open, and it seems another rehearsal would be too much. It can be hard to recognize that point in a rehearsal, because the temptation to work everything to perfection is strong; however, there comes a point when you have to let it go and trust in the work that has been done.

My goal for tonight was to bring a lot of energy to each scene, in lieu of last night’s dress rehearsal. I am having to push myself harder and harder each night to stay energized physically, vocally, and mentally. This has nothing to do with investment in the production and everything to do with several weeks of fourteen hour work days.

For the most part, I succeeded in my goal. The most difficult scene to maintain energy throughout is the final scene with Alceste, Philinte, and Éliante (Act V scene iv). It is a small bump in the resolution taking place directly after the larger climactic moments of the play, and it is difficult to keep that sense of urgency when it seems that all is lost, especially after Alceste rejects Célimène’s proposal.

I believe the energy in this scene is found in the newly heightened circumstances. The stakes are higher and therefore, there is a lot more to lose. This seems counterintuitive, because Célimène has already seemingly lost everything through her social demise, but the one thing she really cares about holding on to is still with her. She expects to lose that as well, but when Alceste says he intends to forgive her betrayal, a new energy emerges in Célimène – hope is on the horizon. This sets her up for an even harder fall when she discovers all is lost after all.

I felt best about Célimène’s scene with Arsinoé tonight (Act III scene iv). Meghan (Arsinoé) provides a great challenge for me to work up to each night, and I have really enjoyed
working with her. Tonight, we were more connected than ever, and I honestly did not know who was going to win the scene. Textually, Célimène wins the scene after Arsinoé’s outburst; however, Meghan (Arsinoé) always makes it a close battle. Célimène’s scripted win does not automatically dictate Sarah Beth’s win. I had so much fun with this scene tonight, and I attribute it to Meghan and I running through it on stage before rehearsal. Something about that brief warmup gave us the freedom to really let go and invest in each present moment, keeping the scene alive and keeping the scene partners on their toes. On to the next.

Notes for Wednesday, September 16

Personal
  • Trust in your work

Directorial
  • Throw the champagne at Alceste’s neck – higher (Act IV scene iii)
Performance: Thursday, September 17 (5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.)

My goal tonight is to trust in the work that has been done and to have full faith in my scene partners.

I could not have asked for a better opening night. The audience tonight was energetic, invested, and surprisingly audible. The energy on stage was high, and I had complete faith and trust in my scene partners. Of course, there was an element of “playing it safe,” likely due to nerves and the introduction of an audience, but that is to be expected. The nerves, however, seemed to fuel a new energy, and rather than keeping a safe distance from the audience by being cautious towards play, I was proud to see everyone embracing the chance to go for it. I believe this can be credited to a strong, trusting ensemble and the knowledge that the time and effort have been given to prepare for this chance.

Admittedly, I did not entirely reach my goals tonight. I knew the work had been done, the time had been put in, and we were well prepared to open the show. It was difficult, however, for me to trust myself at first. In a performance, it is usually not until I get the first line out on stage that I am able to begin settling in. I wish I could settle in before this, but the added knowledge that anything can happen combined with the unpredictable energy of the audience is hard to ignore.

In addition, I’m afraid I did not fully trust my scene partners. During Act I, I was backstage seeing Eduardo pacing in and out of the scene shop to keep his energy up. I could not shake a nervousness every time I saw him that he was missing his cue to enter. I recognized this in the moment and was disappointed in myself for not giving him more credit.

I also had a moment in Act II with David (Alceste) when I thought he had skipped a line and briefly contemplated skipping ahead so we would get back on track. I told myself to get my
focus back onto my scene partner as fast as possible, and I’m glad I did, because it turned out that David (Alceste) had not skipped a line, and we were right on track. Again, I was disappointed in myself for losing focus, and I would like to work on allowing myself to wholeheartedly trust my scene partners.

I wonder though if the glitch with David (Alceste) was a lack of trust or simply a product of trying to stay on my toes, be ready, and pay attention. I would like to think that after working together for a couple of years that I trust David (Alceste) entirely – I certainly do not feel distrusting when we are on stage together. Perhaps it is more that I need to stay focused on the elements I can control and trust in the work we have done to get us through.

My scene with Meghan (Arsinoé) tonight was a blast. I felt focused, connected, and stimulated throughout the entire scene. The only times I noticed that my focus was beginning to wander were when we experienced unexpected audible responses from the audience. I was very surprised at just how vocal and invested the audience was – particularly with Arsinoé. The audience even gave a very audible “aww” after my line:

She makes great parade of her piety in devout circles, and yet she paints her face and tries to make herself look attractive.
(Act III scene iv)

I was momentarily distracted by this response, because it showed that the audience actually pitied Arsinoé and felt sorry for her. My immediate reaction was that I was being too mean and not “human” enough. The last thing I want is for Célimène to come across as inhuman, cruel, cold, bitchy, or conceited. Célimène, in this scene, is on the defense, and although she is playing with Arsinoé because she knows she can, she is not trying to be purely mean. She is trying to win. Although the text imposes that Célimène wins the battle against Arsinoé in that scene, I am afraid that tonight Meghan won for Arsinoé. Of course, the audience can pity
Arsinoé in these moments, and it works as long as they are still invested in Célimène. If they have no interest in rooting for or at least following Célimène, however, then the audience will check out and separate themselves from the resolution of the conflict.

I found my focus beginning to wander in this direction after the audible “aww” from the audience and immediately told myself to get back to Meghan (Arsinoé) and the present moment. Once on stage, it is not my job to worry about how the audience feels about my character. It is my job to be available to my scene partner and to stay present in moving the story forward moment by moment.

The unpredictability of live theatre is what attracts me most to the craft. I love the idea that anything is possible at any given moment and that you cannot say “cut” in the middle of it or edit the parts you want later. It is the electricity of the here and now. On to the next.
ACTF Response (Thursday, September 17)

The process is never over. Célimène will (ideally) always be in development, and discoveries will continue to be made. After the show, our American College Theatre Festival respondents gave some very helpful thoughts on both the performance and production elements.

Notes from Sarah Valentine and Eric Marsh (ACTF)

Overall

- Embrace your elevated entrances
- Italicize names because they are foreign
- Dialogue is fast, witty, and sharp – Molière
- Counter others’ inflections especially in arguments
- Pull upstage from realistic to less realistic (set design) – reflects the fine line of a play that balances between reality and a heightened world
- Get the attitudes, but make sure they don’t override the language – play is based in argument
- Dig deep into the language
- Translation and social commentary make it difficult
- Heels for Célimène instead of wedges
- “Home” – ways to clarify Célimène’s house as the setting
- Have a curiosity about the specificity of language and take nothing for granted
- Why is it written this way? Personal example: “Don’t pester me…”
- Energy during imitations – carry into the rest of the play – room, group energy
- Don’t get too casual – stay heightened in the world
- Watch balance between high character and understatements
- Relationship between Célimène and Marquis – what is their expectation? What is their end game? Does Célimène know their endgame? Does she know she’s a beard?
- This is a world of recognizable societal characterizations
- Actor’s job is to come up with business that is crafted, clear, and tells a story for the audience’s benefit (Meghan’s peanut eating)
- Play up rather than down – no lighting on floor and steep house structure
- Acting is technical and everything you do is telling a story
- Intention comes from knowing what you’re saying and why you are saying it
- Inciting incident – dramatic action – climax
- Climax should answer the question of the inciting incident
- What is the dramatic question of the play?
- Old stasis to new stasis
- Make sure energy during and after the climax is even higher – don’t get too casual
- Find out why the repetitions are not actually repetitions – what’s different?
- The answer to repetitions may lie in the other person. You know what I mean?
- Follow the thread of the argument
Célimène

- Have the glass more full when thrown in Alceste’s face to make it more visible
- Make window play more clear
- Argument with Alceste – voice – where does anger come from?
- Take your stand in this moment (Act IV scene iii)
- At what point does she get really pissed?
- Where is the climax of the argument?
- Make drink splash a final “fuck you” rather than a runaway move – Oh, and fuck you – boom.
- Not a little blonde girl throwing a tantrum – she has a valid right to take her stand
- Final moment “apology” to Alceste came across as clear and sincere
- Impressions were clear and well-crafted. Do even more.
Performance: Friday, September 18th (5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.)

Tonight’s performance did not have nearly as much energy as last night, and I felt I was having to work much harder to maintain a high urgency throughout the show. Nonetheless, I thought the performance went well.

I fear we were spoiled by such an invested, audible, and energized crowd on Thursday night. Adrenaline was high, because it was opening night. There was a new tension in the air that comes with the introduction of a live audience, and that audience was incredibly participatory. All of this combined to create an electric atmosphere throughout the performance.

Tonight it seemed we were a little deflated, likely due to exhaustion. Everyone was kept later than usual with the ACTF response after the show, and while the response was productive and cordial, it did seem to deflate the energy to a degree. The process of having someone come observe the show and tell you afterwards all the things you should have done differently but it’s too late to change is not ideal. It would be more productive if the respondents could attend a few rehearsals three weeks before the run of the show, then possibly a dress rehearsal, and a final night of the performance – I realize, of course, this requires a lot more. The critique, in that case, could be an ongoing conversation capped with a post mortem analysis.

I was surprised to see the exhaustion so early in this run. I could feel it in myself and sense it in my colleagues. We were pushing hard throughout the entire show, but the effort was hard to ignore. Everyone seemed oddly uneasy and on edge tonight. I am hoping that a good night’s sleep and the added comfort of having performed in front of two very different audiences will help us to start fresh and rejuvenated tomorrow night.

In spite of the exhaustion, I felt well-connected with my scene partners tonight. Perhaps it is due to a heightened dependence on them to keep the scene alive and moving. It is very much
like the children’s game, Keep It Up, in which you try to keep a partially deflated balloon from touching the ground while passing it to your fellow players – the more deflated the balloon is, the harder it is to keep it up.

While the majority of the rehearsal process is spent learning lines, establishing blocking, working with set, props, and costumes, finding motivations, clarifying actions, etc., a large part of the process (for myself) is building relationships with my colleagues that will allow us to lean heavily on one another when necessary. Particularly in an ensemble piece, a willingness to be open, to depend on and to trust one another is a vital function. I feel I could have invested more time and energy into this aspect of the process, but I am grateful for an excellent, hardworking cast and crew that I can lean on.

I took the note from the ACTF respondents about throwing the champagne in Alceste’s face (Act IV scene iii). The thoughts from Sarah Valentine on this moment excited me, because they aimed to show more of Célimène’s valid, human side – something I have struggled to maintain with the text. Sarah advised me to take my stand in that moment. Célimène is not throwing the champagne as an afterthought, as an escape from the situation, which was apparently how it was reading. The throw is a final stand for Célimène. When she stands strong in that moment, she appears more as a woman who is right in her cause rather than a whining brat throwing a tantrum.

I attempted to make this adjustment by sticking around to see Alceste’s face after I threw the champagne at him. It felt empowering and much clearer than before. Célimène is an intelligent person and has no doubts about her side of the argument. She holds her own in this moment with Alceste by standing up for herself and pointing out the faults in his accusations. I
enjoyed playing with new motivations behind throwing the champagne and felt the result was a much stronger choice.

At this point, I would like to work on keeping my energy up throughout the show and making sure each moment is clear and precisely crafted. As always, I plan to work to keep my focus on my scene partner(s) at all times, but I would also like to make a point from here on to try not to judge myself so harshly when my focus wanders. I have a tendency to criticize myself when I notice that I am not listening as actively as I should be or when I am distracted by something other than my scene partner. This, of course, distracts me further, and the vicious cycle of judgment begins – a spiraling destruction that is very hard to control once it begins.

When specific thoughts enter the mind in meditation, you acknowledge those thoughts and allow them to drift in and out as they will without judgment. You do not try to push the thoughts out of your mind but simply let them go and direct your focus back where it belongs – it is easier said than done. My goal is to apply this same concept on stage, so that thoughts and distractions actually have less impact on my focus than if I try to attack them directly.

I have reached a point in my process where it is important to me that I trust in my work and focus on staying present in the moment with my scene partners each night. This process has been enlightening, invigorating, and rejuvenating. My work off stage will now take the form of reflection and self-analysis. On to the next.
Yet to confess the truth, I do not intend to stop there: you shall observe me push my weakness to its furthest limit and show how wrong it is to call any of us wise and demonstrate that there’s some touch of human frailty in every one of us.

*The Misanthrope*, Act V scene iv
SELF ANALYSIS

Overall, *The Misanthrope* was a successful production. While there are a number of things I would like to have explored more thoroughly, it is important to remember that the process never actually ends. There is no final point when one can say a show is ready, finished, or perfect. There is a point, however, when a show can become over-intellectualized and lose its spice. The right amount of exploration and rehearsal for a show is entirely dependent on the production, the cast, and the crew. *The Misanthrope* hit its peak at just the right time. I would like to have had the time to dig deeper into some specific moments, but it’s possible that deeper digging would have tainted the production with an imbalance between analysis and play.

*The Misanthrope* Musings

I have a tendency to analyze a piece to death; for me, the scales of intellectual and organic play tend to lean heavier on the intellectual side. That being said, I made a point to stay out of my head as much as possible during this process – particularly in rehearsal – and left the cerebral elements to be worked through outside of the theatre. This helped me immensely in the way I rehearsed and performed. I was more playful and more open in rehearsals at an earlier point in the process than with previous productions. I have approached rehearsal in the past with a healthy level of analysis – always looking for something – and it seems the difference in my approach for this production resulted in a higher focus on my scene partner and each individual moment.

This is, however, a small step. I could have done more to maintain this focus and remain present with my scene partner(s) throughout the entire process. My first goal in every production is to be a good scene partner for my colleagues. This means to be present, to be prepared, to be
giving, to be open, and to be playful. This is the first thing I remind myself to do when entering a performance.

Throughout the rehearsal process, I felt highly focused and present in most of our rehearsals. There were a few occasions when the rest of the day would sneak in to the theatre, but for the most part, I was able to set those distractions aside for the hours we were working each night.

The plain truth is that life has become so crowded, so hurried, so commonplace, so ordinary, that we have lost the artist’s approach to art.¹⁴

Nonetheless, there were many moments in rehearsal when I found myself in my head and out of the moment. The analytical voices in my head would start to chime in – judging my choices and wandering into parts of the script that were not immediately relevant to the moment. I call these voices “judges” and will refer to them as such for the remainder of this analysis. I call them “judges” because that is essentially what they represent in my head. I judge myself, I judge my work, I judge my performance, I judge others – the voices in my head are constantly analyzing and making judgments on every given stimuli around me at the time and often on stimuli of which I am unaware. As much as I would like to quiet these judges, it is far easier said than done.

There were a few beautiful moments in rehearsal when I felt entirely present with my scene partner(s), and my judges did not have much to say. This does not necessarily mean I approved of each of my choices or my performance – judges can be positive or negative – but that I was so intently focused on the present moment that whether my judges were speaking up or not, I did not acknowledge them. I have only experienced that true, living, focused presence a handful of times, and they have been some of the most freeing and exhilarating moments of my
life. Those moments have been few and fleeting. Having had a taste, I am ever seeking to get back to that place of heightened human existence with another.

Ideally, of course, every minute would take place in this state of mind and body. Most of my time on stage, in rehearsal and performance, exists in the place right below that heightened existence. I am focused, I am present, and I am playful; however, there is something that is not quite connecting. I am either being influenced by my judges, distracted by my environment, or hindered by any number of internal and external stimuli that do not involve my scene partner or the present moment. It is still a beautiful place to reside, and I can feel I am reaching and nearly accessing that next level of present awareness. This attempt – this place of “almost” – can be immensely frustrating, but it is indescribably satisfying when I access a piece of the ideal, however fleeting it may be.

There was one moment in particular I can remember getting a glimpse. During the Sunday matinee on September 27, David (Alceste) and I were a little over halfway through the final performance of *The Misanthrope*. In Act IV scene iii, Alceste and Célimène’s argument is interrupted by Du Bois who enters to tell Alceste that they must “decamp.” When I did not see the door open on my last line, I looked at David (Alceste) and could see he knew exactly what had happened: Du Bois had missed his entrance. Fortunately, Célimène had a lot more she wanted to say.

David and I improvised the remainder of the scene for nearly two minutes on stage before we were interrupted by Du Bois. While missed entrances are never ideal, I was grateful for the opportunity to play and to flex a muscle that is often neglected. I remember a few judges popping up during our improvisation including: How long will we need to go? Where is he? What else can we talk about? Where does this scene go from here?
For the most part, however, I was pleasantly surprised to discover that my judges did not jump to the forefront of my mind and my focus remained entirely on David (Alceste) and the present moment. This can likely be attributed to the fact that we were one another’s lifelines in that moment, and one’s focus is automatically heightened in that circumstance. Regardless, I was relieved to find a sense of play still remained in the midst of the chaos. Neither one of us knew what would happen next or how long we would have to keep the ball in the air, but we were both invested in the goal and determined not to let it fall. More importantly, there was an unwavering trust between us that can only be established through the rehearsal process.

In these brief moments, I remember listening intensely to David (Alceste), responding honestly and openly to the stimuli he was giving me, and working with a focused energy to give him what he needed in return. The lifeline for us was not simply in one another but in our individual objectives in the scene. Célimène’s objective, essentially, is to win the argument, to put Alceste in his place, and to take her stand. She does that during the monologue in which she throws the champagne in Alceste’s face, but he comes back with a statement she never fully gets to respond to because she is interrupted by Du Bois. This was Célimène’s chance to respond and continue the argument without letting Alceste off so easily.

Having a clear objective in this scene gave me a motivation and destination when the time called for it. I did not have to worry about what was happening backstage or running out of material as long as I stuck with my objective and remained present with my scene partner. I also trusted David (Alceste) in this situation to make achieving my objective a challenge, so we each had something for which to fight. If one of us had simply said: “yes, you’re right,” the scene would have ended immediately, and we would have had nowhere to go. Because we were both
determined to achieve our individual objectives and to not let the other “win,” the scene was able to continue moving forward. We did not have to drop everything and talk about the weather.

This was not the first missed entrance during a performance. Earlier in the week, an entrance was missed in Act II scene i, and David (Alceste) and I ended up in the exact same situation – communicating with one another and surviving off of trust and play. Something, however, was different during this improvisation. This could be due to a number of things: this was the first time in the run of the show this had happened, and it was the first time for David (Alceste) and I to experience this kind of circumstance together. This was also in one of the earlier performances, so everyone was not as settled into their roles as they were during the Sunday matinee on September 27.

Even so, I felt focused and playful, and my objective for the scene was clear and decided. The difference for me rested in the stakes of the scene. In Act IV scene iii, the stakes for Célimène are very high – she has a lot to gain by obtaining her objective and a lot to lose if she fails. In Act II scene i, however, the banter between Alceste and Célimène is more playful and relatively harmless. For Célimène, it is less about taking a stand and more about appeasing and baiting Alceste. Because the stakes for the scene were not as high, it was much more difficult to keep the scene moving forward and to maintain a heightened sense of reality. This improvisation also did not last as long as the other (about one minute), so there was not as much time to push the scene forward or find a new dialogue.

It would have served my character and my performance to raise my stakes for the entire journey of the play. I did my best to perform with a sense of urgency and energy each night, but it became more and more difficult to maintain that energy throughout each performance, and my sense of urgency should have been higher. Célimène’s inner fire dwindled in places, making her
choices less clear and less motivated. However, the heightened stakes in Act IV scene iii drove Célimène to work toward her objective with precision, urgency, and a burning drive. I would like to have carried this drive throughout the entire performance night after night.

There were a few other moments over the run of the show where I was able to tap into that higher level of focus and play. The one that stands out to me the most— but did not involve any improvisation— took place in Act III scene iv with Célimène and Arsinoé. Meghan (Arsinoé) was a consistently lovely scene partner throughout rehearsals and performances. I admired her ability to always make new discoveries, and I appreciated her playfulness. Célimène’s main objective in this scene is to put Arsinoé in her place and to let her know she can play the game as well. Ultimately, Célimène wants to “win” the scene, no matter what.

I looked forward to playing this scene with Meghan (Arsinoé) each night. One of the biggest challenges these moments presented to me revolved around listening. My judges tended to become a little louder during this scene, likely because Meghan (Arsinoé) delivers some impressively long monologues. If I wasn’t listening intently and essentially hanging on to every word Meghan (Arsinoé) said, I was going to check out of the scene. I first battled this by repeating words or phrases from Meghan (Arsinoé) as she said them. It helped me to keep my focus on her and constantly reminded me to evaluate everything she was saying to me. Even though I am hearing it for the twentieth time, Célimène is hearing it for the first time, every time.

This is a difficult balance to find, because Célimène certainly does not want to appear to be hanging on Arsinoé’s every word. At times she may fake interest and concern, but she already knows why Arsinoé is here and where her actual endgame lies—in Alceste. I did find, however, that repeating Meghan’s (Arsinoé’s) lines and asking myself questions about those lines as she
spoke was very helpful in keeping my mind focused and full during her monologues. If nothing else, this practice prevented my judges from being able to chime in and take over.

During Act III scene iv of the Sunday matinee on September 27, I reached that ideal state of play with Meghan (Arsinoé). Again, I believe this was largely due to my character having a clear objective for the scene and a burning urgency to get what she wants. I also believe this was due to the trust and familiarity between Meghan and myself. I can say I had some of the most fun I’ve ever had on stage during this scene with Meghan (Arsinoé) in the Sunday matinee, and I am grateful to her for providing a continuously elusive challenge to “win” the scene.

**Strengths**

**Vocal Work**

While I still have a lot of work to do in sharpening my vocal abilities, I came a very long way during the course of this show. My goal throughout the rehearsal process was to never get a note from Director Hoover regarding my accent (Southeastern United States). Through all of the rehearsals, I only received one. My southern accent had slipped out in a rehearsal on the word “down” in Act III scene iv.

I also feel I stretched my vocal abilities more in this show than I have before. In Act II scene iv, Célimène performs several impressions for her guests. She is mimicking people they know in their society in a comedic, exaggerated way simply for the purpose of entertaining her friends (and irritating Alceste). This scene provided a variety of vocal challenges for me. My goal was to explore all the facets of vocal possibility through these impressions, especially with resonances and accents.
Act II scene iv – The Impressions Scene: Vocal Choices

Damon: French, chest resonance
Timante: Spanish, soft palate/head resonance
Géralde: English, lower diaphragm resonance
Bélise: English, upper head resonance
Adraste: British, nasal resonance
Cléon: Neutral American, teeth resonance
Damis: English, chest/head resonances

While I believe I could have sharpened the accents I chose for each impression and cleaned up the resonances, I was happy (though never satisfied) with how far I pushed myself for this scene while keeping an eye on diction and articulation. I am grateful for the opportunity to explore these facets and for my newly discovered French accent.

Clarity

The amount of script work and analysis involved in this process contributed to a consistent and hard-earned clarity. As an actor, the clearer one is with one’s self, the clearer one will come across on stage.

The way you speak to yourself is the way you will act. If you are clear, specific, and strong with yourself, then, chances are that that is how you will be onstage. An action must be specific. Stanislavsky said, ‘Generality is the enemy of all art,’ and nothing could be truer.²⁰

Clarity is one of the primary elements I am constantly pushing for my students (Acting I), and I was determined to do the same for myself, especially knowing they would be in the audience. While the audience, ideally, should have very little involvement in influencing the work on stage, knowing that my students were in the audience night after night gave me a new motivation to set a good example for them. In class discussions after the close of the show, I was

pleased to hear that they could indeed see the dramatic differences clarity can have on a performance.

There were certainly places in the script I could have been clearer in my choices. I believe clarity works both ways – in understanding the character and circumstance in order to better support one’s choices and in communicating those choices clearly to an audience. One must exercise the first in order to achieve the second. While I was very thorough in supporting my choices with script and character analysis, there were a few moments that did not fully become clear to me until partway through the run of the performances. A moment in particular that never really gained clarity took place on the line: “…as long as you don’t pester me with it any more,” (Act IV scene iii). Overall, however, my analysis of the script helped me to justify each choice with a firm decision and provided clarity for Célimène’s choices and motivations throughout the play.

**Play**

I maintained a strong sense of play throughout the rehearsal process and the performances. Of course, I tried to always make sure the play was focused and productive, and for the most part, it was. I believe a measure of productive play is vital to the life of a show. When the playfulness is lost, the truth of the moment is lost. One cannot be fully present and open without a willingness to play.

In everyday life, ‘if’ is a fiction, in the theatre, ‘if’ is an experiment. In everyday life, ‘if’ is an evasion, in the theatre, ‘if’ is the truth. When we are persuaded to believe in this truth, then the theatre and life are one. This is a high aim. It sounds like hard work. To play needs much work. But when we experience the work as play, then it is not work anymore. A play is play.\(^{21}\)

---

I very much appreciated my scene partners’ willingness to play, as well. This atmosphere of trust, focused presence, and play contributed immensely to the success of the production and to a delightful experience.

To Improve

Vocal Work

I consider the vocal progress I made over the course of this work to be a strength; however, I recognize I still have a lot of work to do in that arena. Célimène had a tendency to drift into the higher registers (head resonance), especially when she was flustered. I constantly reminded myself to bring her back down to a lower register (chest resonance), but despite my efforts, I could not keep her there.

There were points in the script when I made a specific choice to give Célimène a higher voice, but there were several points in performances those choices bled into other moments, and I struggled to return to a chest resonance afterwards. This was especially difficult during Act IV scene iii, in which Célimène is defending herself against Alceste’s accusations. I made a specific choice on lines such as “No, I’ll do no such thing,” and “No, it was written to Oronte,” (Act IV scene iii) to punch the “no’s” in a higher head resonance. This helped me to cut Alceste off and get his attention. It was also a little mocking of Alceste, because he chose to jump into that same head resonance on lines such as “Yes, yes indeed!” and “What!” (Act IV scene iii). Unfortunately, it was very difficult for me to bring Célimène back to a chest resonance for her ensuing monologue.

A number of factors contributed to this challenge. Célimène, in this moment, is getting more and more flustered – a very difficult place to be in a chest resonance. She has a long
monologue to Alceste defending herself and accusing him of distrust through a series of questions that build to an eventual explosion.

What, I should like to know, what could make me stoop to the baseness of deceiving you? Why, if my affections were indeed given to another, should I not tell you so frankly? Doesn’t the fact that I choose to reassure you of what I feel for you protect me against your suspicions? How can those suspicions carry any force at all after you have been given such assurances? Is it not an insult to me that you still give credence to them? And when a woman’s heart goes to the extreme of admitting that she’s in love, and when the honour of our sex, ever at war with our passions, is so strongly opposed to such admissions, how can a lover, who sees us clamber over this obstacle for his sake, doubt so solemn an assurance with impunity? Isn’t he to blame if he’s not satisfied with what a woman can only express at all after a great inward struggle?

(Act IV scene iii)

To help myself stay in a lower register, I could have started in a lower register, so the build to the explosion ends in a lower register as well. If I start at ten, I must end at twenty, but if I start at five, I can end at ten. Also, more support from my diaphragm throughout this monologue would have helped me tremendously. Towards the end of the explosion, I always felt I was almost gasping for air. While I chose specific places to breathe in the monologue, I did not allow myself a full, deep, supported breath to carry me through. This would have helped me stay in a lower register while still projecting. I have learned it is much easier for me to project in a higher register than a lower one without the support of breath.

Trust

It is clear in my rehearsal journals that I did not fully trust my fellow scene partners to the extent I could have. This is not a comment on them, their abilities, or their experiences. This is a personal issue. Perhaps more time together or more relationship development in and out of rehearsal could have made the difference. Because this was my thesis production, I was often focused on other elements of the process rather than on my relationships with my colleagues. I
recognized this very late in the rehearsal process and made an attempt to redirect my energy
during rehearsals (when I was not working on stage, of course). I reached a healthy level of trust
with each cast member by the Sunday matinee on September 27, but I would have liked to have
reached this point before opening night.

Physical Work

I made a point to limit the amount of physical work I focused on with Célimène to keep
myself from hiding beneath the physical and to expose myself to other facets of her character. I
am a very physical actor and am always tempted to jump to that element of the process before
exploring others.

That being said, I could have clarified some of Célimène’s physicality. Some of her
physical choices: the way she holds a champagne glass, her dominant hand, the way she smokes
a cigarette, the way she walks, stands, sits, and leans, her gestures, habits, and greetings were
somewhat residual rather than specific and purposeful. I could have done more to make
Célimène’s movements clearer and more intentional.

Final Thoughts

There are plenty of aspects of my performance that could have been better honed, further
explored, and more precisely executed. Most of them delve into a lack of clarity or an
interference from my judges. It is difficult for me to pinpoint my strengths without finding
elements that could have been better. It is also difficult for me to pinpoint my weaknesses
without finding justifications for them.

As I said before, a performance is never complete – it is never a whole, finished product.
The beauty and thrill of the theatre is in its constant movement. The theatre is a place of change,
risk, and possibility that can only be fully embraced after the work has been done. Knowing the
work had been done, I was able to trust in it and let it go when the time came. This is my ultimate goal. Faults and findings will fall where they will. My only power is in my ability to recognize them, carry that recognition into my future work, trust in the progress made, and let it go again.

…the theatre is always dying and always being reborn, Pheonix-like, at the very moment when we have finished conducting the funeral service over its ashes.\textsuperscript{14}
POST MORTEM

The University of New Orleans Theatre department held a Post Mortem for their production of *The Misanthrope* on Friday, October 23 at 2:00 p.m. in the Robert E. Nims Theatre. The Post Mortem followed the Critical Response Process created by Liz Lerman in her book, *Liz Lerman’s Critical Response Process: A Method for Getting Useful Feedback on Anything you Make from Dance to Dessert* and was led by Diane Baas. The steps to the Critical Response Process include (1) Statements of Meaning, (2) Artist as Questioner, (3) Neutral Questions, and (4) Permissioned Opinions.

A variety of topics were explored during the Post Mortem, ranging from set design to lighting to costumes to the actor’s journey. One question in particular sparked a lively discussion surrounding the balance between heightened reality and human reality.

With a classical text such as Molière’s *The Misanthrope*, there is a demand for a larger, more extreme world. Molière creates characters that lean heavily on the heightened side of the spectrum – they are almost caricatures – extreme, saturated versions of people we encounter in everyday society. They are not flat, though it is easy to assume so simply from reading the text. A healthy amount of analysis and exploration is necessary in bringing these caricatures to life.

The challenge lies in finding the human in these extreme characters without losing the higher, larger world of the play. The elements of vocal variation and physical gestures were used as examples. Molière’s text is heightened in itself – literally the words alone present each character in a saturated light. Does one choose to let the words speak for themselves to create the caricature and play it as straight and *humanly* as possible? Or does one pile on “over-the-top” vocal and physical qualities to add to the heightened effect? It is a choice between the eye and the ear: if the audience is not listening closely, they will miss the character in a classical text;

---

however, one does not want to take away from the text by overwhelming the audience’s eye with extreme physicality.

Of course, the answer lies in the balance. The actor must find a way to support the language with vocal and physical elements without choking it. It is also necessary to find the build of these elements and allow them to take the arc of the character’s journey.

Maintaining this balance while keeping Célimène human presented another challenge. What makes a character human to the audience? What makes a character human to the actor? It was not my goal to create a character the audience would like or who was morally flawless – that wouldn’t be any more human than a one-dimensional caricature. It was my goal to create in Célimène a character who had justifications and motivations for her choices. These are what make a character human – a want and a reason for their actions.

This is the starting point. Once the character’s journey is fueled by incentives, stimuli, and an overarching goal, the other, more heightened elements can be layered on top. Of course, this human foundation can become buried under the character’s more immediate attributes, but high stakes and a clear objective will ensure it is not lost, as long as every choice is made with the foundation in mind.

With all of these layers, it is easy to get lost in analysis and preparation – where to stand, what to say, how to look, what to think. This work builds to a full performance, but it cannot on its own create the final necessity: the truth of the moment. This truth – an open, focused presence – comes from trusting in the work leading up to the moment. Ultimately, one must trust that the moment itself is worthwhile, just as it is.
Several other questions were explored during the Post Mortem. Notes from the discussion are as follows. Please note that these thoughts involve a wide variety of responders and do not directly reflect my personal experience or opinion.

**Post Mortem Notes: October 23, 2015**

- Bar raised to show up ready to find something new
- Molière – talking, words, philosophy
  - Rallied around the challenge of Molière – Rise to the occasion
  - Process of understanding – What are we talking about?
  - After understanding, the fun can begin – There should be a connection first
- Some caricatures could be pushed further
  - Absurd, over-the-top, saturated characters
- How big can each person be and still make the show enjoyable and meaningful?
  - Eyes and ears – Mix between character (voice, movement) and words
  - Not commedia anymore – How do you make it work today?
  - Is the human quality necessary?
  - Balance between character and human
- Audience: Should dislike Célimène but couldn’t completely
  - Chose path of redeeming quality in the end
  - Curious to see if I could completely hate her if she were played differently
  - End speech to Alceste: Could be a fuck you moment – Then she would be hated
  - Instead, the speech felt considered with real thought going on
- Challenge: Combining disjointed moments (present) with overarching whole
- Find the human first and then add on character layers
- May have better ending if Alceste and Célimène were completely unlikeable
- Want audience to think about their own lives
- Did you find Célimène’s justifications for you or for the audience?
- The effect of set on process and performance
  - Good response
  - Took away some stage business as words began to take on meaning
- Still felt rushed in process, premature choices
  - Found some answers in the final show
  - Maybe two more weeks of rehearsal would benefit
- When do you *really* start working and digging?
  - It’s not enough just to get through blocking and lines
  - Just because you know the steps, doesn’t mean you know the dance
  - Time to marinate, fail, experiment, trial and error
  - Must have time to dig
  - Can you *make* the show peak for the deadline?
If all men were righteous, all hearts true and frank and loyal, what purpose would most of our virtues serve?

_The Misanthrope_, Act III scene iv
**SCENE BREAKDOWN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACT I: PARIS CÉLIMÈNE’S PARLOR 1965</th>
<th>SCENE 1</th>
<th>SCENE 2</th>
<th>SCENE 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHARACTERS:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALCESTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT AT END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHILINTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alceste’s friend In love with Éliante</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT AT END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORONTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td>EXIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prop: Oronte’s Poem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ACT II:

Paris, Célimène’s Parlor 1965

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERS:</th>
<th>SCENE 1</th>
<th>SCENE 2</th>
<th>SCENE 3</th>
<th>SCENE 4</th>
<th>SCENE 5</th>
<th>SCENE 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALCESTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **CÉLIMÈNE** | ENTER   |         |         | FURNITURE: Chairs for the company (To Basque) |         |         |
| In love with Alceste |

| **BASQUE** | ENTER   |         |         |         | EXIT   |         |
| Célimène’s manservant |

| **ÉLIANTE** | ENTER   |         |         |         |         |         |
| Cousin to Célimène |

| **PHILINTE** | ENTER   |         |         |         |         |         |
| Alceste’s friend In love with Éliante |

| **ACASTE** | ENTER   |         |         |         |         |         |
| A marquis |

| **CLITANDRE** | ENTER   |         |         |         |         |         |
| A marquis |

| **OFFICER** | ENTER   |         |         |         |         |         |
| Of the court of the Marshals of France |
**ACT III:**
Paris, Célimène’s Parlor 1965

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERS:</th>
<th>SCENE 1</th>
<th>SCENE 2</th>
<th>SCENE 3</th>
<th>SCENE 4</th>
<th>SCENE 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLITANDRE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER (Remain on stage from Act II)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marquis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACASTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER (Remain onstage from Act II)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marquis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CÉLIMÈNE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Alceste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASQUE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Célimène’s manservant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARSINOÉ</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend of Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALCESTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACT IV:</th>
<th>SCENE 1</th>
<th>SCENE 2</th>
<th>SCENE 3</th>
<th>SCENE 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris, Célimène’s Parlor 1965</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARACTERS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÉLIANTE</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cousin to Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILINTE</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend of Alceste in love with Éliante</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCESTE</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td>PROP: A letter</td>
<td>EXIT AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CÉLIMÈNE</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Alceste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU BOIS</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alceste’s manservant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARACTERS:</td>
<td>SCENE 1</td>
<td>SCENE 2</td>
<td>SCENE 3</td>
<td>SCENE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALCESTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHILINTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend of Alceste In love with Éliante</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORONTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CÉLIMÈNE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In love with Alceste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACASTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marquis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PROP: Letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLITANDRE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A marquis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARSINOÉ</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EXIT DURING SCENE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend of Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ÉLIANTE</strong></td>
<td>ENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cousin to Célimène</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCENE BREAKDOWN BOARD
THE TEAM

Crew
Director: David W. Hoover
Stage Manager: Joni Bankston
Set Design: Mackenzie Franco and Matthew Eberts
Lighting Design: Diane Baas
Head Carpenter: Kevin Griffith
Costume Design: Tony French
Property Design: Ashton Akridge
Sound Design: David W. Hoover

Cast
Alceste: David Brown
Philinte: John Charles II
Oronte: Eduardo Sanchez
Célimène: Sarah Beth James
Basque: Gerardo Hidalgo
Éliante: Ashton Akridge
Clitandre: Khali Freeman
Acaste: Mitchel Courville
Arsinoé: Meghan Shea
Du Bois: Evan Eyer
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE

March 7: First Read

March 12: Table Read

March 13: Off

March 14: 1:00 – Act II, scene iv; Act IV scenes i, ii, iii

2:00 – Add Du Bois, Act IV scene iv

March 15: Off

March 16: 7:00 – Act III, scenes iv, v

7:30 – Add Act V, scenes i, ii, iii, iv

March 17: 7:00 – Act V, scenes i, ii, iii

March 18: 7:00 – Act III, scenes i, ii, iii

August 15: 1:00 – Read Through Again

August 16: Off

August 17: Off

August 18: 7:00 – Block/Work Act I, scenes i, ii, iii

August 19: 7:00 – Block/Work Act II, scenes iv, v, vi

8:30 – Block/Work Act II, scenes i, ii, iii

August 20: 7:00 – Block/Work Act III, scenes i, ii, iii

August 21: 7:00 – Block/Work Act III, scenes iv, v

August 22: 1:00 – Work through Acts I, II, III

August 23: Off

August 24: 7:00 – Block/Work Act IV, scenes i, ii, iii, iv
August 25: 7:00 – Block/Work Act V, scene i
   7:30 – Add Act V, scene ii
   8:00 – Pick Up Act I, scene ii with Oronte

August 26: 7:00 – Block/Work Act V, scenes iii, iv

August 27: Off

August 28: 7:00 – Work through Act IV and V
   7:30 – Add Du Bois
   8:00 – Add Acaste, Clitandre, Arsinoé, and Oronte

August 29: 1:00 – Run Entire Play

August 30: Off

August 31: 7:00 – Run Act I
   7:30 – Work Act II, scenes i, ii, iii
   8:00 – Add Act II, scenes iv, v, vi
   8:30 – Run Act II

September 1: Off

September 2: Off Book
   7:00 – Work through Act III, scene i
   7:30 – Add Célimène, Act III, scene ii
   8:00 – Add Basque, Act III, scene iii
   8:30 – Add Arsinoé, Act III, scene iv
   9:00 – Add Alceste, Act III, scene v
   9:30 – Run Act III
September 3: 7:00 – Work through Act IV, scene i  
7:30 – Add Alceste, Act IV, scene ii  
7:45 – Add Célimène, Act IV, scene iii  
8:00 – Add Du Bois, Act IV, scene iv  
8:30 – Run Act IV

September 4: 7:00 – Work through Act V, scene i  
7:30 – Add Oronte and Célimène, Act V, scene ii  
8:00 – Add Élianté, Act V, scene iii  
8:30 – Add Arsinoé, Clitandre, Acaste, Act V, scene iv  
9:00 – Run Act V

September 5: 1:00 – Run Entire Play

September 6: Off

September 7: 10:00 – Call for 10:30 Run

September 8: 7:00 – Run Through

September 9: 7:00 – Run Through

September 10: 7:00 – Run Through

September 11: Off

September 12: 10:00 to 10:00 – Wet Cue to Cue, Tech Run

September 13: 1:30 – Tech Run

September 14: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal

September 15: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal

September 16: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal

September 17: 5:30 – Opening Night
September 18: 7:30 – Performance
September 19: 7:30 – Performance
September 24: 7:30 – Performance
September 25: 9:30 – Student Matinee

\[ \text{7:30 – Performance} \]

September 26: 7:30 – Performance
September 27: 2:00 – Sunday Matinee

\[ \text{5:00 – Strike} \]
BLOCKING

Blocking Key

C: Célimène
A: Alceste
B: Basque
E: Éliante
P: Philinte
CL: Clitandre
AC: Acaste
O: Officer
AR: Arsinoé
DB: Du Bois
OR: Oronte
Act II scene i
Act II scenes ii, iii
Act II scene iv
Act II scenes v, vi
Act III scenes ii, iii
Act III scene iv
Act IV scene iii
Act IV scene iv
Act V scene ii
Act V scene iii
Act V scene iv
Act V scene iv (continued)
There are times when the urge suddenly takes me to find some solitary place and avoid all contact with humankind.

_The Misanthrope_, Act I scene i
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THE UNIVERSITY of NEW ORLEANS
DEPARTMENT OF FILM AND THEATRE
Theatre UNO proudly presents

The Misanthrope

By Molière

Directed by David W. Hoover

September 17-27, 2015

Scenic Design
MacKenzie Franco
Matthew Eberts

Lighting Design
Diane Baas

Costume Design
Tony French

Sound Design
David W. Hoover

Properties Design
Ashton Akridge

Thank you for Coming & Enjoy the Show!!

The Misanthrope

Cast

Alceste..........................David Brown*
Philinte..........................John Charles II
Oronte............................Eduardo Losan
Celinda..........................Sarah Beth James*
Eliante..........................Ashton Akridge
Arsinée..........................Meghan Shea
Acaste...........................Mitchell Courville
Clitandre.........................Khali Freeman
Basque...........................Gerardo Hidalgo
DuBois/Officer....................Evan Eyer

*In partial fulfillment of the Master of Fine Arts degree

Robert E. Nims Theatre
UNO Performing Arts Center
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CAST

Meghan Shea (Arinino) Meghan Shea is thrilled to be a part of The Misanthrope. She is a third year graduate student working on her MFA in performance at the University of New Orleans. Meghan is a performer, director, and teacher. Some favorite projects include Songs for a New World, Bagpipe Father, Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, and Hamlet. Meghan would like to thank everyone in this production for their dedication, talent, and quietness to laughter.

Mitchell Courville (Acante) Mitchell is currently a senior at UNO, graduating this fall with a BA in Film and Theatre Arts. He was most recently seen as Bernstein in Delgado Community Theatre’s production of Dogfight. Other credits include Forever Fluid (Spurty), Suburba (Pony), and roles in Gypsy, Reefer Madness, and Liminates. He would like to thank his family for being supportive as always, and the cast and crew of The Misanthrope for such a positive experience!

Khalil Freeman (Cllande) Since his freshman year of high school, Khalil has been part of The Talented Theater Program. He has also attended NOCCA, New Orleans Center for Creative Arts, as a drama student for his last year of high school. Now he is an undergrad at UNO studying Film and Theatre. He is excited to be back on the stage and is very thankful to be a part of this talented ensemble.

Gerardo Hidalgo (Bastard) Gerardo is a senior double major in Mathematics and Civil Engineering. “I’m looking forward to graduating this semester. Enjoy the show!”

Evan Eyster (Officer/Dobious) Evan Eyster is a Senior at UNO looking forward to completing his degree in Film and Theatre. He has recently been seen on Theatre UNO’s stage as Laertes in Hamlet and is happy to return. He thanks you for.

PRODUCTION TEAM

David W. Hoover (Director) David is the chair of the Department of Film and Theatre at the University of New Orleans. For the Tennessee Williams’ Centenary Festival he has directed A Streetcar Named Desire, Elizabeth Ashley, John Goodman, Stephanie Zimbalist, Eli Wallach, and Anne Jackson. In New Orleans his acting/directing work has been seen at Le Petit Theatre de Vieux Carre, Tulane Summer Shakespeare Festival, Le Chat Noir, Southern Rep, Rivertown Theatre’s for the Performing Arts, and Tulane Summer Lyric. He has worked at several other prestigious theatres that include the Guthrie, the Dallas Theatre Center, American Southwest Theatre Company, Shakespeare Festival of Dallas, and the Lyceum. David is the recipient of the Big Easy, Marquee, Ambie, and Stage-Boon Awards. For UNO he has directed over 30 plays including several award winners. His recent production of Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo was recognized nationally by the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival for Outstanding Contemporary Play and Outstanding Direction. It also garnered the 2015 Big Easy award for Outstanding University Production. Internationally he has been an adjudicator in London, accused at the Université de Sorbonne in Paris and has taught communally in Italy and Mexico. David received an Artists Fellowship award from the Louisiana Division of the Arts and is the recipient of UNO’s Student Center Achievement Award for Excellence in Research presented by the Alumni Association.

Joni Bankston (Stage Manager) Joni Bankston is a Junior Film and Theatre major at the University of New Orleans. This is her first UNO production as a stage manager. Her previous works include Much Ado About Nothing, The Comedy of Errors, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream all at the Aces Theatre. She would like to thank the cast and crew for all of their hard work and dedication. She would also like to thank all for coming! Enjoy the show!

Tony French (Costume Designer) Tony French is the New Orleans Theatre Association Endowed Professor and costume designer at the University of New Orleans. He has designed numerous productions at UNO, including many original plays. He has worked with Southern Rep, The Shakespeare Festival at Tulane, Actor’s Theatre of Louisville, The Old Globe Theatre, and The Cincinnati Playhouse.

Diane Baas (Lighting Design) Diane K Baas is an Assistant Professor of Lighting Design in the department of Film and Theatre at the University of New Orleans, where she is also the Technical Director. She works as a freelance lighting designer, locally and nationally. She holds a BFA in Lighting and Scene Design, a BA in Art History and Painting, both from Tulane University in New Orleans, and an MFA in Lighting Design from the School of Drama at the University of Washington in Seattle.

MacKenzie Franco (Scene Design) MacKenzie is thrilled to venture into the world of scenic design and live theatre. Enjoy the show!

Matthew Eberts (Scene Design) Matthew would like to thank everyone involved with The Misanthrope but especially Kevin Griffith and Diane Baas.

The Misanthrope

Time: 1965 | Place: Paris, France

There will be one 15 minute intermission

WARNING: This show uses cigarettes which have NO tobacco content. Their use is limited.

Production Team

Director.......................... David W. Hoover
Stage Manager.................... Joni Bankston
Technical Director.............. Diane Baas
Scenic Design..................... MacKenzie Franco
Matthew Eberts
Costume Design................... Tony French
Lighting Design............... Diane Baas
Sound Design.................... David W. Hoover
Properties Design.............. Ashton Akridge
Running Crew..................... Erin Laster, Siddhant Mahat
Box Office....................... Erick Wolfe
Poster Design................... Michael Hartkins
Set Construction............... Nathan Anderson, Andrew Vaughn, Sarah Beth James, MacKenzie Franco, Matthew Eberts, FTA 1800 and FTA 3800

Special Thanks

The company of The Misanthrope would like to thank several people who made this production possible.

Scott Hutcherson, Sunny Berry, Enmy Whalen
Joey, Richard Mayer, Old Mesquer Theatre

The University of New Orleans Department of Film & Theatre is proud to be an accredited member of the National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST).

NAST, founded in 1965, is an organization of higher education institutions (colleges, universities and conservatories). There are approximately 150 accredited institutional members. It establishes national standards for undergraduate and graduate degree nationally.

UNO was first accredited by NAST in 2000. We continue to be the only NAST accredited program in the New Orleans metropolitan area.
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PRESS RELEASE

THE UNIVERSITY of NEW ORLEANS

DEPARTMENT OF FILM AND THEATRE

September 2015

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Erik Wolfe, Box Office
504-280-SHOW (7469)

THE MISANTHROPE

by Molière

Directed by David W. Hoover

September 17 - 27, 2015

Robert E. Nims Theatre, UNO Performing Arts Center

Theatre UNO is proud to present The Misanthrope by Molière, a satire of polite society in which power plays and cruel gossip are the background for unrequited love and passionate seductions. Alceste, a man of strong convictions, fiercely rejects the artifice of 17th century French courtly society, isolating himself from this world he views as wholly superficial. Theatre UNO will explore this theme while transporting the play to the Paris of 1965. Suddenly, Alceste finds himself falling desperately in love with coy and flirtatious Célimène, despite loathing her behavior and reprimanding her constantly. Will Alceste stick with his integrity and exile himself forever from this shallow society or will he abandon it all for the resolute Célimène who represents all he so adamantly criticizes?

Performances will take place in the Robert E. Nims Theatre in the UNO Performing Arts Center, and will run Thursday, Friday, and Saturday September 17th through September 26th at 7:30 p.m., with a Sunday matinee, September 27th, at 2:30 p.m.

The Misanthrope is directed by David W. Hoover and features David Brown as Alceste and Sarah Beth James as Célimène. Other cast members include: John Charles II, Eduardo Sanchez, Ashton Akridge, Meghan Shea, Mitchel Courville, Khali Freeman, Gerardo Hidalgo, and Evan Eyer. This production also showcases the work of Matthew Eberts (Set Design), Mackenzie Franco (Set Design), Diane Baas (Lighting Design), Anthony French (Costume Design), Ashton Akridge (Props) and Joni Bankston (Stage Manager).
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IN THE NEWS

Theatre UNO Presents Molière's *The Misanthrope*

UNO News – September 8, 2015

Theatre UNO's *The Misanthrope* features the battle of the sexes, starring Célimène (Sarah Beth James) and Alceste (David Brown).

Join Us!

Performances will take place in the Robert E. Nims Theatre in the UNO Performing Arts Center, and will open on Thursday, Sept. 17. The closing performance will be on Sunday, Sept. 27.

Tickets
Purchase online at www.brownpapertickets.com or at the Box Office: 280-SHOW (7469).

Performances of Molière's classic satire, *The Misanthrope*, will take place in the Robert E. Nims Theatre at the UNO Performing Arts Center beginning Thursday, Sept. 17 and running through Sunday, Sept. 27. Thursday through Saturday, performances begin at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday's matinee performance begins at 2:30 p.m. *The Misanthrope* is directed by David W. Hoover and features David Brown as Alceste and Sarah Beth James as Célimène.

Theatre UNO's latest offering is Molière's satire of polite society in which power plays and cruel gossip are the background for unrequited love and passionate seductions. Alceste, a man of
strong convictions, fiercely rejects the artifice of 17th Century French courtly society, isolating himself from this world he views as wholly superficial. The players will explore this theme while transporting the play to the Paris of 1965. Suddenly, Alceste finds himself falling desperately in love with coy and flirtatious Célimène, despite loathing her behavior and reprimanding her constantly. Audiences will be delighted along the journey as they see whether Alceste will stick with his integrity and exile himself forever from a shallow society or whether he will abandon it all for the resolute Célimène, who represents all he so adamantly criticizes.

Other cast members include: John Charles II, Eduardo Sanchez, Ashton Akridge, Meghan Shea, Mitchel Courville, Khali Freeman, Gerardo Hidalgo, and Evan Eyer. This production also showcases the work of Matthew Eberts (Set Design), Mackenzie Franco (Set Design), Diane Baas (Lighting Design), Anthony French (Costume Design), Ashton Akridge (Property Design) and Joni Bankston (Stage Manager).

The award-winning UNO Department of Film and Theatre is a proud member of National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST), founded in 1965 to establish national standards for undergraduate and graduate programs in Theatre and Film, and boasts the only NAST-accredited program in the New Orleans metropolitan area.

Theatre UNO is a regular winner at the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival, an elite year-long competition of university productions from all over the nation, and the university's theater department has produced the highest number of graduates nominated for the city's esteemed Big Easy Entertainment Awards.
The Misanthrope (finally) comes to UNO

By Andrew LaBorde – September 2, 2015

This September will see the opening of The Misanthrope, a Theatre Department production that was originally set to premiere last spring, but ended up having to be postponed. David Hoover, the Film and Theatre Department Chair, said the postponement was due to a budget freeze last spring, leaving the set and costumes unfinished.

Joni Bankston, stage manager for the upcoming production, said the postponement period was “strange” for everybody working on the show. The budget freeze forced the cast and crew to stop rehearsals in the spring, but after the summer break Bankston is encouraged.

“A couple of days before the semester started, we had our read-through again and it definitely had new life and people bringing new ideas. If anything, the postponement aided us in a way,” said Bankston.

On the postponement experience as a whole, Bankston called it “chaotic,” but said everybody involved never lost confidence in moving the production forward. Bankston credits her team with working tirelessly trying to finish the set, which she says looks great.

Despite losing actors to graduation, Bankston said she is thrilled with the way the new actors have stepped in and joined the team.

“Just from me sitting there and writing down all my notes and listening to them, it’s been crazy funny,” said Bankston.

The Misanthrope is a 17th century comedy written by Molière, a famous French playwright. Bankston notes a primary theme of hypocrisy in the play, saying a lot of the themes in the play still remain true in today’s society. The timeless themes open the play up to different interpretations.

While the original play is set during the time period that Molière wrote it, UNO’s adaptation has it set in 1965.

The play centers around Alceste, the titular misanthrope. “He is very straightforward, speaks his mind and has a very negative outlook on humanity as a whole,” Bankston said when characterizing Alceste.

Célimène, a love interest of Alceste, is a young widow who has a lot of suitors vying for her attention. However, Alceste wants Célimène for himself. All the while, he battles various lawsuits, claiming justice is on his side.

The Misanthrope is set to open in the Performing Arts Center on Sept. 17, with performances on the 18, 19, 24-26 and Sunday Sept. 27. Two Rooms and Agnes of God are among the other productions lined up for the season for the Film and Theatre Department.
PROMOTIONAL VIDEO

Link to Promotional Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FLJ22lZeH6Q
He’d think he was cutting a very ordinary figure if he found himself agreeing with anyone else.

*The Misanthrope*, Act II scene iv
COLOR CODED SCRIPT

Color Coded Script Key

- Hints to the Character: Célimène
- Unanswered Questions
- Operative Words
- Trouble Words
- Beats, Beat Changes and Stimuli
- Célimène
Characters

Act I

Scene I

PHILIPPE: What is it? What's the matter?
ALCIBYDES: Oh, leave me alone, please.
PHILIPPE: But I ask you once again what bizarre idea...
ALCIBYDES: Let me be, I say, and get out of my sight.
PHILIPPE: You might at least hear what people have to say without getting angry.
ALCIBYDES: I will get annoyed and I won't listen.
PHILIPPE: I don't understand you when you get these sudden fits of temper. Friends though we are, I'm one of the few...
ALCIBYDES: Me, your friend? You can get that out of your head! Until now I have professed myself mild, but after what I've just seen, if you declare I can do no longer, I'll have no share in a corrupted affection.
PHILIPPE: You consider I'm really at fault then Alcibydes?
ALCIBYDES: You should be morally ashamed of yourself. What you did was absolutely inexcusable, and utterly shocking to any honourable man. I see you leading a man with every mark of affection, professing the tenderest concern for his welfare, overwhelming him with attentions, professions and offices of service. And then, when he's gone, I ask who he is, you can scarcely tell me his name. Your enthusiasm dies with your parting and to me you speak of him as though he mattered nothing to you. God! What a base, degrading, odious thing it is to show so betraying one's integrity like that; if even I had had the misfortune to do such a thing I'd go and hang myself on the spot out of shame and disgust.
PHILIPPE: Well, generally, I don't see that it's a hanging matter, so I'll ask you to be good enough to allow me to reduce your sentence and not hang myself this time, if you don't mind.
ALCIBYDES: Oh! This is no laughing matter.
PHILIPPE: Seriously then, what do you expect me to do?
ALCIBYDES: I expect you to be sincere and so an honourable man never to utter a single word that you don't really mean.
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PHILIPPE: But when someone comes along and shows such pleasure in seeing you, surely you must repay him in kind, respond to his enthusiasm as far as you can, return offer for offer, exchange vow for vow?
ALCIBYDES: No. I can't bear these despicable maenads that so many of your men of fashion affect. There's nothing I hate more than the contortions of your profession-mergers, the affected exchanges of famous greetings, polite movements of meaningless words, who hourly civilises with all corners and near everyone, blockheads and men of sense, alike. What satisfaction can there be in having a man express his consideration for you, profess friendship, faith, zeal, esteem and affection, and praise you to the skies when he'll be doing so much for the first worthless sound your name is in? No, no! No man with any self-respect wants that sort of debased and worthless esteem. There's precious little satisfaction in the most glorious of reputations if you find you have to share it with the whole universe. Esteem must be founded on some sort of preference. Be sure it on everybody and it ceases to have any meaning at all. Surrender to the foolish manners of the age, and, by God, you're no friend of mine. I despise the all-embracing, indiscriminate affection which makes no distinction of merit. I want to be singled out and, to put it bluntly, the friend of the whole human race is not my line at all.

ALCIBYDES: But surely, if you live in the world you must observe such outward forms of civility as use and custom demand.
ALCIBYDES: No, no! We should have no mercy whatsoever on the shameful trade in situated friendship. I want us to be men and say what we really mean in all circumstances. Let what we have in our hearts be apparent in our words; let it be our hearts that speak, and let us not allow our feelings to be concealed under a mask of empty compliments.

PHILIPPE: But surely there are many circumstances in which complete frankness would be ridiculous or insolent. With all due respect to these outward standards of yours, there are times when it's as well to hide what we really feel. Would it be right and proper to go around telling people exactly what we think of them? Suppose there's someone you loathe or find disagreeable, should you tell him so?

ALCIBYDES: Yes, I'm coming to loathe it.

PHILIPPE: And are there no moments without exception to be included in this aversion? Isn't there a living creature in the age we live in?

ALCIBYDES: No, it's universal. I have all mankind, some men because they are wicked and perverse, others because they tolerate wickedness—because they show so much of the innate loathing that vice should inspire in all virtuous hearts. Look what inexcusable indulgence people extend to the ardent souls I am at love with! The reign is
plain to see beneath the mask: Everyone knows what he is & He may
tell His eyes and speak in accents of humility, but he only fools people
who are sycophants here. We know that the despised one, who fully
deserves to be tripped in his tracks, has got on in the world by dirty
snacks and that the dazzling success which His methods have brought
him unearths honest striving and makes virtue blash. Whatever
shameless honour are heaped on him on all sides, so, can really
respect him as an honourable man. Call him an infamous rogue, a
damnable scoundrel, and everybody agrees! No one will contradict
you -- and yet his lying hypocrisy galls him somewhere every-
where. People receive into their homes, they smile on him as he
wears his way in everywhere. If there's a job to be had by
lobbying, you'll see him triumph and better men passed over. God!
It breaks my heart to see how men converse with Vice! There are
times when the stage suddenly takes me to find some solitary place
and avoid all contact with humanity.

PHILIPPA: Good Lord! Let's not worry so much about the manners
of the age and make more allowance for human nature. Let's judge it
less severely and look more kindly on its faults. What's needed in
society is a flexible kind of virtue. It's wrong to be too high-minded.
True reason lies in avoiding extremes and requires us to be wise in
moderation. This stiff-backed passion for the virtues of ancient days
is out of step with our age and accepted practice. It requires too
much perfection of men mortal. We need to move with the times
and not be too rigid, and it's the height of folly for anyone to take
upon himself the task of setting the world to rights. Like you, I
observe many times each day things which could be better if they
were done differently. But whatever I happen to see, I don't show
my irritation openly as you do: I don't get hot and bothered, but
take them as they are, school myself to put up with what they do and
firmly believe that both at Court and in town, my self-possession is
no less philosophical than your impetuous spirit.

ALCESTES: And can nothing ruffle this self-possession of yours,
more rational of philosophers? Suppose a friend betrayed you, suppose
someone plotted to get his hands on everything you own, or did his
demands to spend scandalous concours about you, could you sit
back and watch it happen and not be angry?

PHILIPPA: Of course. I look upon these faults which you are so concerned
about as defects inseparable from human nature: it discards me no
more to find men base, unjust or selfish than to see apes up to no
good, wolves wrangling or vultures reverent for cursers.

Alcestes: So I am to see myself betrayed, torn to pieces, robbed with
never a ... God! That argument is as full of impertinent nonsense
that I'll say no more.

PHILIPPA: Indeed, it would be best if you did keep quiet. Keep well
against your adversary and give some thought to your lawsuit.

Alcestes: I'll do nothing of the kind. That is on my mind's make-up.

PHILIPPA: Then who do you think will use these influence in the right
quarters on your behalf?

Alcestes: I'll ask you: reason, justice, the righteousness of my cause.

PHILIPPA: Won't you be calling on any of the judges then?

Alcestes: No! Is my cause dreadful or unjust?

PHILIPPA: It is not, I grant you. But your opponent will lobby and that
can do you harm, so --

Alcestes: No. I'm determined not to take a single step. Either I'm in
the right or in the wrong.

PHILIPPA: I wouldn't count on it. Alcestes: I won't lift a finger.

PHILIPPA: You have a powerful adversary. He can bring considerable
influence to bear...

Alcestes: No matter.

PHILIPPA: You may find you've made a mistake.

Alcestes: So be it: I'll await the outcome.

PHILIPPA: But... Alcestes: I shall have the pleasure of losing my case.

PHILIPPA: But surely...

Alcestes: This case will show me whether people can really have the
efficiency, be so wired, so willing, so corrupt, as to do me injustice
openly before the eyes of all the world.

PHILIPPA: What a man!

Alcestes: I'd be happy to lose my case, whatever it cost me, to have the
satisfaction of putting that to the test.

PHILIPPA: Really, Alcestes, people would laugh if they heard you
talk like that.

Alcestes: So much the worse for them.

PHILIPPA: But do you find this attitude that you're always taking
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Discerning and delicious choice. We should be better acquainted before we commit ourselves. It might turn out that our characters may well be such that we should repent of the bargain.

Oronte: By Jove! Spoken like a man of sense! I admire you all the more for it. Let us then leave it to time to establish this happy relationship between us. Meanwhile I am entirely at your service. If there is anything I can do for you at Court, I am known to cut figure with His Majesty. I have been here and he trusts me, by God, with the greatest possible confidence. Once again—count on me, I mean entirely. And now, since you are a man of taste and discrimination, may I venture to show you, by way of placing our relationship on a sound footing, a sonnet I have recently composed? I would like your opinion as to whether it is to be published.

Alceste: Sir, I’m quite the wrong person to pronounce on such matters. Pray be good enough to excuse me.

Oronte: But why?

Alceste: I am full of mine that I tend to be a little more frank in these things than I should.

Oronte: But that’s what I want! I should have come to you to give me your honest opinion, you failed to do so or kept anything back from me.

Alceste: Well then, I agree, as soon as I can.

Oronte (reading): ‘Sonnet. Hope...’ the lady in question has deigned to give some encouragement to my hopes... ‘Hope...’ I see they’re now enlivened—just a few simple lines... tender and full of feeling. (He looks at Alceste en passant.)

Alceste: We shall see.

Oronte: ‘Hope...’ I don’t know if you think the style sufficiently easy and flowing or if the choice of words will please you.

Alceste: We shall see later.

Oronte: Another thing—there I should mention that I didn’t spend more than a quarter of an hour on it.

Alceste: Let it be. It’s the time spent on it that is quite immaterial.

Oronte: (In Alceste’s hand): ‘Hope’s watch comes on cold expectation.’

Philinte: I am quite amazed with this beginning!

Alceste: No, I’m not saying that. But you put him off writing. I did point out the harm this sort of distraction has done to some very worthy people in our own times.

Oronte: Do I write badly? Am I to assume I resemble them?

Alceste: No, I’m not saying that. But what I did say to him finally was this: do you really need to write poetry and if so, why the descent do you trust on being published? The only people who can be excused for unloading a bad load on the world are the poor devils who have to write for a living. Take my word for it, resist the temptation. Look at what you do from the public, and don’t go and prejudice the honourable reputation you enjoy at Court—however much people may urge you to do so—for the sake having conferred on you by the hand of some grasping painter the worthless and ridiculous title of author. That’s what I tried to impress on him.

Oronte: That’s all very well. I think I understand what you mean, but may I be told what there is in my sonnet that—

Alceste: Frankly, the only thing so far is an incomplete ending. The expressions you use aren’t natural. ‘What’s the meaning of “cold for a while” instead of “cold”?’ ‘Hope’s watch comes on cold expectation’? What did you mean by ‘Why did you go so fast? Even if Hope was all you could afford?’ Fools, Fools, Fools, we know despair! When in Hope it’s all that we may dare!’ This figurative style people pride themselves so much on is false and untrue. It’s just playing with words—these assertions! I take for granted your quality of speaking at all. I find contemporary taste appalling in this respect. Our ancestors, crude and unpolished as they were, did not exaggerate as much as your taste. I prefer to rely on the authority of the good people who admire so much nowadays and are praised by all such as: ‘If good King Henry said to me “Who’s Paste, so good, so fair—All this and more I’ll give thee If you forsake your true love, you’ll lose the good Henry” Keep your Paste good and fair! I love my sweetmore more, truly: Much more I love my dearest!’

The rhymes may be clumsy and the style out-dated, but don’t you see how much better it is than all the trumpery that offends one's
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Scene iii.

PHILIPPE: Well, you see! That's where your precious sincerity has led you, with a damned awkward business on your hands! I saw perfectly well that Oronte wanted to be flattered and —

ALCISTE: Don't talk to me!

PHILIPPE: But —

ALCISTE: Leave me alone!

PHILIPPE: It's no —

ALCISTE: Go away!

PHILIPPE: If I —

ALCISTE: Not another word!

PHILIPPE: I won't listen.

ALCISTE: Ruse —

PHILIPPE: What do you mean? —

ALCISTE: You insist —

PHILIPPE: Oh God! That's enough! Stop following me about! (He goes out.)

PHILIPPE: Old Don't be absurd. I'm not going to leave you. (He follows.)

Act II

Scene i.

ALCISTE, CEALINE.

ALCISTE: May I speak frankly, Madame? I'm far from pleased with the way you behave. I'm beginning to find it unbearable. I can see that we shall have to go our separate ways. Yes, it would be deceiving you to tell you anything else. It's what everybody does. Nothing, poverty, sickness, or despair! Even if I gave you my word, you'd say it's because the whole universe wants it, and you'd insist on not being bound by it.

ALCISTE: I'm not pleading with you. But, Madame, you have a way of assuming your qualities to everyone as anyone who has nothing to lose. You have no enemies. You've forgotten to consider your interests. People are above your dignity. You're the only one who's a failure.

ALCISTE: It's not a risk you take. It's a risk you impose on your adversary. To know is to have the advantage. To know that a person is on your side is something more. You've forgotten that your actions are public. People are above your dignity. You're the only one who's a failure.

CEALINE: It's not a risk you take. To have the advantage against your adversary. To know is to have the advantage. To know that a person is on your side is something more. You've forgotten that your actions are public. People are above your dignity. You're the only one who's a failure.

ALCISTE: Renounce yourself to finding your rival, Madame, with a firm mind. Don't try to ingratiate yourself with a man whose rivalry is so offensive to you.

CEALINE: You're becoming jealous of the whole universe.

ALCISTE: That's because the whole universe enjoys your favour.
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ALCÉSTE: It's true. These conventions only bore me. It's asking too much to want me to put up with them.

CITTARDON: But I warn you, I wish you well.

ALCÉSTE: No. I can't do it.

CITTARDON: Very well then. Go in and do as you please.

Scene iv.

ELIANTE, PHILOMELLE, ACTÉE, CITTARDON, ALCÉSTE, CRÉMÈNÉ, JACQUÉ.

ELIANTE: The two masquers are coming up with us. Did no one come to see you?

PHILOMÈLE: (To Crémené) Claims that the company (To Alcèste) Hasn't you invited?

ELIANTE: No Madame, I intend to make you explain your mind — to their satisfaction or mine.

CITTARDON: Good.

ELIANTE: You shall explain yourself here and now.

CITTARDON: Have you invited them? You are not at all? You shall say where you stand.

ALCÉSTE: You must make one side or the other.

ELIANTE: I suppose this is a joke.

CITTARDON: Oh! but choose shall you; you've been patient for too long.

ELIANTE: Egal! I've come straight from the Louvre. Eloquence has been making a profound effect on me at the king's levee. Has he no friends who could in charity advise him how to behave?

CITTARDON: He certainly has a habit of making himself ridiculous in company. His mien is always so meltingly and when seen in company again after an interval, it seems even odder.

ELIANTE: Egal, talking of odd fellows I have just had a dose of one of the most ridiculous of them all. — I mean this gentleman here. He kept me out of my sedan chair for an hour, if you please, and in the blazing sun too.

CITTARDON: How disgusting! He contrives to say nothing at the most incisive length and I can never make any sense of what he is talking about. It's like listening to so much trash.
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PHILOMÈLE: It bears its reputation to its book. People don't go to see him, they go to visit his table.

ELIANTE: He does go in the process of providing good food.

PHILOMÈLE: Yes, if only he didn't serve up his own company with it! His impudence takes a good deal of stomaching. To my mind, it completely mutes the dinner he gives.

ALCÉSTE: His uncle, Hamelin is highly thought of. What do you say about him Madame?

ELIANTE: He is a friend of mine.

PHILOMÈLE: I think he's sound, a man who looks sensible enough.

ELIANTE: Yes, but when you are making him always try to be clever. He's so high, so modest and always so evidently trying to be witty in everybody he says. Since he's taken to his head to show he's smart or is, there's just no mistaking his case — he's so difficult to please. Misanthropy or finding fault with everything anyone writes, and he thinks that reason is beneath the dignity of a man of his worth; to find something to criticise is the sign of scholarship; since only fools allow themselves to admire things or be amused, and that he demonstrates his superiority to everyone else by disagreeing with all contemporary works. Even in ordinary conversation either he finds something to cavil at or else the subject will be so beneath his notice that he'll just fold his arms and look down vaguely from the height of his own wisdom on everything that anyone says.

ALCÉSTE: Damn! That's got him to a T!

CITTARDON: We have a wonderful gift for captivating people to the last?

ALCÉSTE: Ay! Stick to it, gentlemen, like the true courtiers that you are! You spare no one. Everyone suffers as men. But let not one of them appear on the scene and you would all rush to meet him, shake his hand warmly, and in the most flattering terms present your eternal devotion.

CITTARDON: But why get cross with us? If what's been said offends you, it's only here you should address your reproaches to.

ALCÉSTE: No, damnit! I blame you for your insufferable temper,

PHILOMÈLE: Souvenirs to these disastrous outcomes! Her sensitive nature is fed and watered by your wicked fancy. She would find less satisfaction in her mockery if she saw that you did not apply her

PHILOMÈLE: (To Philoméle). Not a bit, lady. The conversation is already making feeding over courtesan's acquaintance to pleasant.

CITTARDON: Now what should I answer? Don't you think admirable character?

PHILOMÈLE: The complete mystery, man, from head to foot. It is never, you see, an empty-minded grace as it was found, but she's always so busy though he has nothing to do! Anything he has to tell you is conveyed with signs and gestures — it's quite a performance and admirable everything! He's forever intercepting the conversation because he has some secret, some to confide to you, but there's never anything in it. He converses the invisible into a most scandal and everything, even his 'good morning,' has to be whispered in your ear.

ALCÉSTE: And Madame, madame?

CITTARDON: Oh, that poor gentleman! He can never throw off his habit. He's always in the highest circles and never mentions anybody below the rank of princes or princesses. He's ashamed of the rank and cannot ask his usual heart, carriages and dogs. He speaks most familiarly to people of the highest rank, so much so that he has forgotten how to use plain 'Monsieur.'

CITTARDON: They say he's very good terms with William.

PHILOMÈLE: That empty-headed creature! She's a very company I must say. I suffer agonies when she comes on me. It's one continual struggle to find something to say in her. She's so utterly inconsiderate that she just kills conversation anew! You chance at all the usual trivial topics to try to break down her stupid silence, but it's not doable. She's the wheeler on the stage, how it is or how that it has been — before you've exhaustcd them all and her visit, unbearable enough anyway, becomes more and more unbearable as it things out its hideous length. You may ask the time and yaw as much as you like, but she'll no more see than a block of wood.

ALCÉSTE: And what do you make of a recital?

CITTARDON: They can consider it a credit to the man's blown up with his own importance. He's forever flogging off about the Court. Because he thinks he not appreciated there. There's never an appointment or made or place or mention that fom't isn't an inquisition to his own idea of himself.

CITTARDON: And young ladies? Everyone who is anybody gathers at his house nowadays. What do you say about him?

Fricheurs are always to blame for the wits which prevail among mankind.

PHILOMÈLE: Why are you so ready to show such concern for people you yourself would consider for the very same reasons?

ALCÉSTE: But surely the gentlemen must be allowed to consult! Would you have him relieved of stating the customary view of things? Is he to be prevented from taking the opportunity of displaying the contempt which heaven bestowed on him? He can never get away with other people's opinions. He was always, he takes the opposite view. He'd think he was coming a very unassuming figure if he found himself agreeing with anyone else. He's not fond of contradicting that he often takes up an argument against himself and opposes his own sentiments as soon as he hears other people expressing them.

ALCÉSTE: The laugh on your side madame, there's no doubt about that! You may safely indulge your views against you.

PHILOMÈLE: But it is true none the less that you're always up in arms against everything people say. You yourself admit to being equally consistent, whether they're praising or blustering.

ALCÉSTE: Damn, it's because other people are so ignorant, because there's always a good reason for being angry with them, because I observe that in all matters they are invariably as misguided in their praise as they are rash in their condemnation.

PHILOMÈLE: But —

ALCÉSTE: No Madame, no. I'll say if it kills me. You take a delight in things I find intolerable; and it's downright wrong of these people here to be encouraging you to adopt the very habits they censure you for.

CITTARDON: Well, I don't know about that. But I don't mind admitting freely that I've always thought the lady profited herself!

PHILOMÈLE: To me she's entirely the alluring and graceful! If she has any faults, I haven't noticed them.

ALCÉSTE: But I notice them and, far from shutting my eyes to them, she knows I make a point of reproaching her on their account. The more you love someone, the less you should flatter them. The proof of love is to be repeating faults finding. I personally would blame any lover so face-branded as to agree with all my opinions and frankly and unquestionably pass on my prejudices.
Scene ii.

CLITANDERE, ACASTE

CLITANDERE: You look remarkably pleased with yourself, my dear Marquis. Everything seems to you and you haven't a care in the world. Tell me frankly, and looking at the matter squarely—do you really believe that you have good reason for looking so cheerful?

ACASTE: Egal! When I examine myself closely I can't see any reason for dissatisfaction. I'm rich, I'm young, I'm one of a house which can with some reason account itself noble. By virtue of my birth and the precedence is given me, I believe there are very few pans which are beyond my reach. As to a title, which we should, of course, put before everything else, I think I may say in all modesty that I'm dignified too to be wanting in that respect. I have shown that I can pursue an affair of honour with sufficient vigour and boldness. Brains I have beyond question, with good taste sufficient to judge judiciously and give an opinion on everything without benefit of study, to sit on the stage and perform as a critic at first nights (occasionally I do so) and give a cueing lead to the audience at all the fine passages that deserve applause. I'm pretty subtle, have a good manner and good looks, particularly fine teeth, and a very little figure. As for knowing how to dress, well, not to farm myself unduly, I defi—
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ACASTE: I am a spurned woman and you are the lucky one. She detests me. One of these days I shall have to go and hang myself.

CLITANORE: Well now, Marquise, couldn’t we both come to an understanding so as to conduct our country in future? If one of us can

ACASTE: By God! Now that’s the sort of talk I like! I’ll be glad to agree to this arrangement. But how? Here she...

Scene ii:

ACASTE, CLITANORE

CLITANORE: Still here?

ACASTE: What does that signify to us? Madame?

CLITANORE: I heard a carriage below. Do you know who it is?

ACASTE: I’ll be there.

Scene iii:

BARQUE, CLITANORE, ACASTE, CLITANORE

BARQUE: Ah! I come over to see you, Madame.

CLITANORE: What does this woman want with us?

BARQUE: That I knew, I’d ask her to come.

ACASTE: She has a reputation everywhere of being the most incomparable woman.

CLITANORE: Well, here’s theupp. Her

ACASTE: What can she be thinking of? Who can ask her to come?

CLITANORE: To see us.

Scene iv:

ACASTE, CLITANORE, BARQUE

ACASTE: Well, here we are.

CLITANORE: How do you propose to dispose of these people?

ACASTE: I’ll be there.

Scene v:

ACASTE, BARQUE

ACASTE: I am a spurned woman and you are the lucky one. She detests me. One of these days I shall have to go and hang myself.
you too pride yourself on? Or that one can't perfectly well guess the prise that's set nowadays on their attentions? Would you have us believe, things being the way they are, that you come flocking round you simply for your good questions, and that they are happy to bend with pure love and court you for your virtues alone? People can easily see through your subterfuges: no one's taken in by them. I know women endowed with every quality to inspire love, but they don't encourage men to come to their houses. It follows that we can draw the conclusion that men's affections aren't gained without making considerable concessions, that they don't love us for our looks, and that all their attentiveness has to be bought. So don't feel too embarrassed about making a move, if you aren't convinced of one's virtue. You have your own beauty which makes you so contemptible to others; I suspect one could do as other people do—abandon all restraint and let you see them often. You can be bold when we're a mind to have them.

*Scene IV.*

**Alcibiades:** Let me drop this discussion, Madame. I might try both your tempest too far; I should have taken my leave already had my earnings not kept me waiting.

**Arinóe:** You may stay as long as you please, Madame. There's no occasion to hurry. I won't trouble you with the customary civilities. Let's have you to better company. (Goes down.)

The gentleman who has just arrived more at your request will take my place and entertain you better than I can. Arinóe goes and writes a note which he will very well postopon without being thought absent. Stay with this lady and she'll the more easily excuse my absence. (Exit.)

**Scene V.**

**Alcibiades:** You see, she wishes me to speak with you for a moment while I'm waiting for my carriage to come. She could have satisfied me with more pleasure than this opportunity to have a conversation with you. Of course, we all love and admire men of outstanding abilities, but there is something about you, some mysterious power, which makes me deeply concerned for your interests. I only wish the Court would turn a more propitious eye on your merits and treat you more justly. You have every reason to complain. It makes me very angry to see the days pass and nothing at all is done for you.

**Alcibiades:** For me Madame? On what grounds could I make any claim? What services am I supposed to have rendered the State? What have I done, may I ask, that is so outstanding that I have reason to complain that the Court does nothing for me?

**Arinóe:** Not all those on whom the Court looks with favour have rendered the kind of distinguished service you mean. Opportunity is needed as well as ability, and in fact the talents and abilities which you display ought to be—

**Alcibiades:** Good Lord! Let us say no more about my abilities, I beseech you! Why do you think the Court should be bothered about them? The Court would have enough to do, more than enough, if it had to go round unearthing people's abilities!

**Arinóe:** Outstanding abilities unmask themselves. Yours are very highly spoken of in many quarters. I may say that yesterday I twice heard you praised in the most influential circles by people of great consequence.

**Alcibiades:** Why Madame? They praise everyone nowadays. This is an age which shows no discrimination whatever in that respect. Brilliant gifts are attributed to everybody in equal degree. It's no longer an honour to be praised; we have praises coming out of our own. Praise is thrown around wholesale. Why my vote has had a mention in the newspapers!

**Arinóe:** Nevertheless, I really wish a post at Court had more appeal for you, so that you were more in the public eye. If you showed the slightest inclination that way, I could pull a few strings. I have good friends whom I could ask to use their influence on your behalf and smooth the way for you.

**Alcibiades:** And what would you have me do in such a post Madame? My character is such that I should say well away from such things. I'm not suited by nature to the atmosphere of the Court. I don't feel I have the qualities necessary for success there or at least not in such a position.

**Arinóe:** It is my main gift to be frankness and sincerity. I have no talent for deceiving people with words. A man who can't hide what he thinks shouldn't stay too long in such places. Away from the Court one
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Scene II:

Cambacérès, Alceste

Alceste: All right, madame, revenge! Avenge an injury which is more than I dare say will ever be avenged.

Cambacérès: What is it? Whatever can have upset you?

Alceste: Something beyond mortal experience! A calamity more overwhelming than anything within the realms of nature! It’s all over... my love... I don’t know how to say it!

Cambacérès: Try to calm down a little.

Alceste: Merciful heaven! Why should such grace go so unobserved, such criminal baseness?

Cambacérès: But what can have...

Alceste: It’s the end of everything. I’m... I’m betrayed, and utterly undone! Celimène... who would have believed such a thing... Celimène has deceived me! She’s a misanthrope in her consequences.

Cambacérès: Have you sought good reasons for believing this?

Alceste: Perhaps it’s some hasty misconception? You jalous superstitiously makes me suspect.Alceste: Confound it! Mind your own business, sir! What more certain proof of her treachery could there be than to have, here in my pocket, a letter written to Oronte, that’s the evidence of her betrayal and her shame... Oronte, whose advances I thought she spurned... all of my rivals the one I feared least!

Cambacérès: A letter may well give the worst impression. Sometimes it’s not as compromising as it seems.

Alceste: You again say too good as to let me alone and just mind your own business.

Cambacérès: You should try to control yourself. The truth is...

Alceste: Madame, you need not tell me. It’s to you I turn now to heal me of this intolerable hurt. Avenger me against this successful and faithless relative of yours who has betrayed my constant love so duplicitously. Avenger me whom which must surely fill you with horror.

Cambacérès: I forgive you! How?

Alceste: By accepting my love. Take it Madame! Take it the heart she has betrayed. That’s now I shall be avenged! I shall punish her by
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Scene III:

Celimène, Alceste

Alceste (aside): Oh, heaven! Can I keep a grip on my feelings now?... Celimène! What’s this? Where’s the man with you? Why the agitation? What do these black looks mean?

Celimène: They mean that all the heroes of whom the soul is capable are nothing in comparison with your dishonour. That hate, that loathing, in which the most prodigious a thing to be said.

Alceste: These are fulsome compliments, I must say.

Alceste (aside): Don’t make light of it! This is no time for laughter. Far better, for you have good cause and I have grounds of proof of your misconduct. This is what was meant by my pessimism and it was not for nothing that I was slammed. My frequent suspicions, which you found absurd, have brought me to the very conclusion that your eyes have now seen. Despite all your precautions and your coming in secret, my guarding ear revealed to me what I had cause to fear. But don’t assume that I shall suffer the humiliation of being
ALCEST: The people who placed it in my hands today. But supposing I were willing to grant it, it might have been mean for someone else. Should I have any less reason to complain? Would it genuinely make you less guilty towards me?

ALCEST: But if the letters were addressed to a woman, what harm wouldn't it do you? What would there be wrong in that?

ALCEST: Alas! That's the worst! An admirable excuse! I confess, I was not expecting it! And naturally, I'm totally confused! How dare you resort to such subterfuge? Do you think people have so little sense at all? That makes it odd! Let's see what other wiles and deceptions you'll resort to so palpable a lie! How will you manage to make our trouble passionate letters could be from one woman to another. Reasonably— if you are to cover up your foolishness— what I am about to read with:

ALCEST: No, indeed! I won't consider it as a condition of you to promise to such authority and dare say such things to my face.

ALCEST: Now, now. Don't fly into a temper. Just take a moment to try and explain what those words mean.

ALCEST: No, I'll do no such thing. You can think what you like about it. It matters little to me.

ALCEST: Show me, I pray, that such a letter could really be intended for a woman and I'll be satisfied.

ALCEST: Yes, it was written to Ophelia. I'd rather you thought it. I delight in her attentions, but I can't conceive, admit his qualities— I'll agree to say anything you want. Go on, carry on with this quarrel, don't let anything stop you... as long as you don't pique me any more.

ALCEST: (aside): Heaven! Could there ever be anything so real? Was any man in love ever treated like this? Why, Helen! I am I with these, I am in the limbo of delight and suspicion, luring me to believe in the woman.

ALCEST: (aside): Consider my position! I'm the one making the complaint and yet it's me who's getting the blame! She drives me to the limits of despair and suspicion, luring me to believe in the woman.

ALCEST: How well you know me to how turn my weaknesses against me and exploit to your own advantage the final and excessive love those faultless eyes inspire. At least duty
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Act V

Scene ii

DE BOIS: Célimène, Alceste.

ALCEST: What's the meaning of all this—up? Why are you looking so alarméd? What's the matter?

DE BOIS: Sir...

ALCEST: Well?

DE BOIS: A letter of strange going-on.

ALCEST: What is it?

DE BOIS: Our affairs are in a sorry state, sir.

ALCEST: What do you mean?

DE BOIS: Can I say it loud enough?

ALCEST: Yes, and get on with it.

DE BOIS: Is there anybody about who—

ALCEST: Stop bering about the bush, spit it out man.

DE BOIS: Sir, we've got to hast a reason.

ALCEST: What?

DE BOIS: We must desist and no one must know.

ALCEST: Why?

DE BOIS: I tell you we must get out of here.

ALCEST: What fool?

DE BOIS: We've got to go, sir, and see for ourselves.

ALCEST: Why are you talking like this?

DE BOIS: Why sir? Because we must pick up and be off.

ALCEST: Explain what you mean now, or I'll warn your ears for you.

DE BOIS: Sir, a man with a face or black he sees, walked right into the kitchen and left us this paper—a paper so scrawled over that you'd have to be a fly to get yourself read it. It's to do with your revenue, didn't design to, but Old Nick himself couldn't make hand nor tail of it.

ALCEST: Very well, then you clod, what has the paper to do with what you're saying about going away?

DE BOIS: That's what I'm here to tell you sir. An hour later a gentleman
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Act V

Scene ii

ALCEST: I tell you, my mind's made up.

POLLUX: But however serious this blow may be, do you really need to...

ALCEST: No, you can talk and argue as much as you like, nothing will make me go back on what I have said. There's too much business in the world today. I'm determined to have nothing more to do with mankind. Why? Honour, integrity, decency, the law itself were all
against my opponents, the justice of my cause was acknowledged on all sides, I was confident I was in the right, and yet I have been wronged by the verdict. Justice was on my side, but I lost my case. Thanks to the blackest of lies, a rogue, whose scandalous past is notorious, emerges triumphant! Honesty is made to yield to his duplicity. He cuts his thesis and yet he ends up by being fully vindicated. His sums on a front of sheer hypocrisy through which shines the most palpable fraud; eight is overturned and justice prevailed. Then to crown his villainy, he obtains a writ against me, and, out context with the wrong that done me, there's an abominable book in circulation, a work it's criminal to even read, one for which no punishment could be too severe, and the wounded has the nobility to attribute the authorship to me! And on top of all that, I hear that Cronce has been going round whispering against me and spiritually leading suspect to the nation—yes, Oronte, who has a reputation at Court for being an honourable man, whom I've always treated with frankness and sincerity. Yet he must come all eager and insistent and press me against my will for an opinion on his verses, and because I trust him honestly and will neither lie to him nor bear the truth, he joins in accusing me of a calumny I haven't committed! Now he's become my bitterest enemy! He'll never forgive me in his heart for not liking his sonnet. That's human nature for you, by God! That's what vanity leads men to! That's the measure of their good faith, their love of virtue, the sort of honour and justice that you find among them! No, no! The trouble they're making for me is more than I can stand. Let's finish this; this out-threat would destroy me! If you live together like wolves, you shall never achieve me among your number as I live.

**Philinte:** I think the cause of action you propose rather too hasty. Things aren't as bad as you make out. The accusations your opponent has made against you haven't gained sufficient credence to lead to your arrest. The falsity of his story is self-evident; and his actions may yet rebound on him.

**Alceste:** Oh him! He's not afraid of any scandal; his duplicity might bring! He's a licensed accouter. Far from his reputation suffering from this affray, you'll see that tomorrow it will stand higher than before.

---

**Scene 2:**

**Oroonoko, Celimene, Alceste**

**Oroonoko:** Yes Madame, it's for you to decide now whether you wish to see the lord that will make you entirely yours. I must have absolute assurance of your love. This is not an issue on which a lover can bear to be kept in uncertainty. If the ardor of my passion has moved you, you should not hesitate to see me. After all, the proof I now ask is not more than that you permit Alcèste's attentions no longer, that you sacrifice him to my love, and, above Madame, that you banish him from your house this very day.

**Celimene:** But what sensible thing is it that has instilled you so much ardor? I often heard you speak highly of his qualities.

**Oroonoko:** There's no need to go into that Madame. The question is what are your feelings? Please make your choice. Take one or other of us. I am in your hands.

**Alceste (emerging from his corner):** Yes Madame, this gentleman is right. You must make your choice. His request seems with my wishes. I am moved by the same sentiments and the same concern. My passion also requires an unequivocal sign from yours. Things can't go on any longer as they are. The time has come for you to say what you have decided.

**Alceste:** I have no wish to ruffle your happiness in any way, sire, by allowing my own passions to intrude...

**Alceste:** Nor have I the least desire, sire, to accuse innocently what you will, to share her affections with you.

**Alceste:** If she feels that your love is preferable to mine...

**Oroonoko:** If she's capable of the slightest regard for you...

**Alceste:** I recognize any further claims to her hand.

**Alceste:** I swear I'll never see her again.

**Alceste:** Madame, it's for you to speak freely.

**Alceste:** Madame, you need not fear to say where you stand.
about defending yourself on this point. Did you write this letter as
(Continued).

Catherine. (Did you address this letter to Alceste?)

Alceste. (Come and Alceste.) This writing is not unknown to yourself.
You are the one who has the power to decide. It is worth the trouble of reading.
(Alceste.) What a strange man you are to condemn me for my high spirits
and accuse me of never being so happy as when I am not with
you. Nothing could be more unfair, and unless you come soon and
beg my pardon for your offence, I shall forever forgive you so long
as I live. What great hocus-pocus, the evanescence! It's a pity he's not
here. That great booby, the victim, with whom you begin your
complaints, isn't it? The sort of man to appeal to me. I have never
thought much of him since he told me spinning into a well,
making rings in the water, for fully three-quarters of an hour. As
for the little marquis... That's me, gentleman, not to flatter myself
ambitiously... "As for the little marquis who held my hand yesterday
for an age, he's a person of no significance whatsoever, and no
poor as you younger sons usually are. As for the man with the green
chefs..."

(Tobacco.) It's your turn now. As for the man with the green
ribbons, he does sometimes amuse me with his business and his
cheerful talk, but there are many occasions when I find him
the most tiresome man on earth. Then there's the man with the
woman...

(Tobacco.) This is what you get. Then there's the man with the
woman who has got the idea that he's wit and is determined
to be an author despite what anyone says. I can't help myself
listening to what he says. I find his pence as reduced as his wit,
so do you get it into your head that I don't always enjoy myself as
much as you think, that I miss you more; but at all the functions
I'm obliged to attend, and that being with someone we are fond
of adds a wonderful touch to the pleasures we enjoy.

Alceste. And now for me. (Rondeau.) "You mention your friend
Clariande who gets so maudlin, but he's the last man in the world
I'd ever take a fancy to. He's quite mad to believe I'm in love with
him; and you have no right to believe I'm in love with you. You're
unfitting my genteel, exchange opinions with him, come and see me as often as you can

Alceste. (to Clariande.) Well, I have held my peace in spite of
everything. I'm not, I let them all have their say before me. Have I contained
myself long enough? May I now

Alceste. (to Clariande.) You may say anything. You have a right to complain
and reproach me with anything you care to name. I'm in the wrong
and I admit it. I'm too ashamed to put you off with false excuses.
The anger of the others I despised, but I agree I have wronged you.
Your resentment is entirely justified. I know how galling it must
be in your eyes, how everything points to my having betrayed you.
You have indeed good reason to hate me. Well, then, listen to me:
all secrets.

Alceste. (to Clariande.) When have you deserved me? Can I overcome
all my feelings for you? Try as I may to love you, can I find in it
my heart to do so? (To Éléna and Philtres.) You see the power of
love and will it too lead me to witness my weakness? To confound
the truth, I do not intend to spend another moment here. You shall observe my
weakness in its utmost limits and show how wrong it is to call
us weak and demasculine. Here's a fine way to confound one's self.
(Tobacco.) Yes, you betrayed me, yet,
I am prepared to forgive you and shall find it in my heart
to excuse your behaviour by bringing it to the waywardness
within which the wickedness of the age has led you because you're wrong
provided you will agree to join me in my plan to undo human
kind and undertake to accompany me forthwith into the ruinous solitude
in which I have sworn to live. Thus, and only then, can you make
amends in people's minds for the harm done by your letters, and,
after this purely inoffensive to a noble mind like mine, may be
allowed to go on loving you.

Alceste. (to Clariande.) Enforce the world before I'm old and begin myself
in some other branch.

Alceste. (to Clariande.) All if only your love matched mine, what would the rest
of the world matter? Can I not give you everything you want?

Alceste. (to Clariande.) Submission is a delightful prospect when you satisfy
one's desires. I don't feel I have the necessary fortitude or acumen to bring myself
to make such a decision. But if the offer of my hand, would satisfy
you, I could agree to it the moment marriage

Alceste. (to Clariande.) No! At this moment I have you. Your refusal is too far
from the rest of what you have done. Since you can't bring yourself...
to accept marriage and within it make me your everything as you are everything to me, I reject your proposition. This latter insult releases me from your ignoble service forever. (Exit Callimache, Alexas torn to pieces.) Madame, your beauty is graced by countless virtues. I have never known you to be anything but sincere. I have long held you in the greatest esteem. Permit me to continue to do so, but forgive me if, hasty as I am with troubles, I do not aspire to the honour of your hand. I feel myself unworthy of it and I begin to realize that heaven did not intend me for marriage, and that a heart which another has refused would be too poor a tribute to offer you... and in fact... 

ELLIANTE: Please, go on thinking that if you wish. I have no worries about where I might bettter my hand, and without needing to trouble myself unduly, I think your friend here might continue to accept it if I asked him so.

PHENIEN: Ah, Madame! I could ask no greater honour. For that I would sacrifice my life itself.

AESOPH: May you ever continue to cherish such feelings for each other and so come to know true contentment. Betrayed on all sides, with injustice heaped upon me, I mean to escape from this abyss where vice reigns triumphant and scorn the world for some place so remote that there a man might be free to live as honour bids. (Exit.)

PELLINT: Come Madame, we must do all we can to make him give up this foolish plan.
APPENDIX IV

Original Scored Script

Her charm is irresistible and I’m sure my love will rescue her from the follies of our times.

*The Misanthrope*, Act I scene i
ACT I

SCENE I

PHILUMET, ALCESTE.

PHILUMET: What is it? What's the matter?

ALCESTE: Oh, leave me alone, please.

PHILUMET: But I ask you once again what bizarette idea—

ALCESTE: Let me be, I say, and get out of my sight.

PHILUMET: You might at least hear what people have to say without getting annoyed.

ALCESTE: I will get annoyed and I won't be blamed.

PHILUMET: I don't understand you when you give these sudden fits of temper. Friends though we are, I'm one of the first—

ALCESTE: Me, your friend? You can get that out of your head! Until now I have professed myself such, but after what I've just seen of you I declare I can do no more. I'll have no share in a covered affront.

PHILUMET: You consider I'm really as faultless then, Alceste?

ALCESTE: You should be mortally ashamed of yourself. What you did was absolutely incredible, and utterly shocking to any honourable man. I see you leading a man with every mark of affront, professing the tenderest concerns for his welfare, overwhelming him with assurance, pretentions and offers of service. And then, when he's gone and I ask who he is, you can scarcely tell me his name. Your enthusiasm dyes with your panting and to me you speak of him as though he were no less than God! What a base, degrading, infamous thing is to stoop to bestowing one's ingratitude like that! If ever I had had the misfortune to do such a thing I'd go and hang myself on the spot out of sheer disgust.

PHILUMET: Well, personally, I don't see that it's a threatening matter, so I'll ask you to be good enough to allow me to reduce your sentence and not hang myself this time, if you don't mind.

ALCESTE: Oh! This is no laughing matter.

PHILUMET: Seriously, what do you expect me to do?

ALCESTE: I expect you to be secure and as an honourable man never to utter a single word that you don't really mean.
philinte: Good Lord! Let’s not worry so much about the manners of the age and make more allowance for human nature. Let’s judge less severely and look more kindly on its faults. What’s needed in society is a flexible kind of virtue. It’s wrong to be too high principled.

This false-backed passion for the virtues of ancient days is out of step with our age and accepted practice. It requires too much perfection of all moralists. We need to move with the times and not be too rigid, and it’s the height of folly for anyone to take upon himself the task of setting the world to rights. Like you, I observe many things each day things which would be better if they were done differently. But whenever I happen to see, I don’t show my disapproval openly so you do. I don’t get hot and bothered, but take men as they are, school myself to put up with what they do and firmly believe that both at Court and in town, my self-possession is no less philosophical than your instantaneous spleen.

philinte: And can nothing ruffle this self-possession of yours, most rational of philosophers? Suppose a friend betrayed you, suppose someone plighted to get his hands on everything you own, or did the damnedest to spread scandalous rumors about you, could you sit back and watch it happen and not be angry?

philinte: Of course. I look upon these faults which you are so concerned
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on, this absolute integrity you set such store by, is the lady you’re in love with? I’m surprised that while you seem to be so digger driven with the whole human race, you have found, in spite of everything that makes it tedious to you, one member of it who has power to charm you. What amuses me even more is the strong passion which your affections have waked. Illness is a mark of stoicism and the like she is; the proudest Amoretto makes sleepy’s eyes at you, but you welcome her heart to them while Callimahie binds it fast and toys with it. Callimahie, whose coquetry and love of scandal seem to cherish so well with the manners of the age. How does it come about that, having these characteristics as you do, you can tolerate them in their embodiment in her? Do they stop being faults when they appear in such an attractive shape? Is it that you don’t see them, or do you find excuses for them?

philinte: No. My love for this young woman does not blind me to the faults I find in her. Despite the passion she inspires in me, I am the first to see them as I am to condemn them. And yet for all that, do what I may, I have to confess my weakness. I am captivated by her. I see her faults, but it makes no difference. I condone them in vain.

philinte: Heaven, you shouldn’t love her if I didn’t think so?

philinte: But she has made it clear that she loves you, why is it that you are so concerned about your rivals?

philinte: Because true love demands undivided attention. That’s my sole purpose in coming here now—to be open my heart to her on that very matter.

philinte: Well, if it was me and I was going to fall in love, I’d be looking in the direction of her countenance. She loves you and her affection is constant and sincere. She’d be a far better and more suitable choice for you.

philinte: That’s true. And so the voice of reason tells me every day, but our love isn’t ruled by reason.

philinte: I hear greatly for your love. Your hopes may well prove...
discreet and deliberate choice. We should be better acquainted before we commit ourselves. It might turn out that our characters may well be such that we are destined to the bargain.

B poorest: By Jove! Spoken like a man of sense! I admire you all the more for it. Let us then leave it to time to establish this happy relationship between us. Meanwhile I am entirely at your service. If there is anything I can do for you at Court, I am known to some of the figures in His Majesty. I have his ear and I trust him, by God, with the greatest possible consideration. Once again then—count me entirely. And now, sir, you may consider this correspondence and disassociation—my inten- tion is to show you, by way of placing our relationship on a sound footing, a screen I have only recently composed. I would like your opinion as to whether it's fit to be published.

ACR: Sir, I am quite the wrong person to pronounce on such matters. Pray be good enough to excuse me.

B poorest: Why?

ACR: It's a failing of mine that I tend to be a little more frank in these things than I should.

B poorest: But that's what I want! I want to hear it straight and unvarnished if, when I have gone for so far to ask you to give me your honest opinion, you failed to do so or kept anything back from me.

ACR: Well then, I agree, since you insist.

B poorest (reading): 'Screen'... it's a screen. 'Hope... the lady in question has designed to give reassurance to my hope.'... 'Hope... it's not fully elaborated—just a few simple lines... tender and full of feeling' (He looks at ACR at these points).

ACR: We shall see.

B poorest: 'Hope...', I don't know if you think the style is sufficiently easy and flowing or if the choice of words will please you.

ACR: We shall see.

B poorest: Another thing—something I should mention that I didn't spend more than a quarter of an hour on it.

ACR: Let's be clear. The time spent on it is quite immaterial.

B poorest (reading): 'Hope does cause anguish, its true, one's pain... And for a white home consolation'.

ACR: Well, Phyllis, where lies the gain?

B poorest (reading): 'If on Hope's heart costs cold Football.'

PHILLIPS: I am quite at a loss of this beginning?
Scene ii.

PHILIPPI: Well, you see! That's where your precious sincerity has landed you, with a damned swindling business on your hands! I saw perfectly well that Choiseux wanted to be flustered and —

ALCESTE: Don't talk to me!

PHILIPPI: But —

ALCESTE: Leave me alone!

PHILIPPI: I'll do it —

ALCESTE: Go away!

PHILIPPI: If I —

ALCESTE: No, another word!

PHILIPPI: But what —

ALCESTE: I won't hear.

PHILIPPI: But —

ALCESTE: Silence there!

PHILIPPI: You know —

ALCESTE: Oh! God! That's enough! Stop following me about (he goes out).

PHILIPPI: Oh! Don't be ashamed. I'm not going to leave you. (He follows.)

Act II

Scene i.

ALCESTE, CELINE:

ALCESTE: May I speak frankly, Madame? I'm far from pleased with the way you behave. I'm beginning to find it intolerable. I can see that we shall have to go our separate ways. Yes, it would be deceiving you to tell you anything else. We shall undoubtedly reach breaking-point sooner or later. Even if I give you my word to the contrary a thousand times over I should be unable to stand by it.
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ALCESTE: It’s so nice! These conversations bore me, I mean, too much to want me to put up with them.

CLITANDER: But I want you to stay, you know I invite you to stay.

ALCESTE: No, I can’t do it.

CLITANDER: Very well then. Call off... Can you please?

Scene iv:

ELIANTE, PHILANTH, ACACIA, CLITANDER, ALCESTE, CELINE, BARBE

ELIANTE: The two marquis are coming up with us. Did no one come to tell you? Compromise.

PHILANTH: Why? (To Alceste) You’re the company (To Eliaunte)

ALCESTE: You’re the company.

PHILANTH: Haven’t you gone? (To Alceste)

ALCESTE: No Madame, I insist to find you explain your mind to their satisfaction or mine.

CLITANDER: Thank you.

ALCESTE: You shall explain yourself here and now.

PHILANTH: Have you gone? you’re going now?

CLITANDER: No, but choose you. I have been patient too long.

ACACIA: Eliante! I have some excuse from the Louvre. Eli婕te has been making a perfect fool of himself there at the king’s levee.

CLITANDER: He certainly has a habit of making himself look ridiculous in company. His manner is always very unassuming and when he talks, it seems even colder.

ACACIA: Eliante, talking of odd fellows I have just had a dose of one of the most odious of them all. I mean that garrulous here, Daniel.

CLITANDER: How he does it! He contrives to say nothing at the most unmeaning length and I can never make any sense of what he is talking about. It’s like listening to so much noise.

[Who are three people?]

[The curtain falls]

[IL. 114

ACACIA: That he owns his reputation to his book. People don’t go to see him, they go to visit his table.

ELIANTE: He does go to the trouble of providing good food.

ACACIA: Yes, if only he didn’t serve up his own company with it.

ELIANTE: His simplicity takes a good deal of imagination. To my mind, it completely astonishes the dinner-givers.

ACACIA: But, Eliante! Damn! It is highly thought of. What do you say about Madame?

ELIANTE: He’s a friend of mine. To get... to... to, to..., I... I... I... I...

PHILANTH: Yes, but what mews you is that he’s always trying to be clever. He’s so high-minded and always so obviously trying to be witty in everything he says. Since he’s taken into his head to show how smart he is, there’s no musing his states – he’s so difficult to please. He insists on finding faults with everything anyone says and he thinks that to praise is beneath the dignity of a man of sense... that to find something to criticize is the sign of a scholarly mind.

ELIANTE: Just only show themselves to admire things as being so far beneath his notice that he’ll just fold his arms and look down in pity from the height of his own wisdom on everything that anyone says.

ACACIA: Dammit! That’s got him to a T.

CLITANDER: You have a wonderful gift for capturing people to the life.

ACACIA: Well, I know that.

CLITANDER: But why get cross with us? If what’s been said offends you, it’s the lady here you should address your reproaches to.

ACACIA: No, dammit! I blame you. It’s your tasteless laughter that encourages her to these clodhopper outbursts. Your satirical humour is fed and watered by your wicked fancy. She would find less satisfaction in her mockery if she saw that you did not applaud her.
Scene vi.

BARQUE, ACALTE, CÉLÉSINE, CLITANDE, ACASHT, PHILIP; CLITANDE.

BARQUE (to ACALTE). Sir, there's a man outside who'd like to speak to you on business which he says won't wait.

ACALTE. Tell him I have no business of such urgency.

BARQUE. He has a long prepared note with gold hand all over it.

ACALTE (to ACASHT). Go see what it is, or else have him gone.

ACASHT (to the Officer as he enters). Come in, sir. What is it you want?

Scene vii.

OFFICER, ACALTE, CÉLÉSINE, ELISET, ACASHT, PHILIP; CLITANDE.

OFFICER. I needs a word with you, sir.

ACALTE. You may say your piece, officer. Tell me what this is about.

OFFICER. The Marquis of France, whose warrant I bear, requires you to appear before him, at once, immediately.

ACALTE. What! Me?

OFFICER. You sir. In person.

ACASHT. For what purpose?

PHILIP. Is it that he should appear equable with Céline?

CÉLÉSINE (to PHILIP). What's that? Is he in a scowl, do you think?

PHILIP. Céline and he had words about some trifling matter; he didn't think much of it. They were to nip the quarrel in the bud.

ACALTE. I won't send for any miserable compatriot.

PHILIP. But you must obey the summons. Come, get ready.

ACASHT. What sort of compensation do they intend to force you to use? Will those gentlemen sentence me to approve the fates we quarrelled about? I won't go back on what I said. I will think they're impolite.

PHILIP. If you would only be a little more—

ACASHT. I won't budge an inch. The poem is executative.

PHILIP. You must try to be reasonable. Come along.
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ACALTE. I'll go—but there's no power on earth that will make me change.

PHILIP. Let us go and put an end to a quarrel.

ACALTE. Short of His Majesty's express command to approve the verses all this fuss is about. I shall never cease to maintain, by God, that there is need and that the man who wrote them deserves to be hanged.

(To CÉLÉSINE and ACASHT who are whispering) Confused gentlemen! I was not aware I was so agitated. I was stepping quietly, and so the summons. (Heavily) It is prettily we are informed.

ACASHT. I'm going to Madame, but I shall come straight back to finish our discussion.

Act III.

Scene i.

CLITANDE, ACASHT.

CLITANDE. You look remarkably pleased with yourself, my dear Marquis. Everyone adores you and you haven't a care in the world. Tell me frankly, and looking at the matter squarely: do you really believe that you have good reason for looking so cheerful?

ACASHT. Egad! When I examine myself closely I can't see any reason for dissatisfaction. I'm rich, I'm young, I come of a house which can with some reason account itself noble. By virtue of my birth and the precedence it gives me, I believe there are very few posts which are beyond my reach. As it is, I believe, of course, that before everything else, I think I may say in all modesty that I am known not to be wanting in that respect. I have shown, that as a gentleman, I am used to an affair of honour with sufficient vigour and boldness. Brains I have beyond question, with good taste sufficient to pass judgment and give an opinion on everything without benefit of study, to sit on the stage and perform a critic at first nights (occasions I don't enjoy) and give a route leading to the audience at all the five passages that deserve applause. I'm pretty, admit, have a good manner and good looks, particularly fine teeth, and a very little figure. As for knowing how to dress, well, not to flatter myself unduly, I defy
which makes me deeply concerned for your safety. I only wish, the Council would turn a more propitious eye on your merits and tenor: you more justly. You have every reason to complain. It makes me very sorry to see the days pass and nothing at all is done for you.

ALECTE: For me, Madam! Oh, what grounds could I make any claim? What service am I supposed to have rendered the State? What have I done, may I ask, that is so commending that I have reason to complain that the Court does nothing for me?

ARISTO: Nor all those whom the Court looks with favour have rendered the kind of distinguished service you mean. Opportunity is needed as well as ability, and in fact the talents and abilities which you display ought to be...

ALECTE: Good Lord! Let us say no more about my abilities, I beseech you! Why do you think the Court should be bothered about them? The Council would have enough to do, more than enough, if it had to go round searching people's abilities!

ARISTO: Outstanding abilities unearth themselves. Yours are very highly spoken of in many quarters. I may say that only yesterday I twice heard you praised in the most influential circles by people of great consequence.

ALECTE: Why, Madame! They praise everybody nowadays. This is an age which shews no discrimination whatever in this respect. Brilliant gifts are attributed to everybody in equal degree! It's no longer an honour to be praised: each man is envied as he is. Nothing is thrown around wholesale. Why? My valed has had a mention in the newspaper!

ARISTO: Nevertheless, I really wish a post at Court had more appeal for you, so that you were more in the public eye. If you showed the slightest inclination that way, I could pull a few strings. I have good friends whom I could ask to use their influence on your behalf and smooth the way for you.

ALECTE: And what would you have me do in such a post? Madame! My character is such that I should stay well away from such things. I'm not suited by nature to the atmosphere of the Court. I don't feel I have the qualities necessary for success there or to make my fortune in it. My main gift is for frankness and sincerity: I have no talent for deceiving people with words. A man who can't hide what he thinks shouldn't stay too long in such places. Away from the Court one no
ELIANTE: It just shows that love isn’t always a matter of unsupernatural affinities. All the usual ideas of hidden compatibility are proved quite wrong in this case.

PILARTE: And do you believe, from what you can see, that she loves him?

ELIANTE: It’s hard to say. But I have to judge whether she’s really in love with him. She’s not entirely sure of her feelings herself. Sometimes she’s in love without knowing it and at other times she doesn’t love him at all.

PILARTE: I’m afraid our friend will have more trouble with this cousin of yours than you imagine. To be honest, if he told me he’d cut his ears off in quite a different direction, I’d be far better advised. Madame, if you took advantage of the feelings you have for him.

ELIANTE: Well, I make no bones about it — I think we should be open. Find lovers in such a manner. I don’t oppose his love for Celimonde, on the contrary I encourage it. If it is up to me, I would marry the lady of his choice with my blessing. But if, as well as being unhappy in this case, his love were to encounter some obstacle and Celimonde gives her heart to someone else, I might be well advised to accept his addresses without being offended by the fact someone else had already refused them.

PILARTE: And I for my part, Madame, do nothing to oppose his high regard for you. He told you himself, he was so moved, what I have gone out of my way to say to him on this matter. If, however, they were indeed to marry and you in consequence were not in a position to receive his addresses, then I should do all I could to win for myself that signal favour you now so generously accorded me. I should own myself happy if, having renounced them, you were transferred to me.

ELIANTE: You’re joking, Pilarte.

PILARTE: Not at all, Madame. I say it in all sincerity. I wish the opportunity of offering you my entire devotion. All my hopes are directed towards that happy moment.
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Scene ii: CELLINUS, ALCEST.

ALCEST: Ah, Madame, avenge me! Avenge an injury which is more than my constancy can bear!

ELIANTE: What is it? What can have upset you so?

ALCEST: Something beyond mortal experience! A calamity more overwhelming than anything within the reach of nature! It’s all over!

ELIANTE: My love... I don’t know how to say it!

ALCEST: Merciful heaven! Why should such graces go with such odious, such criminal baseless!

ELIANTE: But what can have —

ALCEST: It’s the end of everything. I’m... I’m betrayed, and utterly wounded Celindee... Who would have believed anything... Celindee has deceived me! She’s faithless after all!

ELIANTE: Have you some good reason for believing this?

PILARTE: Maybe it’s some hurry misapprehension? Your jealous temper sometimes makes you imagine things.

ALCEST: Confound it! Mind your own business, sir! What more certain proof of her treachery could there have been, in my pocket, a letter written in her own hand! Yes Madame, a letter written to Celinus, that’s the evidence of my betrayed and her sloven... Celinus, whose advances I thought the slightest... of all the rivals the one I feared least!

PILARTE: A letter that will give the wrong impression. Sometimes it’s not as compromising as it seems.

ALCEST: You again set as good as to let me alone and just mind your own business.

PILARTE: You should try to control yourself. The trouble —

ALCEST: Madame, the remedy lies with you. It’s to you I turn now to heal me of this insupportable hurt. Avenge me against this ungrateful and faithless relative of yours who has betrayed my constant love so deeply.

ALCEST: I avenge you! How?

PILARTE: By accepting my love. Take it Madame! Take the heart she has betrayed. That’s how I shall be avenged! I shall punish her by...
ACT IV

Scene ii.

ALCESTES: What are you doing in my house? Are you not in your studies?
DU BOIS: I am, sir... I am busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: What is your garden doing?
DU BOIS: It is growing. My garden is my life.
ALCESTES: Your life is a garden?
DU BOIS: Yes, sir. A garden is a life, a life is a garden.
ALCESTES: But why should you have a garden?
DU BOIS: To have a garden is to have a life, to have a life is to have a garden.
ALCESTES: Then what is the point of having a garden?
DU BOIS: The point of having a garden is to live.
ALCESTES: And what is the point of living?
DU BOIS: The point of living is to have a garden.

Scene iii.

ALCESTES: Why are you not coming to see me?
DU BOIS: I am sorry, sir. I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. Your presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. Your presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
DU BOIS: No, sir. My presence is more important than my garden.
ALCESTES: Then why are you not here?
DU BOIS: I was busy with my garden.
ALCESTES: Your garden is more important than me?
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PHILIPPE: Nevertheless, the fact remains that people have attached little importance to the malicious rumour he's been spreading about you. So you have nothing to fear on this score. As for your lawsuit of which you have good cause for complaint, you can easily appeal against the outcome and...

ALCIBRUS: No, I intend to abide by it. The verdict may have damaged my glory, but I have no intention of wanting to have it quashed. It shows all too plainly how right may be abused. I want it to go down as potentially a notorious instance, a notable testimony of the wickedness of our generation. It may one day teach two thousand Frenchmen, but those two thousand Frenchmen will give me the right to denounce the iniquity of human nature and cherish an unending hatred for it.

PHILIPPE: Come now...

ALCIBRUS: Come now, your concern is not needed! What can you possibly find to say to me on this subject? Will you even have the audacity to justify to my face the dreadful things that have happened?

PHILIPPE: On the contrary, I'll agree in anything you like. The world is governed by intrigue and self-seekers, and it's steeped in these days that every man wants to be different from what they are. But it is the disgrace of justice a reason for withdrawing from their society! The feelings of human nature in this life give us opportunities for exercising our philosophy, which is the only act we can put our virtue to. If all men were righteous, all hearts true and frank and loyal, what purpose would most of our virtues serve? Their usefulness lies in making us stay calm and bear the injuries others inflict upon us when we are in the right. And in the same way that a noble mind...

ALCIBRUS: I know that you are a fine talker and never at a loss for argument. But your eloquent words are a waste of breath. Reason requires me to retire from the world for my own good. I do not have sufficient control of my tongue. I can't answer for what I may say. I might make no end of trouble for myself. Don't say any more, just leave me to wait for Clemens. I need her to agree to what I intend to do. Now I shall see if she really loves me. This is the moment that will put my doubts to the test.

PHILIPPE: Let us go up to Elizane's room and wait for her there.

Scene ii.

CICERO: What can you really find it difficult to make a choice between the alternatives?

CICERO: What are you waiting for? Can you not see in any doubt?

CICERO: How? Your expression is quite unassuming. How can you be so unreasonable as to think that I am not in doubt? There is no such word as "doubt:" there is only a cold, simple and making a choice. I do not need to be made up to help you decide. Why do you want to be made up to help you decide? It's not my heart that's at stake—there's nothing simpler than making a choice. But what if I do, and I am afraid of not being able to make a choice?

CICERO: Yes Madame, it's for you to decide now whether you wish to do the thing that will make us entirely yours: I must have absolute assurance of your love. This is not an issue on which a lover can be kept in uncertainty. If the reason of my passion has moved you, you should not hesitate to tell me. After all, the proof I now seek is to say that you permit Alcibiades' attention no longer, that you sacrifice him to the love, and, in short, in Madame, that you bless him from your house this very day.

CICERO: But my question is, even if I keep it, is there a thing that has turned you no more against him? I have been made to understand him.

CICERO: There's so much, so little, so much, so many, so much, so many. The question is, what are your feelings? Please, make your choice. Take one or other of us. I am in your hands.

CICERO: (emerging from his quarters): Yes Madame, this gentleman is right. You must make your choice. His request accords with my own wishes. I am moved by the same impassioned and the same concern. My passion also requires an unreserved sign from you. Things can't go on any longer. I don't want to do anything as long as there is time. I will come to you to say what you have decided.

CICERO: I have no wish to trouble your happiness in any way, sir, by allowing my own passion to trouble...

CICERO: Nor have I the least desire, sir, to follow you with too much affection with you.

CICERO: If she feels that your love is preferable to mine...

CICERO: I will be the first to claim her hand.

CICERO: I swear I'll never see her again.

CICERO: Madame, it's for you to speak freely.

CICERO: Madame, you need not fear to say what you stand.
Scene iii:

ELIANTE: Cousin, I'm being persecuted by these two gentlemen who seem to have joined forces against me. They demand, with equal insistence, that I declare which of them has the joint place in my affections, and that I make an open pronouncement in their presence forbidding one or the other to pay my addresses to me in future. Tell me, do you ever hear of such a thing in all your life?

ELIANTE: Don't ask me about it! You may find you come to the wrong person. I'm for people who speak their minds.

GROSSET: It's no use your refusing, Madame.

ELIANTE: Your evasions will get no support from here.

GROSSET: One single word will end the argument, I assure you.

ELIANTE: And I shall understand you if you say nothing at all.

Scene iv.

ELIANTE, CLITANDRE, ARISNE, PHILINETTE, ELIANTE, GROSSET, ELIANTE, CLITANDRE.

CLITANDRE: Madame, we've both come here to clear up a small matter with you. You, if you don't mind.

ELIANTE (as CLITANDRE):

It's most fortunate, gentlemen, that you should be here, since you are also involved in this business.

ARISNE: You are surprised to see me, Madame. It's these gentlemen who are responsible for my being here. They came and complained to me about something I couldn't understand myself. I've heard too high an opinion of your character to believe you could ever be guilty of such an appalling action. Refusing to believe the evidence they showed me, strong though it appeared to be, and overlooking my little disagreement in the interests of friendship, I agreed to accompany them here and see you clear yourself of this slander.

ARISNE: Oh, Madame, let us see, calmly and subtly, how you will see

AGACITE: Well, Madame, let us see if you can clear your name.

ACITE (as Eliane):

You may say anything. You have a right to complain and approach me with anything you care to say. I'm in the wrong, and I admit it. I'm too ashamed to put you off with this excuse. There's a great deal of virtue in anything you have to offer. (Adam and Eliane were heard.)

GROSSET: To think that you could twist me to pieces! To utter these words! And you offer the same specious professions of love to everyone! Ah! I was fooled too easily, but it didn't happen again. You have done me a useful service in letting me see you as you really are. I am better off on the turn of one beast which you have now bestowed on me, and I have the satisfaction of knowing that the loss is entirely yours. (To Eliane.) Sir, I shall stand in the way of your love no longer. You may come to terms with the lady. (He leaves.)

ARISNE: This is really the most disgraceful business I've ever heard of! I just can't remain silent, I am very shocked. Was there ever such a piece of nonsense? I'm not concerned about the others, but did that gentleman whom you were fortunate enough to attract, a most honourable and worthy man who worshipped the very ground on which you put your foot, deserve to be?

ELIANTE: Kindly leave me to look after my own affairs and don't meddle with what does not concern you. No purpose would be served by your taking up my quarrel. I'm in no position to repudiate my zeal on my behalf. You aren't the person my thoughts would turn to. I wanted to arrange things by transforming my affections elsewhere.

AGACITE: Oh! Do you imagine, sir, that I harboured any such idea! Why should I be so anxious to have you? You are so much vanity in your character, if you entertain any such impression! This lady's cast-offs are a commodity which is too cheap for any woman to want! Open your eyes, and you, and don't be so high and mighty! Women like me are not for the likes of you. Better go on pleasing her. I should love to see so suitable a match. (She leaves.)

AGACITE: And now for me. (Reads.) You mention your friend Claudine who gets so much laughter, but he's the last man in the world I'd ever take to a fancy. He's quite mad to believe I'm in love with him, and you are as bad to believe that I don't love you. Be sensible, exchange opinions with him, and see if you can as often as you can
to accept marriage and wishes it makes me your everything as you are everything to me. I reject your proposition. This letter itself releases me from your ignoble fetters for ever. (Jest Célèbres, Altemarius & Sévérius) Madame, your beauty is graced by countless virtues. I have never known you to be anything but sincere. I have long held you in the greatest esteem. Permit me to continue to do so, but forgive me, if, as I am with troubles, I do not aspire to the honour of your hand. I feel myself unworthy of it and I begin to realize that heaven did not intend me for marriage. and that a heart which another has refused would be too poor a tribute to offer you... and in fact—

GILLIARD: Please, go on thinking that if you wish. I have no worries about where I might bow now. and without needing to trouble myself unduly, I think your friend here might consent to accept it if I asked him to.

PHILUMÉ: Ah, Madame! I could ask no greater honour. For that I would sacrifice my life itself.

ALCESTE: May you ever continue to cherish such feelings for each other and so come to know true contentment. Bemused on all sides, with injustice heaped upon me, I meant to escape from this abyss where vice reigns triumphant and scour the world for some place so remote that there a man might be free to live as honor bids. (Exit.)

PHILUMÈ: Come Madame, we must do all we can, to make him give up this foolish plan.
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